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Abstract

Abstract

Machine Translation (MT) is a hot topic in the Computational Linguistics (CL)
community. Given a target language and a text in a source language, an MT
system provides a translation of the text into the target language in an automatic
fashion. The problem of performing MT is currently tackled through statistical and
neural approaches. This thesis focuses on Statistical Machine Translation (SMT),
with an additional experiment in Neural Machine Translation (NMT) to assess the
applicability of the developed methods to another MT architecture.

One particular topic that arises in practice when using MT systems is domain
mismatch. Training an MT model on a domain and using it on another one does
not yield the optimal performance due to the syntactic and semantic differences
between the two domains. The attempt to solve this problem is known as domain
adaptation and it is addressed through model- or corpus-driven approaches. Data
selection, which is the topic of this thesis, falls in the latter category.

Given a general domain corpus and a target domain (also referred to as in-
domain), each sentence from the general domain corpus is scored according to its
similarity to the in-domain. In the MT community, the underlying assumption is
that the general domain corpus is vast and thus, contains sentences that pertain
to the in-domain. The goal of using data selection is to identify a small ratio of the
general domain corpus that can be used to train an MT system that outperforms a
system trained on the full general domain corpus. Moreover, MT systems obtained
using ratio selection are faster to train and occupy less memory than the systems
trained using the full data.

There are two challenges that arise with data selection: which method to use to
determine the sentence similarity and how many of the general domain sentences to
select as pertaining to the in-domain. In this work, I present data selection methods
that address both challenges. I developed several scoring functions that select the
general domain sentences that are most similar to an in-domain and compared them
with a method I developed that automatically determines the ratio of sentences
to select. The methods were also compared with a random selection of sentences
to assess whether the gain in performance compared with systems trained using
only the in-domain data comes from simply adding more training data or from
adding more in-domain sentences. Moreover, the methods were contrasted with
the most commonly used data selection method from the community, and with
a baseline that uses the full general domain training data. Manual evaluation is
investigated on a focus language pair and the system ranking result is compared
with the automatic evaluation.

Data selection is crucial for MT systems that aim to translate domain-specific
texts. The methods I developed were either on a par or surpassed a strong baseline,
with the automatic ratio selection method performed particularly well in most of
the experimental settings. With data selection SMT models were trained faster,
had a smaller size, and performing on a par or better than the models trained
using the full training data.
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Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung

Maschinelle Übersetzung (MT) ist ein aktuelles Thema in der Computerlinguistik
(CL). Gegeben eine Zielsprache und einen Text in einer Ausgangssprache, liefert ein
MT-System eine automatische Übersetzung des Textes in die Zielsprache. MT wird
derzeit durch statistische und neuronale Ansätze realisiert. Diese Arbeit konzentri-
ert sich auf die statistische maschinelle Übersetzung (SMT), mit einem zusätzlichen
Experiment zur neuronalen maschinellen Übersetzung (NMT), um die Anwend-
barkeit der entwickelten Methoden auf eine andere MT-Architektur zu evaluieren.

Ein spezielles Thema, das beim praktischen Einsatz von MT-Systemen auftritt,
ist das Nichtübereinstimmen von Domänen. Ein MT-Modell auf einer Domäne zu
trainieren und es auf einer anderen Domäne zu verwenden, bringt nicht das opti-
male Ergebnis aufgrund der syntaktischen und semantischen Unterschiede zwischen
den beiden Domänen. Der Versuch, dieses Problem zu lösen, wird als Domänen-
Adaption bezeichnet und kann in modell- und korpusgesteuerte Ansätze aufgeteilt
werden. Datenauswahl, die das Thema dieser Arbeit ist, fällt in die letztere Kat-
egorie. Gegeben ein Korpus einer generellen Domäne und eine Ziel-Domäne, auch
als In-Domäne bezeichnet, wird jeder Satz aus dem Korpus der generellen Domäne,
nach seiner Ähnlichkeit mit der In-Domäne bewertet. Die zugrundeliegende An-
nahme ist, dass das Korpus der allgemeinen Domäne groß genug ist, um Sätze zu
enthalten, die sich auf die In-Domäne beziehen. Das Ziel der Datenauswahl ist es,
einen kleinen Anteil des allgemeinen Domänenkorpus zu identifizieren, der zum
Trainieren eines MT-Systems verwendet werden kann, und so ein besseres Ergeb-
nis zu erhalten, als durch ein Training mit dem gesamten Korpus der allgemeinen
Domäne. Darüber hinaus sind MT-Systeme, die mithilfe von Verhältnisauswahl
trainiert werden schneller zu trainieren und benötigen weniger Speicherplatz als
Systeme, die mit den gesamten Daten trainiert werden.

Es gibt zwei Herausforderungen, die bei der Datenauswahl auftreten: Welche
Methode soll verwendet werden, um die Satzähnlichkeit zu bestimmen und wie
viele Sätze aus der allgemeinen Domäne sollen als zur In-Domäne zugehörig aus-
gewählt werden. In dieser Arbeit stelle ich Methoden zur Datenauswahl vor, die
beide Herausforderungen angehen. Ich habe mehrere Bewertungsfunktionen ent-
wickelt, die die Sätze der allgemeinen Domäne auswählen, die einer In-Domäne
am ähnlichsten sind, und habe sie mit einer von mir entwickelten Methode ver-
glichen, die automatisch das Verhältnis der auszuwählenden Sätze bestimmt. Die
Methoden wurden auch mit einer zufälligen Auswahl von Sätzen verglichen, um
festzustellen, ob der Leistungsgewinn im Vergleich zu Systemen, die nur mit den
In-Domain-Daten trainiert wurden, durch einfaches Hinzufügen von mehr Train-
ingsdaten oder durch Hinzufügen von mehr Sätzen aus der In-Domäne kommt.
Außerdem wurden die Methoden kontrastiert mit der am häufigsten verwendeten
Datenauswahlmethode aus der MT-Forschungsgemeinschaft und mit einer Base-
line, die die vollständigen Trainingsdaten der allgemeinen Domäne verwendet. Eine
manuelle Auswertung mit einem Fokus-Sprachpaar wurde mit dem Ergebnis der
automatischen Auswertung verglichen.

Datenauswahl ist entscheidend für MT-Systeme, die domänenspezifische Texte
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Zusammenfassung

übersetzen sollen. Die entwickelten Methoden waren entweder gleich oder besser
als eine starke Baseline, wobei die automatische Verhältnisauswahl-Methode in
den meisten experimentellen Einstellungen besonders gut abschnitt. Mit der Date-
nauswahl wurden SMT-Modelle schneller trainiert, hatten einen geringeren Platzbe-
darf und schnitten gleich gut oder besser ab als die Modelle, die mit den vollständi-
gen Trainingsdaten trainiert wurden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Translation, whether human or automatic, supports dissemination of news or in-
formation, helps people understand what they want to read in a language they
do not know and facilitates communication between different communities. While
translation done by a human professional yields high quality translations, it is
costly, time consuming and not reusable for other documents. On the other hand,
Machine Translation (MT) obtained through free services offers the possibility to
obtain fast translations for any documents, in many languages. However, MT is a
problem where research is still actively ongoing since it is error prone. The diffi-
culty stems from teaching the machine how to understand a message in a language
and how to convert it into another language.

Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) is an MT approach which relies on sta-
tistical models that learn how to translate using large amounts of bilingual aligned
text (corpora). Probabilities to translate phrases from a source language into a
target language are learned by analyzing the bilingual corpora. When training an
SMT model on a domain and evaluating it on a different one, the performance of
the system usually drops due to differences in the vocabulary and a mismatch in
style or genre. Therefore, domain adaptation is essential in the field of SMT. In
this work, I will follow the MT community which defines a domain by the corpora
that it uses, together with the notion of domain mismatch that is defined by dif-
ferences in topic, genre, style, formality or linguistic mode (Koehn and Knowles,
2017). Throughout this thesis, a source domain is always a general domain, which
is a collection of sentences pertaining to multiple domains. The target adaptation
domain is represented by an in-domain and is usually a corpus or collection of
corpora of smaller size than the corpora of the general domain.

One particular corpus-driven domain adaptation technique is data selection.
Given an in-domain In and a sentence s from a general domain Gen, the task of
data selection is to decide whether s could belong to In and thus become useful
in training an MT system targeting In. Therefore, from a large corpus of general
domain sentences, the ones that are most similar to a given in-domain need to be
selected. The main purpose is to use those selected sentences along with the ones
from the in-domain to train faster MT systems that perform better in comparison
with a system trained using the full general domain data.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

The main work-flow of data selection consists of scoring all the general domain
sentences according to their similarity to the in-domain, selecting the top n most
similar sentences using one or more predefined thresholds/ ratios and then using
the selected sentences either for training a full SMT system or parts of it.

1.1 Motivation and Objectives

Regardless of the size of the in-domain data, one of the advantages of data selection
consists in providing more in-domain data selected from large amounts of general
domain data. This pseudo in-domain data (term defined by (Axelrod et al., 2011))
is used in training MT systems that outperform a system trained on all the available
data, both in terms of translation quality and time and resource efficiency. The
challenges that arise when performing data selection are:

• developing a scoring method that produces similarity scores for the sentences
from the general domain according to their similarity to the in-domain

• choosing a threshold/ ratio that determines how many of the scored sentences
to keep for later use in training the MT systems.

Standard state-of-the-art methods resolve the first difficulty by means of in-
formation retrieval, perplexity or edit distance methods. Regarding the second
difficulty, there is no agreed upon standard defined parameter setting in the com-
munity (for the start-threshold and for the increment threshold).

The motivation for my work was driven by these challenges. In the following, I
define my research questions together with the objectives of my work.

• RQ1: How to transform sentences into meaningful vector representations
that can be used to compute similarity scores? → objective: use state-of-
the-art distributed representations of sentences.

• RQ2: How can the sentence vectors contribute to the formulation of data
selection algorithms? → objective: develop scoring functions based on
vector similarities.

• RQ3: How to simplify the threshold tuning step in the data selection pipeline?
→ objective: investigate methods to automate this process and analyze if
they outperform the standard incremental ratio methods.

• RQ4: Could a gain in performance come from simply adding more general
domain training data or from adding more pseudo in-domain one? → objec-
tive: directly compare systems that are trained on randomly selected general
domain sentences with the ones trained using the data selection methods.

• RQ5: Having systems trained using the developed data selection methods,
is the ranking of systems consistent on different test sets, language pairs
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and in-domains? → objective: rank systems using the most common MT
evaluation metric.

• RQ6: How to manually evaluate the developed systems and what is the rela-
tionship between the automatic and the manual evaluation? → objective:
use standard human evaluation procedures and compare the system rankings
obtained using the two evaluation paradigms.

Focusing on the aforementioned challenges of data selection and on the defined
objectives, my thesis presents the methods I developed for performing data selec-
tion for SMT. Several similarity scoring functions were developed to meet the first
challenge (Duma and Menzel (2016a); Duma and Menzel (2016b); Duma and Men-
zel (2017b)); Duma and Menzel (2018)). As for the second challenge, I developed
an automatic threshold detection method which achieved good results on a variety
of language pairs (Duma and Menzel, 2017a). Additionally, a hybrid data selection
method is described in this thesis.

In the following, a publication list with the papers I published related to this
thesis is presented. Also, my research contributions are emphasized.

1.2 Publications and Contributions

This section presents the publication list as well as the achievements gained by
participating in various competitions. A short description of the conferences and
workshops where I published papers follows.

An important venue in the field of Machine Translation field is the Conference
on Machine Translation (WMT), which was held ten times as a workshop before
2016 when it changed its status to a conference. WMT encourages participants to
evaluate their methods and algorithms on the provided task datasets, in order to
obtain comparable results. A series of shared tasks is given, on a different set of
language pairs and corpora. Since the focus of my thesis is on data selection (as
a particular approach of domain adaptation) for statistical machine translation, I
participated in the WMT 2016 shared task of domain adaptation of MT to the
IT domain1. I also took part in the WMT 2017 and WMT 2018 shared task of
translating documents from the biomedical domain.

The Semantic Evaluation (SemEval) series of workshops enables participants to
evaluate and compare their systems on various tasks. One of the tasks is Semantic
Textual Similarity and it describes a challenge to assess the degree to which the
meaning of two snippets of text is related.

KONVENS (Konferenz zur Verarbeitung natürlicher Sprache) is a conference
on Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing that is being held
biennially since 1992.

Below is the list of publications focusing on the topic of my thesis:

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/it-translation-task.html
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1. Mirela-Stefania Duma and Wolfgang Menzel. Data selection for IT texts
using paragraph vector. In Proceedings of the First Conference on Machine Trans-
lation, WMT 2016, collocated with ACL 2016, August 11-12, Berlin, Germany,
pages 428-434, 2016.

2. Mirela-Stefania Duma and Wolfgang Menzel. Paragraph vector for data se-
lection in statistical machine translation. In Proceedings of the 13th Conference on
Natural Language Processing KONVENS 2016, September 19-21, Bochum, Ger-
many, pages 84-89, 2016.

3. Mirela-Stefania Duma and Wolfgang Menzel. Sef@UHH at Semeval-2017 task
1: Unsupervised knowledge-free semantic textual similarity via paragraph vector.
In Proceedings of the 11th International Workshop on Semantic Evaluation, Se-
mEval @ACL 2017, Vancouver, Canada, August 3-4, 2017, pages 170-174, 2017.

4. Mirela-Stefania Duma and Wolfgang Menzel. Automatic threshold detection
for data selection in machine translation. In Proceedings of the Second Conference
on Machine Translation, WMT 2017, Copenhagen, Denmark, September 7-8, 2017,
pages 483-488, 2017.

5. Mirela-Stefania Duma and Wolfgang Menzel. Translation of Biomedical Doc-
uments with Focus on Spanish-English. In Proceedings of the Third Conference
on Machine Translation, WMT 2018, Brussels, Belgium, October 31 - November
1, pages 648-654, 2018.

My contributions to the field of Data Selection for SMT can be grouped into
two categories: participation in international competitions and scientific results.

Using the proposed methods, I achieved encouraging results in several interna-
tional competitions:

• first place on the domain adaptation task at WMT 2016, for the language
pair English-German, constrained mode (i. e. no additional data was used
in training the models, only the data made available by the organizers) and
second place out of 13 submissions in the same task when considering con-
strained and non-constrained submissions.

• submitted runs for seven language pairs in the biomedical task at WMT 2017,
obtaining BLEU scores in the range between 32 and 49 for six of the seven
language pairs, indicating that the developed method generally achieves good
translation results on a variety of language pairs.

• ranked first out of 53 runs submitted in total by all participants on the
Spanish-English-WMT test set of Semeval 20172. Moreover, I participated
in all six sub-tracks, obtaining Pearson correlation scores above the median
score for five out of seven test sets.

The scoring functions that I developed are innovative and present improvements
over strong baselines. An important step forward in data selection was also achieved
by my automatic ratio detection algorithm which significantly reduces the time
needed to obtain a domain-adapted system. All methods were investigated for

2Appendix C contains details of my submission. 53 runs including one baseline.
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several language pairs and in-domains, validating their applicability on different
settings. Moreover, given the recent trend of the MT community moving towards
Neural Machine Translation, I demonstrate the applicability of my methods on the
NMT paradigm3 (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3).

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

In Chapter 1, the motivation and objectives of my work are described. The re-
search questions are defined in relation with the challenges that data selection
poses. Additionally, my contribution to the MT community is presented along
with my publications from several international conferences. Encouraging results
from international competitions are given, where two of them have reached a first
place. Lastly, a short outline of the thesis is given in this chapter.

Given the motivation stated in the first chapter, an important aspect in data
selection, as well as other computational linguistics tasks, is text representation.
Chapter 2 centers on distributed representations of words and sentences and offers
an overview of word representation via Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a) and sen-
tence representation via Paragraph Vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014). The latter one
is an extension of Word2Vec. An essential aspect of these embedding models is also
discussed, namely the limitations that they pose. Fortunately, the shortcomings of
these models have no influence on the data selection pipeline.

Continuing with background knowledge, the core concepts of SMT are described
in Chapter 3. These include word alignment, language and translation modeling,
decoding and tuning of parameters. Since later on in the thesis, the applicability of
my data selection methods is demonstrated on the NMT architecture, this chapter
also briefly covers NMT. Finally, in-depth evaluation techniques of MT system
outputs are detailed.

Domain adaptation for MT with a special emphasis on data selection is in-
troduced in Chapter 4. Fundamental terminology and definitions are presented,
followed by related work.

The following three chapters are based on the notions and architectures de-
scribed before. They represent the core of this thesis and present the data selection
algorithms and methods that I developed together with a vast suite of experiments
on different in-domains and language pairs. An experimental setting is defined by
the language pair and the in-domain used in the experiments.

Chapter 5 introduces data selections methods that require scoring functions
for general domain data filtering. A data selection method that uses Paragraph
Vector for sentence representation is described and applied to the IT domain for
the English→German language pair. The scoring function captures the similarity
between sentences by means of cosine similarity between the sentences vectors and
weights that were empirically determined. In addition to the Paragraph Vector
sentence representation, the traditional term frequency approach is investigated for
the English→Spanish and English→Portuguese language pairs on the Biomedical

3Even though the main focus of my thesis is on SMT.
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domain. The relative difference between word counts in the in-domain domain and
in the general domain constitutes the core of this scoring formula. For all these
methods, the ratio that determines how many sentences to keep from the general
domain data was tuned according to common practice in the MT community. RQ1
and RQ2 are answered in this chapter.

Chapter 6 identifies the limitation that most of the data selection methods have
and presents a step towards a solution to improve the current methods. Developing
scoring methods is a crucial step in the data selection pipeline, but also the tuning
of the threshold/ ratio selection. This chapter tackles the ratio selection challenge
by means of a classifier that determines whether a sentence from the general domain
is kept or discarded. This approach is investigated on the Biomedical domain, on
seven language pairs. A hybrid approach is also presented that improves the initial
one. It relies on any of the data selection scoring functions previously presented in
Chapter 5 for obtaining negative training samples for the classifier. A comparison
between the two automatic ratio approaches is given. An extended evaluation fol-
lows as the ratio tuning and automatic ratio detection methods are compared on
three common experimental settings. This chapter answers RQ3, RQ4 and RQ5.

The work presented in Chapter 7 focuses on the Spanish→English language
pair, for the Biomedical domain. While the previous two chapters describe auto-
matic evaluation results, this chapter presents manual evaluation via three-way
ranking. The automatic and manual evaluation results are compared as RQ6 is
answered.

A summary of the data selection methods, together with an overview of the
experimental results and ideas for future work are covered in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Distributed Representations of
Words and Sentences

Since data selection for MT focuses on finding the sentences from the general do-
main data that could be regarded as pertaining to the in-domain, one important
aspect centers on representing the sentences. Whether a sentence should be dis-
carded or kept, depends crucially on how well the meaning of the sentence can be
represented. Vector representations can be computed for words, but the idea can
be generalized to sentences.

Semantic representations of words could be based on the distributional hypothe-
sis (Harris, 1954) which states that words with similar meaning are used in similar
context and that the meaning of a word can be derived from its context1.

The vector representation of a word is usually termed as word embedding.
Word2Vec is one of the most popular type of word embedding as it has been
shown effective in many applications and is easy to train and to use. This word
representation was introduced by Mikolov et al. (2013b) with the aim to provide
word representations that are learned from vast amounts of data. The vectors are
able to encode linguistic regularities and semantic patterns (Mikolov et al., 2013b).
Their success followed up immediately as the community adopted this kind of archi-
tecture and applied it to tasks like sentiment analysis (Petrolito and Dell’Orletta,
2018), sentence similarity (Mijangos et al., 2016) or quality estimation for machine
translation (Paetzold and Specia, 2016). Paragraph Vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014)
is an extension of Word2Vec that considers representing sentences in a similar fash-
ion as the algorithms behind Word2Vec. As in the case of Word2Vec, Paragraph
Vector was applied to information retrieval (Ai et al., 2016), and sentiment analysis
(Hu and Song, 2016; Barhoumi et al., 2017).

The successful application of Paragraph Vector in various tasks constitutes
my motivation for using it as a means of sentence representation in my work. I
employed the paragraph vectors for:

1Summarization taken from (Kamath et al., 2019, p. 204)
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• similarity metric development (for data selection): given a general do-
main sentence, obtain its similarity to the in-domain (in the form of a score).

• sentence classification: given a general domain sentence, deciding whether
it could be considered pertaining to the in-domain or not.

• semantic textual similarity: the task of determining how similar in mean-
ing two sentences are (see Appendix C for details).

This chapter offers a description of Word2Vec and Paragraph Vector with the
aim to apply the latter to data selection for machine translation.

2.1 Word2Vec

This section describes the two architectures introduced by Mikolov et al. (2013b),
namely Skip-gram and Continuous Bag-of-words. Examples of word similarities and
analogical reasonings applied on the Biomedical and IT domains are presented in
Appendix B.

Learning algorithm

Given a sentence from the training corpus, in Mikolov et al. (2013b), the algorithm
scans it using a sliding window of size 2·window +1, with window being a Word2Vec
hyperparameter. The word positioned in the middle of the sliding window is termed
center word, while the window words to the left and to the right of the center word
are termed context word2.

A neural network (NN) is trained using a corpus with a vocabulary of size V
for making predictions (either predicting the context word given a center word or
vice-versa).

Every word in the vocabulary is represented as a one-hot encoding, which is a
vector of the size V with a value of 1 for the index corresponding to the word and
a value of 0 for all the other indexes.

There are two weight matrices that need to be optimized by the model3:
the input weight matrix Winput = [v1, v2, · · · , vV ] and the output weight matrix
Woutput = [v ′1, v ′2, · · · , v ′V ]. The word vectors are a by-product of the training pro-
cedure for the prediction model. They are extracted as row vectors from Winput .

The size of the word embedding can be freely chosen and is usually set to a
value greater than 100 depending on the application needs.

The NN is trained using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with backpropaga-
tion. The training steps follow the basic NN architecture: predict labels, compute
loss and update parameters. Given a weight w , SGD uses the partial derivative
of the objective function with respect to w to update the weight. The objective

2Sometimes in the NLP community the short terminology of ”context” is used instead of
”context words”.

3For the sake of brevity, ”model” is used to denote either a Skip-gram or a CBOW model.
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functions for both Skip-gram and CBOW architectures are given in the following
sections.

Linear activation between the input layer and the hidden layer is used. This
not only simplifies the computation, but also results in word vectors which can
be linearly combined4. Appendix B gives examples of summation and difference
using word vectors. The standard activation function, Softmax , is the one used by
the Word2Vec architecture for connecting the hidden layer to the output layer to
obtain the predictions (either context or center words, depending on the choice of
architecture). This function is formally defined as:

s(xw ) =
exp(xw )∑V
i=1 exp(xi)

where xw is the input vector and exp is the standard exponential function. The
outputs of Softmax transformation form a probability distribution.

Skip-gram model

A large corpus or collection of documents is used to train the NN. Given a center
word as the input, a NN is trained to predict the probability for every word in the
context window of being in the vicinity of the center word.

Instead of using the full vocabulary, only the context words are used. They are
selected using the window parameter, a value that stands for how many words to
consider to the left and to the right of the center word (in practice, it has a value
between 1 and 20) (Mikolov et al., 2013b).

Figure 2.1: Skip-gram model (taken from (Mikolov et al., 2013a))

For every word in the vocabulary (acting as a center word) and every word
in the context window, training samples (word pairs) are extracted in the form

4For brevity reasons, through this chapter, the general term ”word vectors” is used as means
of word vectors obtained using Word2Vec.
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(center word , context word). Figure 2.1 (from (Mikolov et al., 2013a)) depicts the
center word w(t) and the output context words w(t − 2), w(t − 1), w(t + 1) and
w(t + 2), given a window size of two.

Figure 2.2 shows an example with two training sentences that I have cho-
sen from the Biomedical domain to illustrate the extraction of training samples.
Given the center word joint and a window size of three, twelve training samples
are extracted. Since the pair (joint, pain) appears twice and (joint, or) once, the
probability for pain will be higher than for or.

Figure 2.2: Example of extracting training samples for the center word joint

As defined in Mikolov et al. (2013b), the objective is to maximize the average
log probability

1

T

T∑
t=1

∑
−c≤j≤c

log p(wt+j |wt)

where T is the number of training pairs and c is the window size, while p(wt+j |wt)
is defined using the Softmax function:

p(wO |wI ) =
exp(v ′>wO

vwI
)∑V

w=1 exp(v ′>w vwI
)

where vw is the input vector representation of w and v ′w is the output vector
representation of w (Mikolov et al., 2013b).

Continuous Bag-of-words model

This architecture is similar to the previously described one, however the task is
to predict the center word based on the context words. Figure 2.3 (from (Mikolov
et al., 2013a)) depicts the current word w(t) being predicted from the input context
words w(t − 2), w(t − 1), w(t + 1) and w(t + 2), using a window size of two.
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Figure 2.3: Continuous Bag-of-words model (taken from (Mikolov et al., 2013a))

Given the first sentence in Figure 2.2, if the context would be ”Rare side
include joint” (window size set to two), the model will give a much higher probability
to the word effects, in contrast to words like weather or car.

As defined in Le and Mikolov (2014), the objective of this model is to maximize
the average log probability

1

T

T−c∑
t=c

log p(wt |wt−c , ..., wt+c)

where T is the number of training pairs, c is the window size and the probability
is calculated using the Softmax function:

p(wt |wt−c , · · · , wt+c) =
exp(ywt )∑V
i=1 exp(yi)

where yi is the log-probability for the output word i , calculated as:

y = b + Uh(wt−c , · · · , wt+c ; W )

with U and b being the softmax parameters and h is the concatenation or average
of the word vectors extracted from W (Le and Mikolov, 2014).

Negative Sampling

In practice, Softmax is computationally expensive because it is calculated across
many classes, which essentially represents all the words in the vocabulary. There-
fore, computing p(contexti |centerj) has an algorithm complexity of O(V x V ), given
that the center word takes all values from the vocabulary (i ∈ V ) and the context
word also takes all values from the vocabulary (Kim, 2019). As discussed in Kim
(2019), in practice the algorithm complexity is ≈ O(V ) because the normalization
factor from computing p(contextk |centerj) is the same for all k ∈ V .
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To overcome this still expensive computation, in the actual implementation a
complexity reduction sampling technique is applied. Negative sampling is presented
in Mikolov et al. (2013b) as a means of reducing computational complexity. It
represents the choice I opted for my Paragraph Vector experiments.

Given a training pair made up of a center word center and a context word
context (extracted from the context window), the algorithm is adapted from a
multi-label classification task, to a binary one. The probability of context, given
center represents a positive sample, while a predetermined number of training sam-
ples, K , of the form (random context, center) are randomly drawn from the entire
vocabulary and act like negative samples. The number of the training samples is
usually very small compared to the size of the vocabulary (between 5 and 20). As
a result, for each training sample, K + 1 weight updates are being made. The ac-
tivation function Sigmoid is used instead of Softmax (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Kim,
2019).

2.2 Paragraph Vector

Based on Word2Vec, Paragraph Vector (PV) (Le and Mikolov, 2014) takes a step
forward and uses word vectors in order to obtain numeric representations for texts
that can be phrases, sentences or documents. Given a sentence, the model computes
the vectors for all the words in it, together with a paragraph vector, that acts like
a ”memory” of the topic of the sentence (Le and Mikolov, 2014).

As in the case of Word2Vec, there are two architectures presented in (Le and
Mikolov, 2014), namely the Distributed memory model (similar to the Continuous
bag-of-words model) and the Distributed bag-of-words model (similar to the Skip-
gram model), which are presented in the next sections.

The term Doc2Vec referring to the Paragraph Vector model is used (inter-
changeably with PV), similarly to using Word2Vec for the word vectors model.
Also, the text unit of interest is the sentence, since Doc2Vec is later applied to
data selection in this thesis.

Learning of Doc2Vec is very similar to the training of Word2Vec, with nega-
tive sampling being used to speed up the training (see Section 2.1). What differs
between the two architectures is the addition of a matrix where every column rep-
resents the paragraph vector. As with the word vectors, the paragraph vector is
randomly initialized in the beginning of the learning, and as the training converges,
it will hold up the representation of the sentence. The paragraph vector is shared
across all context vectors from the same sentence, but is unique for every sentence
(Le and Mikolov, 2014).

Distributed memory model

The Word2Vec principle of predicting the next word in a sentence based on a given
context is applied similarly by Doc2Vec: the paragraph vectors contribute together
with the context vectors to the prediction task of the next word. The same notation
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as in the case of the word vectors is preserved, namely the matrix Winput contains
unique vectors for every word in the vocabulary and is shared among all sentences.
Additionally to the word vectors, the paragraph vector acts as the topic of the
sentence (Le and Mikolov, 2014).

The paragraph vector and the word vectors are combined through concatena-
tion or averaging. In Figure 2.4, the combination of the paragraph vector with
the context vectors is used to predict the next word. The vectors are trained with
stochastic gradient descent and backpropagation: at every step, a context is sam-
pled from a random sentence and the error gradient is calculated and used in
updating the parameters of the model (Le and Mikolov, 2014).

Figure 2.4: Distributed memory model (taken from (Le and Mikolov, 2014))

Distributed bag-of-words model

Similarly to the Skip-gram architecture, the Distributed bag-of-words approach
predicts words randomly sampled from the sentence. The training pairs are of the
form (r , paragraph id), where r is a random word sampled from a sliding window
over the sentence. As before, the neural network is trained with stochastic gradient
descent. Figure 2.5 illustrates an example where the paragraph vector is trained
to predict the words from the window Le and Mikolov (2014).

Figure 2.5: Distributed bag-of-words model (taken from (Le and Mikolov, 2014))

I used the Gensim library5 (Řeh̊uřek and Sojka, 2010) to implement my Para-

5urlhttps://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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graph Vector-based data selection methods. Appendix A presents the hyperparam-
eters of the Doc2Vec model as offered by Gensim.

Additional approaches to sentence representation are discussed in Chapter 8,
Section 8.3 where future work covers further ideas for this topic.

2.3 Limitations of Word2Vec and Doc2Vec

In this section, some of the limitations of Word2Vec and Doc2Vec are discussed
with a focus on how they affect data selection. While embedding models are cur-
rently6 widely popular and research continues on improving them, enhancements
like bilingual sentence embeddings could be explored for data selection. However,
the complete exploration of embeddings models is beyond the scope of my thesis
and possible improvements are discussed in Chapter 8 which refers to Future Work.

According to Kamath et al. (2019), the most common drawbacks of embeddings
models center on out-of-vocabulary words and antonymy.

A drawback of word embeddings models is that they fail at distinguishing
antonyms (Kamath et al., 2019). This is due to the fact that usually two words a1

and a2 that are antonyms appear in similar contexts. However, mapping a sentence
that contains a1 close in the vector-space to a sentence that contains a2 does not
have a negative influence for data selection. On the contrary, selecting both sen-
tences is actually required for this task. The same applies for the case of negations.
Below, some examples of sentences with antonyms (worked/ failed) and negations
(worked/ did not work) from the Biomedical domain are provided, where all sen-
tences vectors are situated close in the vector-space and require the sentences to
be identified as pertaining to the Biomedical domain.

The treatment worked after the first dose.
The treatment did not work after several doses.
The treatment failed using a low-dose strategy.

The vocabulary of a language is extremely vast and contains numerous words
that are infrequent. For data selection and in general, domain adaptation, termi-
nology often contains rare words that are domain-specific terms. While domain-
specific terms are relevant in the setting of data selection, it is not guaranteed that
all rare words from a vocabulary extracted from one or more corpora belong to
that target domain. Also, running into the out-of-vocabulary problem is inevitable
even when using large amounts of corpus data. Moreover, it is unpractical to train
embeddings on extremely large vocabularies due to memory limitations and long
training time. In the experiments presented in this thesis, I used a minimum value
for word frequency defined in the Doc2Vec parameters (a default value of five)
which ensures that words appearing with a frequency lower than this limit are dis-
carded from the vocabulary. However, this ensures that the model can be loaded
into memory quickly enough.

6At the time of writing this section.
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Another point to be mentioned, is that training Word2Vec/ Doc2Vec models
is self-supervised and evaluating them can only be done via the end application.
In the application case of data selection for MT, the evaluation is very expensive
from the resource point of view.

2.4 Summary

The motivation behind employing Paragraph Vector in my work is offered in the
beginning of this chapter. An overview of word representations using Word2Vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013b) was presented afterwards. Details on the two architectures,
Skip-Gram and Continuous Bag of Words was given. An extension of Word2Vec,
namely Paragraph Vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014) followed together with details on
its corresponding architectures, Distributed Memory Model and Distributed Bag
of Words. Lastly, the limitations of word embeddings were covered by discussing
their impact on the data selection task.
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Chapter 3

Machine Translation

Machine Translation (MT) is a field of computational linguistics that deals with
the automatic translation of a text from a source language to a target language.
Training of an MT system relies on learning from a bilingual corpus, which is a
collection of aligned sentence pairs in the source and the target language. This
chapter describes the two MT paradigms used in my experiments and presents an
insight into MT evaluation.

3.1 Statistical Machine Translation

This section describes the core concepts of phrase-based Statistical Machine Trans-
lation (SMT) as presented in Koehn (2010b) together with references to the tools
that implemented them.

The SMT model is built using a combination of several components (the align-
ment model, the phrase-based model, the reordering model and the language
model). Combining all the components is done using the noisy-channel model which
was developed by Shannon (1948). A message is delivered through a noisy channel
to the receiver. The noise corrupts the message, thus the purpose is to reconstruct
the message using knowledge about the distortions that occurred due to the chan-
nel. Adapting this scenario to MT, the assumption is that a sentence (message) e
in a language got distorted via the noisy channel resulting in a sentence f in an-
other language (Koehn, 2010b). Given the channel represented by the translation
model p(f |e), and the language model for the distorted sentence p(e), the task of
machine translation is to construct the initial sentence, e. Using Bayes rule1, the
best translation ê for an input sentence f is (Koehn, 2010b):

ê = argmaxep(e|f )

= argmaxe
p(f |e)p(e)

p(f )

= argmaxep(f |e)p(e)

1The denominator p(f ) is dropped due to being a constant for all e
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The components of the channel, namely the translation and the language mod-
els, will be described after introducing word alignments.

As a first step, the parallel training corpora are preprocessed using tokeniza-
tion, lowercasing and cleaning, which consists of removing too short or too long
sentences.

3.1.1 Word Alignment

Given a sentence pair from a parallel corpus, the objective of a word alignment
model is to map the words from the source sentence to their translations from the
target sentence.

In all of my experiments, GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) was employed for word
alignment. As a first step, vocabularies are extracted and an integer is assigned
to every word. The preprocessed parallel corpora are converted into a numeric
format and the vocabularies are clustered into word classes. Two alignment files
are generated, one for each language pair direction (source to target and target to
source). Alignment points indicate which words from a source sentence correspond
to words from its counterpart target sentence (and vice versa). A heuristics is
applied in order to combine the two alignments and obtain the final one. In all of the
experiments I used the default grow-diag-final-and which computes the intersection
of the two alignments with additional alignment points for symmetrization (Och
and Ney, 2003; Koehn, 2010b) .

First alignment file

Sentence pair (33) source length 23 target length 17
today , health communication is a key area of knowledge and practice for effective
behavioural change :
NULL ({ }) actualmente ({ 1 }) , ({ 2 }) la ({ }) comunicación ({ 4 }) en ({ })
materia ({ }) de ({ }) salud ({ 3 }) es ({ 5 }) un ({ 6 }) área ({ 8 }) vital ({
7 }) de ({ 9 }) conocimientos ({ 10 }) y ({ 11 }) prácticas ({ 12 }) para ({ 13
}) el ({ }) cambio ({ 16 }) efectivo ({ 14 }) del ({ }) comportamiento ({ 15 }) : ({ 17 })

Second alignment file

Sentence pair (33) source length 17 target length 23
actualmente , la comunicación en materia de salud es un área vital de conocimientos
y prácticas para el cambio efectivo del comportamiento :
NULL ({ 5 7 18 21 }) today ({ 1 }) , ({ 2 }) health ({ 3 8 }) communication ({ 4 6
}) is ({ 9 }) a ({ 10 }) key ({ 12 }) area ({ 11 }) of ({ 13 }) knowledge ({ 14 }) and
({ 15 }) practice ({ 16 }) for ({ 17 }) effective ({ 20 }) behavioural ({ 22 }) change
({ 19 }) : ({ 23 })

Figure 3.1: Example of word alignment taken from one my experiments using
GIZA++
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In Figure 3.1 an example from the GIZA++ alignment files is presented for
a Spanish-English sentence pair2 where for instance, the Spanish word salud is
aligned with the third word in the English sentence. The two sentences have dif-
ferent lengths, therefore there are Spanish words that have no correspondent in
the English sentence: in the snippet of the first alignment file, the words la and
materia. However, in the second alignment file, the word health is aligned with two
Spanish words, la and salud.

After symmetrization (Och and Ney, 2003; Koehn, 2010b), the alignment for
the sentence pair presented in the example is depicted in Figure 3.2 where I marked
every pair of aligned words with an individual color. The words left unaligned are
unmarked. This is the sentence alignment for the presented example in 3.1.

Figure 3.2: Example aligned sentence pair visualized by means of GIZA++

3.1.2 Language Model

Intuitively, a sentence could be translated word by word by means of a dictionary.
However, lexical translation has severe limitations that affects both the meaning
and fluency: frequent one-to-many mappings and many-to-one mappings where
one word in the source language can be translated using multiple words in the
target language (and vice-versa). Moreover, a word in a source language can have
different translations in a target one. The purpose of a language model is to take
a sentence in a language (the target language in an MT scenario) and give the
probability of that sentence being uttered by a native speaker in that language
(Koehn, 2010b).

The probability distribution of a sequence of n words W = w1, w2, ... , wn in a
language L constitutes a statistical language model (LM). Only statistical language
models are covered in this thesis since it is the type of LM used in my experiments3.
The probability of W is estimated using the chain rule (Koehn, 2010b):

p(w1, w2, ... , wn) = p(w1)p(w2|w1) ... p(wn|w1, w2, ... , wn−1)

Given the assumption that the calculation of the probability for a next word
wn is only influenced by a number of previous words m, the calculation of the word
probability distributions is simplified to (Koehn, 2010b):

p(wn|w1, w2, ... , wn−1) ' p(wn|wn−m, ... , wn−1)

2Taken from one of my experiments.
3Probabilistic language models are referred to with the general abbreviation LM in order to

avoid specifying every time its type.
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In practice, the history of words considers a small value of m, typically between
three (trigrams) and five (Koehn, 2010b). For example, the trigram p(w3|w1, w2)
is estimated by counting how many times the sequence w1, w2, w3 appeared in the
training corpus divided by the sum of how many times the sequence w1, w2 followed
by any word appeared:

p(w3|w1, w2) =
count(w1, w2, w3)∑
w count(w1, w2, w)

For language model estimation I used the SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) and the
KENLM (Heafield, 2011) toolkits. The order of the LM was set to 5 for all of
my experiments (5-gram LMs). LM interpolation between the in-domain and the
general domain corpora was exploited, which empirically has been proved beneficial
for domain adaptation (Koehn and Schroeder (2007); Duma and Vertan (2013)).

3.1.3 Translation Model

A phrase-based SMT model learns a phrase translation table which is built by
creating a word alignment between the sentence pairs from the parallel training
corpus. Afterwards, it uses this alignment model to it extract phrase pairs. For
all the word-aligned sentence pairs from the training corpus, the phrase extraction
algorithm extracts the consistent phrase pairs together with the sentence align-
ment. Following the definition from Koehn (2010b), given a word alignment A and
a phrase pair (f̄ , ē), where f̄ is a source phrase and ē is a target phrase, the phrase
pair is consistent if for all the words in the source phrase that have alignment
points in A the corresponding target word from the alignment point is contained
in the target phrase and vice versa. The alignment points represent constraints for
extracting phrase pairs (Koehn, 2010b).

(f̄ , ē) consistent with A ⇔
∀ei ∈ ē : (ei , fj) ∈ A ⇒ fj ∈ f̄

AND ∀fj ∈ f̄ : (ei , fj) ∈ A ⇒ ei ∈ ē

AND ∃ei ∈ ē, fj ∈ f̄ : (ei , fj) ∈ A

The algorithm for phrase extraction (Koehn, 2010b) is presented on page 21
where indexes in the source (fstart and fend) and in the target sentences (estart and
eend) act as a sliding window over the sentence pair. The alignment points indicate
how to build the phrase pairs starting with the smallest unit (a word-to-word
alignment) transformed into a phrase pair and increasingly adding more alignment
points that connect to the previous one, thus generating multiword phrases (Koehn,
2010b).

Figure 3.3 presents an example of phrase extraction 4 where the matrix depicts
the word alignments together with a list of phrase pairs in the order they were
extracted.

4Taken from one of my experiments and depicted using a similar fashion from (Koehn, 2010b,
p. 134)
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Algorithm 1 Phrase pair extraction from (Koehn, 2010b)

1: function extract(fstart , fend , estart , eend))
2: for all (e, f ) ∈ A do
3: if fstart ≤ f ≤ fend and (e < estart or e > eend) then return {}
4: E = {}
5: fs = fstart
6: repeat
7: fe = fend
8: repeat
9: add phrase pair (estart ... eend , fs ... fe) to set E

10: until fe aligned
11: fe = fe − 1
12: until fs aligned
13: return E

14: function phrase extraction(e, f ,A)
15: BP = {}
16: for estart = 1 ... length(e) do
17: for eend = estart ... length(e) do
18: (fstart , fend) = (length(f ), 0)
19: for all (e, f ) ∈ A do
20: if estart ≤ e ≤ eend then
21: fstart = min(f , fstart)
22: fend = max(f , fend)

23: add EXTRACT(fstart , fend , estart , eend) to set BP
return BP

The translation model consists of the phrase translation table which contains
phrase translation probabilities estimated by the relative frequency:

φ(f̄ , ē) =
count(ē, f̄ )∑
f̄i

count(ē, f̄i)

where the numerator represents how often the phrase pair appeared in all the
sentence pairs and the denominator sums up the frequency of the target phrase
together with all the extracted phrase pairs that contain it (Koehn, 2010b).

An example of a snippet from a phrase table is given in Table 3.1 where the
first column represents Spanish phrases, the second column English ones and the
third column is the probability of the Spanish phrase to be translated into the
English one5:

5Snippet extracted from one of the phrase tables trained in my experiments.
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how

is

aerius

used

?

¿

có
m

o

se u
sa

ae
ri

u
s

?

Extracted phrase pairs:

(how ¿ como)

(how is ¿ como se)

(how is aerius used ¿ como se usa aerius)

(how is aerius used ? ¿ como se usa aerius ?)

(is se)

(is aerius used usa aerius)

(is aerius used ? se usa aerius ?)

(aerius aerius)

(aerius used usa aerius)

(aerius used ? usa aerius ?)

(used usa)

(? ?)

Figure 3.3: Example of extracted phrase pairs using Algorithm 1

Spanish phrase English phrase p(e|f)
al mecanismo de mechanism of 0.931

al mecanismo de the mechanism of 0.92

al mecanismo de by the mode of 0.6

al mecanismo de acción de the mechanism of action of 0.894

al mecanismo de acción de the way 0.2

Table 3.1: Examples of phrases and their probabilities
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3.1.4 Reordering Model

Often word order in the source language differs from the one in the target lan-
guage. Phrase translations are able to capture such word order differences to a
certain degree, but there is no guarantee that by adding the next phrase to the
partial translation the result would be fluent in terms of word order. A lexicalized
reordering model is used to learn the reordering preference for each phrase pair.
During phrase pair extraction it gathers knowledge about three types of phrase
orientations by means of alignment points (Koehn, 2010b):

• monotone: if a word alignment point exists to the top left

• swap: if a word alignment point exists to the top right

• discontinuous: neither monotone nor swap

Given the example from Figure 3.3, the three cases of orientation are depicted
in Figure 3.4 6 .

how

is

aerius

used

?

¿

có
m

o

se u
sa

ae
ri

u
s

?

sw
ap

monotone

discontinous

Figure 3.4: Example of orientation types

For any phrase pair f̄ , ē, the maximum likelihood principle is used in calculating
the probability distribution for each orientation type po(orientation|f̄ , ē) and at
decoding time, each orientation type is considered as a single feature function.
The calculation is given below (Koehn, 2010b):

po(orientation|f̄ , ē) =
count(orientation, ē, f̄ )∑

o count(o, ē, f̄ )

For the experiments presented in this thesis, the probabilities of bilingual
phrases with the three orientations are considered for both translation directions
(as presented in (Koehn, 2010b)).

6Depicted using a similar fashion from (Koehn, 2010b, p. 143)
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3.1.5 Decoding

Given the phrase-based model, the reordering model and the language model, the
best translation ê for the foreign sentence f can be obtained according to (Koehn,
2010b):

ê = argmaxe

I∏
i=1

φ(f̄i |ēi) pRM

|e|∏
i=1

pLM(ei |e1 ... ei−1)

The search for the best translation is referred to as decoding. Because it is com-
putationally too expensive to search for all possible translations given an input,
heuristic search methods are applied. Building a translation is done incremen-
tally, starting from the first word in the input sentence and gradually expanding
the translation by adding more words. Partial translations (hypotheses) are built,
which are given partial scores computed using the probabilities obtained with the
translation, reordering and language models. After all active hypotheses have been
expanded, the one with the highest probability score is considered to be the best
translation (Koehn, 2010b).

3.1.6 Tuning of parameters

The components can be weighted in order to give more importance to the lan-
guage model, for example. Parameter tuning is an important step in finalizing an
SMT model and consists of learning the feature weights using a development set
(unseen data), which is considered to be a true representation of the test set, and
an evaluation metric, which helps guiding the tuning algorithm towards optimal
weights by measuring the errors (Koehn, 2010b, p. 264).

Given the development set, the SMT system is used to translate the set using
the default values for the parameters to be adjusted. This results in a collection
of the top n best translations for every sentence from the set (n-best list). The
space of possible parameter settings is explored, usually using the Powell search
(Powell, 1977), and the effect on the n-best lists is investigated through measuring
the translation error. The Powell search explores the space of parameter values by
adjusting one parameter at a time; if the translations get better then the parameter
value is considered optimal and another parameter is chosen to be adjusted (Koehn,
2010b). For my experiments, tuning of the SMT systems was done with MERT
(Minimum Error Training Rate)(Och, 2003) using BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
as the evaluation metric, which is defined in Section 3.3.

The state-of-the-art SMT toolkit Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) together with the
Experiment Management System (EMS) was used for my experiments. The EMS
encapsulates the SMT pipeline for running an experiment into configuration files
(Koehn, 2010a). The pipeline for running an SMT experiment in Moses consists
of four steps: preprocessing of the training corpora, building the language and the
translation models, tuning and evaluating the system.
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3.2. Neural Machine Translation

3.2 Neural Machine Translation

This thesis centers on the research and development of data selection methods
for Statistical Machine Translation. To show that my results are not restricted to
this particular type of MT architecture, I also demonstrate the applicability of my
data selection algorithms to Neural Machine Translation (NMT) which emerged
more recently (in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3). However, NMT is not the core MT
architecture of this thesis and its further exploration is beyond the scope of my
work. This section briefly describes NMT.

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) is based on an encoder-decoder architec-
ture built with recurrent neural networks (RNN), proposed by Cho et al. (2014)
and Sutskever et al. (2014). It uses word embeddings for sentence representations.
In contrast to a phrase-based SMT, it does not require the training of a suite of
models; instead a single sequence-to-sequence model is trained.

In the following, the components of an NMT model are shortly described: the
encoder, the decoder and the attention mechanism. For a detailed description of
the architecture, see Koehn (2017).

The encoder is a recurrent neural network used for encoding the source sen-
tences. Given an input sentence, each word is represented using a one-hot encoding
that is also used in learning word embeddings (see Chapter 2). The encoder network
combines the word vector representation for a current word wi with the representa-
tion of its context vector. For example, for the sentence ”inflammation was treated
with steroid injections”, the network combines the word embedding for inflammation
with the embedding of was, resulting in a representation e(inflammation was) which
is afterwards combined with the embedding of the next word, producing the vector
for e(inflammation was treated), till in the end the whole sentence is represented
as a unique vector. Therefore, every word is encoded considering the left context
(left-to-right RNN) and usually, also considering the a right context (right-to-left
RNN), an architecture referred to as a bidirectional RNN (Bahdanau et al., 2014).

The decoder is also a recurrent neural network that uses the source sentence
vector representation together with word predictions and context vectors in order
to predict the next word to be translated (the word with the highest probability in
the output vocabulary). When an error occurs (the predicted word is not the actual
target word), the wrong prediction is kept and the network forces the next input to
be the actual target word. The accuracy of the predicted translation is calculated
using a loss function, which is usually the Cross-Entropy (sum of negative log
likelihoods of correctly predicted words). The loss is used in updating the weights
of both the encoder and the decoder.

It has been shown that the translation accuracy can be improved using an
attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014). The aforementioned context vector
acts as a memory built using the hidden states of the encoder. Therefore, instead
of using only the final state of the encoder, all the previous states contribute to
predicting the next translated word. The motivation for using this mechanism
is that a closer connection between the decoder and the input words is desired
(Koehn, 2017).
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In order to deal with the problem of translating unknown words, word seg-
mentation was introduced by Sennrich et al. (2016a) using the Byte Pair Encoding
algorithm. The assumption is that some rare words can be translated by breaking
them down into subword units. For example, the German sentence ”wurde der au-
thentifizierungscode zurückgewiesen .” becomes ”wurde der authentifizierungs@@ code
zurückge@@ wiesen .”, where authentifizierungscode was identified as a rare word and
split using the @@ markup into smaller units. Also the sentence ”maximale upload-
geschwindigkeit in kib / s” becomes ”maximale up@@ load@@ geschwindigkeit in ki@@
b / s” where uploadgeschwindigkeit was marked as a rare word. For details on the
algorithm, see Sennrich et al. (2016a).

Translating unseen sentences (or test sets) is done via inference. During infer-
ence, at every step one word is generated. After the input sentence is encoded, the
final state of the encoder is used as an initial state for the decoder. At each time
step, the states of the decoder are used as initial states for the next time step and
the predicted output is used as input. The main difference between training and
inference is that there are no target words to be forced on the decoder. For more
details on NMT see Koehn (2017).

The Tensorflow NMT (Luong et al., 2017) implementation was used in con-
ducting the NMT experiments7. Most of the default hyperparameter values were
used in my experiments, with exceptions that are noted where the experiments are
described. Following the recommendations from Britz et al. (2017b), I have chosen
bidirectional encoders as they usually outperform unidirectional ones and 4 layers
for both the encoder and the decoder.

Currently8 the state-of-the-art for MT is based on transformers (Vaswani et al.,
2017), architecture that is briefly described in in Chapter 8, Section 8.3 where
future work is presented.

3.3 Machine Translation Evaluation

Currently, machine translation cannot provide perfect translations for every sen-
tence, for every language pair. Even large amounts of training data cannot cover the
whole vocabulary of a language, resulting in MT output that contains untranslated
words (out-of-vocabulary words). The training data itself could be noisy, for exam-
ple containing misaligned sentences, sentences in another language than the source
and target languages, sentence pairs in the same language, incomplete sentences,
machine translated sentences, typos or misspellings. MT presents difficulties in dis-
ambiguating word senses and correctly choosing lexical translations. Even though
automatic tools could be applied to clean the data, this does not guarantee that
all errors are eliminated. The MT models learn from this noisy data and inevitably
produce errors when decoding. Also, if decoding is not able to explore all hypothe-
ses due to a high computational cost (Koehn, 2010b), that might lead to some
good translations being left out.

7Available at https://github.com/tensorflow/nmt.
8Referring to the date of writing this section, May 2021.
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It is not only important to know how good an MT system performs, but also
a ranking between two or more MT system variants should be determined, with
the purpose of improving the MT quality. Measuring the quality of an MT output
is a highly debated topic in the community, which lead to producing a collection
of evaluation methods that also are far from being perfect. This chapter covers
methods for the manual and the automatic evaluation of MT output, the corre-
lation between the two evaluation types and significance tests which are useful
in assessing whether an increase in quality as measured by automatic evaluation
metrics is statistically significant.

3.3.1 Manual Evaluation

This section briefly presents the manual evaluation methods used so far in the MT
community.

In an ideal setting, the output of an MT system should be evaluated using
human evaluators (judges) that are bilingual, thus understanding both the source
and the target language, are specialized in translation and ideally, are familiar
with the terminology of the domain the MT is applied to. In practice, it is difficult
to find fluent bilingual judges, and even more challenging, to find persons that
fit the other two criteria. Translation is highly subjective and a sentence can be
translated in more than one way. The example from Figure 3.5 is taken from
Koehn (2010b). Ten human translations obtained from ten different persons are
provided for a Chinese source sentence. More than one judge is needed in order to
better evaluate a system. However, having more than one judge introduces another
difficulty, namely annotator disagreement.

The consistency and reliability of the evaluators is measured through the intra-
and inter-user agreement and predominantly using κ, the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient
(Cohen, 1960).

The formula for calculating the κ score is presented below:

κ =
P(o)− P(e)

1− P(e)

where P(o) is the proportion of pairwise comparisons for which the two annotators
agreed. Given system A and system B , the possible agreement types are:

• A < B : translation A is better than translation B

• A = B : translation A has the same quality as translation B

• A > B : translation A is worse than translation B

All system comparisons that were judged twice by two annotators are investi-
gated and the proportion of times where A > B , A = B and A < B is calculated.
Similarly, for intra-agreement all pairwise comparisons annotated twice by the
same annotator are considered. The proportion of times the raters would agree
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Figure 3.5: Examples of human translations for a sentence from the 2001 NIST
evaluation campaign (taken from (Koehn, 2010b)

by chance, P(e), is calculated as the sum of the squared probabilities that two
annotators would agree on each one of the three cases (Bojar et al., 2016a).

P(e) = P(A<B)2 + P(A=B)2 + P(A>B)2

Early methods for assessing the quality of MT output relied on the fluency of
the output in terms of grammatical errors and lexical choices, and on the adequacy
of the output, which focuses on how much of the meaning of the input sentence is
transfered to the output (Koehn, 2010b). Both fluency and adequacy could be rated
by an annotator with values ranging from 1 (no meaning preserved/ incomprehen-
sible) to 5 (flawless/ all meaning preserved). Even though these measurements were
popular and used in WMT campaigns, they have some disadvantages. As pointed
out by Koehn (2010b), some annotators tend to give average scores of 4, while
other average scores of 2. Normalizing all the judgments from all evaluators i.e.
bringing all average scores per evaluator to the same value (by adding an adjust-
ment value) fixes the latter problem. However, the definitions are vague and it is
difficult for annotators to be consistent Koehn (2010b).

More recent methods focus on directly comparing the quality of two or more
MT systems via three-way-ranking (Koehn, 2010b) (for comparing two systems) and
ranking (for more systems). For ranking, the evaluator is presented with the input
sentence and optionally, a reference translation, together with the MT outputs. The
task is to identify which system performed better than the other ones by ranking
them. The evaluation of the WMT Biomedical task (Jimeno Yepes et al., 2017;
Neves et al., 2018; Barrault et al., 2019) relies on the three-way-ranking method
and I will use this method when performing manual evaluation for my systems.
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In the three-way-ranking procedure, an annotator is presented with three sen-
tences: the input sentence in the source language and two sentences in the target
language corresponding to two system translations for the input sentence. The first
translation is named A and the second one B. The options from which the user can
choose are the same as previously described: A > B , A = B and A < B (Koehn,
2010b, p. 220).

To sum up, manual evaluation is an ideal way of evaluating MT systems, but
it has several limitations: the annotators can disagree, it is expensive and highly
time consuming, it is subjective and not reusable on other translations.

3.3.2 Automatic Evaluation

To compensate the shortcomings of manual evaluation, automatic evaluation meth-
ods have been introduced. An MT evaluation metric always produces the same
score, is cost-free, yields instant results, is objective and can be applied on other
translations as many times as needed (as opposed to manual evaluation). In the
following, the most frequently used evaluation metrics are described.

BLEU

Given one or more references, the most commonly used metric in MT evaluation,
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), uses matching of words or continuous sequences of
words between the translation (MT output) and the reference(s), namely n-gram
matching. This metric is based on the commonly used precision metric defined as
the number of words from the translation that occur in any of the references divided
by the number of words in the translation). The problem that n-gram matching
poses is that in case of very long translations, there is a higher probability that
some words will match with words from the reference, thus leading to high recall
(low precision). On the other hand, if the translated sentence is very short but
containing some words that appear in the reference, it will have high precision
(low recall) (Koehn, 2010b).

In order to overcome these problems, BLEU uses a modified n-gram precision
which lowers the count of a correct n-gram to its maximum total count in any of
the references. These modified counts are summed up for every distinct word in the
candidate translation and divided by the total number of n-grams in the candidate
translation (Papineni et al., 2002).

In addition to the modified precision, a brevity penalty was introduced in order
to reduce the BLEU score for too short translations. Given the length of the can-
didate translation, lc , and the length of the reference translation, lr , the formula
for calculating the brevity penalty, BP , is given below:

BP =

{
1, if lc > lr

e(1− lr
lc

), else

Combining the n-gram modified precision and the brevity penalty, the formula
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for calculating the BLEU score for a given n is using the product of the brevity
penalty and the geometric mean of the n-gram precisions using positive weights
that sum up to 1 (Papineni et al., 2002):

BLEUn = BP · exp

(
n∑

i=1

wi log precisioni

)
Below is an example of modified precisions for unigrams using a translation from

one of my NMT experiments (sentences are given in preprocessed form). Using the
non-modified precision metric, the sentence precision of 7/8 is fairly high, because
the word umbenennen appears three times in the translation, whereas the modified
precision results in a lower value of 5/8 that better reflects the quality of the
output.

Source choose rename , the filename is highlighted in blue .

Reference wählen sie umbenennen , wird der dateiname in blau hervorgehoben .

NMT translation wählen sie umbenennen , umbenennen und umbenennen .

Table 3.2: Example of translation that benefits from modified precision

The default BLEU uses 4-grams and uniform weights of 1/4. The scores range
from 0 (very bad translation) to 1 (translation identical to reference). Lavie (2010)
indicates that BLEU scores above 0.3 reflect understandable translations, while
scores over 0.5 are considered fluent translations. Punctuation tokens are consid-
ered as words.

Since BLEU only matches words, it can give a low score to a good translation
that uses synonyms or other words that share the same meaning with the corre-
sponding reference. For example, for the input sentence ”Right-click the file icon”,
the translation ”Klicken Sie mit der rechten Maustaste auf die gewünschte Datei” is
perfectly fluent and equivalent in meaning with the reference ”Rechtsklick auf die
gewünschte Datei”, however the translation receives a poor BLEU score of 0.23.

Callison-Burch et al. (2006) criticizes BLEU contesting that an actual improve-
ment in translation quality depends on improving the BLEU score. Moreover, the
paper points out the limitation of this metric which sometimes assigns the same
BLEU to translations of different quality. Also, the paper provides empirical evi-
dence that this metric does not always correlate well with human judgments.

TER

An intuitive approach to evaluate MT output would be to determine the number of
changes that need to be applied to the hypothesis to obtain the reference. Snover
et al. (2006) introduces this method under the name of TER (Translation Edit
Rate)9. There are four types of edits desirable for obtaining the exact matching
with the reference: word insertion, word deletion, word substitution and phrasal

9Also referred to as Translation Error Rate in Dorr et al. (2011)
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shift. I refer to the first three as primary operations, to avoid enumerating them.
The latter operation moves a contiguous sequence of words from the hypothesis
to another location within the hypothesis. All the edits have an equal cost of 1,
punctuation tokens are considered as words and wrong capitalization is also treated
as an edit (Snover et al., 2006). As opposed to BLEU, lower scores of TER account
for better translations. The calculation of TER is:

TER =
number of edits

average number of reference words over all references

Given a hypothesis and one or more references, the algorithm for calculating
its TER score follows two phases: the number of primary operations is calculated
using dynamic programming, while the set of shifts is found by a greedy search
(repeatedly select the shift that reduces the number of primary operations most,
until no shifts that reduce the edit distance remain) (Snover et al., 2006). When
given a set of references, the number of edits is calculated for each reference and
the hypothesis. The lowest one is selected as the final number of edits.

Source
click , hold , and drag the mouse until all of the cells are highlighted ,

then release the mouse .

Reference
klicken , halten und ziehen sie die maus , bis alle zellen markiert sind ,

dann lassen sie die maus los .

NMT translation
klicken , halten und ziehen sie die maus , bis alle zellen hervorgehoben

werden , dann lassen sie die maus los .

TER score 0.0909 due to two substitutions (reference length of 22 → score is 2/22).

Source select the file and click preview .

Reference wählen sie die datei und klicken sie auf vorschau .

NMT translation wählen sie die datei aus und klicken sie auf vorschau .

TER score 0.1 due to one deletion (reference length of 10 → score is 1/10).

Source the 19-character is much better .

Reference das mit 19-zeichen ist viel besser .

NMT translation das 19-zeichen ist viel besser .

TER score 0.1428 due to one insertion (reference length of 7 → score is 1/7).

Source
open the file , then click file > export and select your desired conversion

format .

Reference
öffnen sie die datei , klicken sie dann auf datei > exportieren und wählen

sie das gewünschte konvertierungsformat .

NMT translation
öffnen sie die datei , dann klicken sie auf datei > exportieren und wählen

sie das gewünschte konvertierungsformat .

TER score 0.0526 due to one shift (reference length of 19 → score is 1/19).

Table 3.3: Examples of edit operations with their TER scores
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Table 3.3 presents examples of the four edit operations extracted from the
output of one of my NMT experiments for the IT domain.

TER shares the same limitations as BLEU as it is a purely lexical evaluation
metric that does not consider semantic equivalence. In order to overcome this
problem, Snover et al. (2006) introduces a human component into TER using
human annotators to post-edit the hypothesis and thus, generating a new targeted
reference. In this manner, the number of edits required for the hypothesis to reach
the new reference is calculated as hTER (Human-Targeted Translation Edit Rate)
using the same algorithm as described before. The clear advantage of this method
is that translations containing synonyms or highly related phrases in meaning with
the reference(s) obtain lower TER scores when the targeted reference also contains
them while the initial reference does not. However, this metric is semi-automatic
and therefore, highly dependent on the availability of annotators that are fluent
in the target language, which as discussed previously in the Manual Evaluation
Section is time consuming and not portable to other MT system outputs.

METEOR

An MT evaluation metric that attempts to overcome the limitations of the pre-
viously described ones is METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with
Explicit Ordering) (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Lavie and Agarwal, 2007)10. It cor-
relates well with human judgments and it incorporates synonyms and stems.

Given a hypothesis sentence (translation) and a reference sentence, this metric
creates a monolingual word alignment between them that is incrementally pro-
duced by a sequence of match modules (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005):

• exact: maps two words if they are exactly the same

• stem: maps two words if they have the same stem

• paraphrase: maps two words/ phrases using a paraphrase table

• synonym: maps two words if they are considered synonyms according to Word-
net (Fellbaum, 1998) synsets (only for English)

In this thesis, the sequence of modules ”exact stem paraphrase” is used for
reporting METEOR scores for non-English languages and with an addition of
synonym for English, together with the default parameters and weights values.

An advantage of METEOR compared to the other two metrics is the introduc-
tion of function word lists (for some languages) and a parameter used to weight
content words (the words not found in the functor list). The functor lists are ex-
tracted from the corpora made available by the WMT 2011 translation task11

filtering out the words that have a very high frequency (Denkowski and Lavie,
2011).

10https://www.cs.cmu.edu/ alavie/METEOR/README.html
11http://www.statmt.org/wmt11/translation-task.html
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Another enhancement of this evaluation metric is the use of paraphrases. This
ensures that hypotheses which share meaning with the reference, but use different
words, contribute positively to the final score (Denkowski and Lavie, 2010). For
example, the German paraphrases list used by METEOR includes the pairs (”1
bis 2”, ”ein bis zwei”), (”1 bis 2”, ”zwischen 1 und 2”) and the pairs (”die soziale
sicherheit”, ”die sozialversicherung”), (”die soziale sicherheit”, ”sozialschutz”).

As follows, in this section, the formulas for calculating the METEOR score
are taken from (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011). The weighted precision P and recall
R , the parameterized harmonic mean (van Rijsbergen, 1979) of P and R , Fmean,
the fragmentation penalty and finally, the METEOR score are presented. Given a
reference, a hypothesis and their word alignment, the functor list is used to identify
the content and function words in the hypothesis (hc , hf ) and reference (rc , rf ). The
number of content and function words is counted for each of the match modules
mi with:

• the hypothesis mi(hc) and mi(hf )

• the reference mi(rc) and mi(rf )

The fragmentation penalty accounts for gaps and differences in word order and
is calculated using a contiguous series of matches that is identically ordered in the
hypothesis and the reference (chunks).

The weights used in calculating precision and recall are given for every match
module. When reporting METEOR scores in this thesis, the default weight values
were used: wexact = 1, wstem = 0.8 and wparaphrase = 0.2. Also, the default values
were used for the parameter values: the parameter needed for the parameterized
harmonic mean α = 0.95, the parameters for the fragmentation penalty β = 1 and
γ = 0.55 and the content-function word parameter δ = 0.55. These parameters
can be tuned when human annotations are available in order to obtain a better
correlation with human judgments.

P =

∑
i wi · (δ ·mi(hc) + (1− δ) ·mi(hf ))

δ · |hc |+ (1− δ) · |hf |

R =

∑
i wi · (δ ·mi(rc) + (1− δ) ·mi(rf ))

δ · |rc |+ (1− δ) · |rf |

Fmean =
P · R

α · P + (1− α) · R

FragmPen = γ ·
(

chunks

matches

)β

Score = (1− FragmPen) · Fmean

The figures that follow were generated with the METEOR tool and present
on the top the reference, on the left the hypothesis and statistics including the
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precision, the recall, the fragmentation penalty and the final evaluation score.
The green squares identify exact word matches, while the yellow ones stem or
paraphrase matches.

Figure 3.6: Example of scoring with METEOR

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 present examples of word alignments between the reference
and the hypothesis for three sentences from the English to German test set of
the WMT 2016 IT domain task12. The translations were obtained with one of
my NMT experiments. For the sentence from the first example (Figure 3.6), all
hypothesis tokens are matched except for the comma token. The yellow boxes
indicate a paraphrase match between the reference word option and the hypothesis
word möglichkeit and a stem match between diese and dies.

METEOR also exhibits shortcomings due to its use of paraphrase tables and use
of synonymy only for English. Figure 3.7 depicts an example where the hypothesis
receives a relatively low score of 0.657 even though it is equivalent in meaning
with the reference. The German word rechtsklick from the reference actually means
klicken mit der rechten maustaste, the sequence of words that appears in the MT
translation. Since this pair is not contained in the paraphrase table for German,
the final score is affected.

Despite overcoming all the drawbacks of the human evaluation methods, the
automatic ones have their own limitations (as previously presented for each of the
three MT metrics) (Koehn, 2010b):

• when the human reference differs from the MT output it gives a poor score
to the MT system even if the translation was good

12http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/it-translation-task.html
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Figure 3.7: Example of scoring with METEOR that fails in giving a reasonably
high score

• sometimes they do not correlate well with human judgments

• they need to be evaluated as well which poses another challenge and field of
research

3.3.3 Statistical Significance

In Machine Translation not only the performance of an individual system needs to
be assessed, but also whether it performs better or worse than other systems. If
system A obtained a higher BLEU score compared to system B , hypothesis testing
is applied in order to determine if system B significantly outperforms system A
in terms of BLEU. But it could be that B obtained a better score due to the
composition of the test set and that an evaluation with another test set might lead
to the opposite result.

The most commonly used method in the MT community for hypothesis testing
is bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2010b). Given a test set, 1000 samples are extracted
and the BLEU score (or other metric) is computed for each of the samples, for both
systems that should be compared. The 25 highest and the 25 lowest BLEU scores
are ignored. If one system outperforms the other one for at least 950 of the samples,
then it is considered to be statistically significant better at a p-value ≤ 0.05.
The MTCompar-Eval tool (Klejch et al., 2015; Sudarikov et al., 2016) was used in
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conducting statistical significance tests for my experiments.

3.4 Summary

This chapter introduced in detail Statistical Machine Translation, namely how
word alignments are generated, how the language, translation and reordering mod-
els are built. Since the current state-of-the-art MT is shifting to neural approaches,
this chapter also offered a short description of Neural Machine Translation. To
complete the MT flow, an overview of the state-of-the-art manual and automatic
evaluation methods for MT were presented. Finally, the performance of MT sys-
tems in comparison with each other was questioned via statistical significance,
which was briefly described.
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Data Selection

This chapter introduces domain adaptation for SMT and focuses on data selection,
as a corpus level approach to domain adaption. The terminology for data selection
is offered. The initial directions are presented, followed by the related work to the
data selection methods I developed.

4.1 Domain Adaptation

One common premise in statistical applications is that the training data and the
test data are drawn from the same distribution. However, a model can be trained
on one domain and used on another one (Sankaran et al., 2012). In such a case,
the test data of the application domain will be drawn from a distribution that
differs from the distribution of the training data (Daumé and Marcu, 2006). To
mitigate this problem, domain adaptation techniques can be applied to deal with
the syntactic and semantic differences between the different data sets for training
and testing.

In this thesis, the notion of domain follows the definition from Plank (2011,
p. 60) where a domain is identified or defined through a corpus, similarly to the
definition from Koehn and Knowles (2017) who state that ”a domain is defined by
a corpus from a specific source, and may differ from other domains in topic, genre,
style, level of formality, etc.”.

There is a wide range of domain adaptation techniques that fall into two cat-
egories: corpus level methods and model level methods. The corpus level methods
can be further divided into data selection methods and corpus generation. The
data selection methods will be covered in the next sections. The generation of
parallel corpora covers data extraction from comparable corpora (Daumé III and
Jagarlamudi, 2011; Irvine et al., 2013; Irvine and Callison-Burch, 2014; Chu, 2015),
building synthetic corpora using information retrieval (Abdul-Rauf et al., 2016),
cross-language adaptation by means of a dictionary for closely related languages
(Popović and Ljubešić, 2014) or domain-focused web crawling (Lu et al., 2014;
Pecina et al., 2015).

Adaptation at the model level focuses on the language model or the translation
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model. A discounting approach for language modeling was introduced by (Guo
et al., 2014), while LM linear interpolation (weighted average of the model proba-
bilities) was proposed by Koehn and Schroeder (2007) where more weight is given
to the in-domain data. In their work, the SMT systems also benefit from factored
translation models where words are represented by factors (lemma, part-of-speech,
morphology). A combination technique for phrase tables, called alternative decod-
ing paths, is used by Birch et al. (2007) where one path is the in-domain translation
table and the other path is the general domain translation table. Wang et al. (2014)
also use this approach in combination with a data selection technique.

For translation model interpolation, Sennrich (2012) summarizes the different
approaches that the MT community adopted for choosing the weights: uniform
weights (Cohn and Lapata, 2007), incremental tuning of the weight (Yasuda et al.,
2008; Nakov and Ng, 2009; Axelrod et al., 2011), or weights set as a function of
distance metrics (Foster and Kuhn, 2007).

Dynamic adaptation is employed by Hasler et al. (2014) where the domain of
the test document is unknown. Their approach focuses on context words occurring
in the same sentence. The assumption is that all phrase pairs share a topic list.
Learning of the topic distributions for each phrase pair is done by representing
them as documents that contain the context words from the source sentence. A
topic modeling algorithm is applied using the distributional profiles of the phrase
pairs. Topic modeling is also used by Su et al. (2015), Cuong et al. (2016) and
Xiong et al. (2016).

Other translation adaptation techniques include weighting the phrase pairs
(Matsoukas et al., 2009; Cuong and Sima’an, 2014; Mansour and Ney, 2014) by
means of cross-entropy difference (Axelrod et al., 2011), or using simplification-
translation-restoration (Chen et al., 2012).

A comprehensive survey of domain adaptation for Statistical Machine Transla-
tion is presented by Cuong and Sima’an (2017).

4.2 Data Selection for Statistical Machine Trans-

lation

Domain adaptation via data selection represents the core of this thesis and is
presented in detail in the following sections.

This section summarizes the related work for data selection for Statistical Ma-
chine Translation. While a wide range of methods are covered, an exhaustive survey
of techniques1 on the topic is beyond the purpose of this section.

Given a large pool of sentences that belong to different domains (defined as
general domain in the community) and a specific domain, data selection aims at
identifying the sentences from the general domain that could be considered as
belonging to the specific domain.

The terminology in data selection is defined in the MT community as follows:

1Refer to Eetemadi et al. (2015) for a survey on data selection for SMT.
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• selection pool (DGen): a large general domain corpus (millions of sentence
pairs)

• in-domain (DIn): a domain-specific corpus that is the target domain of adap-
tation

• pseudo in-domain (PIn): a subset of selected sentences from DGen with the
property that it is highly relevant to DIn

2

• ratio/ threshold: amount of sentences to select from DGen either based on a
ratio (for example, 20% selection) or on a number θ (for example, all sentences
that were scored higher than θ)

The task of data selection centers on determining a pseudo-in domain that
helps to train an MT system tailored to output translations with a better quality
as opposed to systems that are trained using the entire general domain data.
Compared to the training of an MT system on the full corpus, using data selection
is less memory intensive, ensures reduced usage of storage and eventually results
in smaller MT system that can be ported to offline MT applications for devices
like smartphones and tablets (Eetemadi et al., 2015). Moreover, higher translation
quality is generally achieved.

The selection of an optimal pseudo in-domain is based on one or more scoring
functions which are used in ranking all the general domain sentences. Given a
sentence from the general domain, sGen, the scoring functions reflect the similarity
of sGen to DIn. The size of PIn is usually determined empirically.

Unfortunately, it is extremely time and resource consuming to exhaustively
evaluate all the possible pseudo in-domains. Given the size of the general do-
main corpus, |DGen|, the number of possible selections of sentences is factorial:

|DGen|
|PIn|∗(|DGen|−|PIn|)

, for all |PIn| < |DGen| (Eetemadi et al., 2015).

The problem of data selection can be defined formally as a constrained optimiza-
tion problem (Eetemadi et al., 2015). The optimal pseudo in-domain has a maxi-
mum size, |PIn|. The translation quality needs to be maximized when using models
trained on PIn and evaluated on an unseen test set. Below is the formulation of the
problem with BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)3 being used as the automatic evaluation
measure of the translation quality:

P∗ = argmax
PIn∈DGen

BLEU(Testref , TPIn
(Testsrc))

In the formulation, P∗ is the optimal pseudo in-domain, Testref is the reference
side of the test set and TPIn

(Testsrc) is the translation of the source side of the test
set using an MT system trained on PIn.

In the following, different initial approaches to data selection for SMT are
presented, as well as related work to my methods.

2Term introduced by (Axelrod et al., 2011)
3The most common evaluation measure of the MT community (Bojar et al., 2016b) used for

evaluating the translation output. A description was given in Chapter 3.3.2.
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4.2.1 Information Retrieval Methods

Initial work on data selection was inspired by Information Retrieval, namely the
cosine TF-IDF4 was used to assess the similarity between sentences pertaining to
different domains. TF-IDF (Luhn, 1958; Sparck Jones, 1972) is formally defined
as follows5:

TF (term, doc) = count(term, doc)

IDF (term, Docs) =
#Docs

#Docs containing term

TF -IDF (term, doc , Docs) = TF (term, doc)× IDF (term, Docs)

where given a term, term, a document, doc , and a collection of documents,
Docs, count is the frequency (occurrence) of term in doc .

In the data selection pipeline using TF-IDF, each sentence from the general
domain is considered a document and each sentence from the test set is considered
a query (term). The sentences are represented using TF-IDF. Given a query, the
cosine is applied between each document vector and the query vector, producing a
ranking of the documents. The top N sentences are considered to be most similar
to the in-domain and therefore, they are selected. Eck et al. (2004) pioneered
this direction for data selection by applying the TF-IDF on news stories covering
multiple topics for language model adaptation. They used the source side of the
test set to look up similar sentences in a large news corpus and trained several
adapted language models. However, language model perplexity did not significantly
correlate with the translation performance, therefore the SMT experiments were
used for evaluating the method.

On the same research line, Hildebrand et al. (2005) also used every sentence
from the source side of the test data as an individual query for retrieving similar
sentences using the cosine distance similarity. However, in contrast to Eck et al.
(2004) where adapted language models are trained, Hildebrand et al. (2005) trained
a translation system using the selected sentences and achieved better results com-
pared to the baseline trained on the full data.

Offline and online data selection using TF-ID is applied by Lü et al. (2007) also
following the assumption that the test data is available. For the offline adaptation,
the weight of a general domain sentence is increased in accordance to the number
of times it was retrieved after querying using the test sentences. Therefore, if a
sentence pair appeared once in the general domain and it was retrieved by a query,
then it’s weight (count) increases. This weighting scheme is then applied to the
input for the alignment with GIZA++ step. This results in the translation model
giving higher probabilities to the adapted words. For the online scenario, the train-
ing data is split into several sub-corpora using a clustering method. Translation
models are trained on these sub-corpora and additionally, one translation model

4Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency
5Note: there are several variants of TF; in the formula, the raw count of term occurrences in

a document is given.
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is trained on the full data. When querying a sentence from the test set, the top N
most similar sentences are selected together with the sub-corpora information and
used later on for training translation models. The resulting translation model is
a linear interpolation of the sub-models and achieves similar BLEU scores to the
baseline trained on full data.

The source side of the test set is translated using a baseline in Tamchyna
et al. (2012). After lemmatization, the translated sentences are used for querying
the general domain corpus and the most similar selected sentences are used for
training an adapted language model which outperforms the baseline trained on
the full general domain data.

4.2.2 Methods based on Language Model Perplexity

Another paradigm for data selection is based on the language model perplexity,
which is a metric used for evaluating a language model. Before detailing related
work on this data selection approach, the perplexity and cross-entropy are formally
defined below (as taken from the MT community and described in (Koehn, 2010b)):

cross-entropy : H(W , LM) = −1

n

n∑
i=1

p(wi) log PLM(wi |w1, ..., wi−1)

perplexity : PP(W , LM) = bH(W ,LM)

where wi is the i -th word in a sentence W , p(wi) is the probability distribution
of wi , PLM is the probability of a language model, LM , over a sequence of words,
and b is a base, usually two. As noted by Moore and Lewis (2010), perplexity and
cross-entropy are monotonically related and the lower the perplexity of a sentence,
the more fluent it is.

Initial steps in the direction of language model adaptation using the perplexity
is taken by Lin et al. (1997) and Gao et al. (2002) where documents are scored
using the perplexity value of the document with respect to the in-domains. Moore
and Lewis (2010) apply this idea to the task of data selection for SMT. The general
domain sentences are ranked according to the difference between the cross-entropies
computed by means of language models for the in-domain and for the general
domain data6. Both language models are trained on the source side of the corpora.

Improvements over the cross-entropy difference approach are achieved by Ax-
elrod et al. (2011) where language models are trained on both, the source and the
target side of the corpora, leading to the following scoring formula, for a given
sentence s from the general domain:

H(s, LM In
src)− H(s, LMGen

src ) + H(s, LM In
trg )− H(s, LMGen

trg )

6More precisely, the LM is not trained on the full-sized general domain, but on a random
sample of it having the same size as the in-domain data
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where In denotes the in-domain, Gen refers to the general domain, src denotes
the source side of the corpus and trg the target side. Thus, LM In

src is a language
model trained on the source side of the in-domain corpus.

The methods proposed by Moore and Lewis (2010) and Axelrod et al. (2011)
were widely used in the MT community as standard comparison methods as they
are fast to train and achieve better results compared to baseline systems trained
on the full general domain corpora. The bilingual cross-entropy difference consti-
tutes the state-of-the-art method that I use throughout this thesis to compare my
methods with. It will be referred to as MML (Modified Moore-Lewis) in this thesis.
This method is contained in the Moses toolkit Koehn et al. (2007) and I used it in
my experiments.

The cross-entropy approach suffers from the same limitation as the other data
selection methods - the threshold that is used as the cutoff for forming the pseudo
in-domain needs to be empirically determined, which is time and resource expen-
sive. This problem is tackled in detail in Chapter 6.

4.2.3 Related work to domain adaptation

In order to get a better overview of related work to domain adaptation, the methods
that were concurrent with mine are described. While these methods do not cover
the full spectrum of domain adaptation techniques that were applied until present,
they represent the methods that were compared to most of my data selection
methods during WMT campaigns, thus they are highly relevant for the purpose of
this section. Moreover, the developed approaches can be directly compared since
most of the MT systems were trained under the same constrained condition, namely
training using only the corpora made available by the task campaign.

Avramidis et al. (2016) presented a word-sense-disambiguated factored SMT
with two decoding paths. In the basic path, the nouns from the English side of
the training corpus are annotated with senses, while the alternative path allows
for decoding when no senses have been found. A commercial rule-based system
is also used for translating. These MT systems are used in a selection procedure
where the MT outputs are ranked by aggregating pairwise decisions obtained using
a binary classifier trained on test sets from previous WMT years campaigns. The
data selection approach of Pahari et al. (2016) is based on the method introduced
by Axelrod et al. (2011). Instead of the bilingual cross-entropy difference, the
cross-perplexity is used (power of two). After the most relevant sentences have
been selected, the MT system benefits from the interpolation of the language and
translation models. A direct comparison of BLEU results between one of my data
selection methods, Avramidis et al. (2016) and Pahari et al. (2016) is presented in
Bojar et al. (2016a, p. 152).

Rosa et al. (2016) introduced a dictionary-based approach for domain adap-
tation that does not require retraining of the SMT system. They make use of a
feature from Moses that allows forced translation of words/ phrases based on a
markup file that suggests translations. This is achieved by means of a dictionary
made available by the WMT organizers for this IT task. Then an already trained
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SMT system is used for translating the enriched input file.
Among the factored models, Gaudio et al. (2016) investigated the use of lemmas

for a lemma-based word alignment. They trained a hybrid MT system (rule-based
and statistical modules), namely TectoMT (Popel et al., 2016). It distinguishes be-
tween surface dependency trees (a-tree) that contain all tokens from the sentences
as nodes and deep dependency trees (t-tree) that contain as nodes only content
words. The approach is based on the assumption that the deep structures for the
source and target languages should be similar. The nodes are enriched with infor-
mation like the lemma, the functor or tense. The pipeline starts with a dependency
analysis where the source sentence is tokenized, tagged, parsed and named entities
are detected. Hand-written rules are used for converting the dependency parse of
the source sentence into a structure where only the content words matter. Transfer
on the deep layer follows where each node’s lemma is translated. The last step
transforms the deep structure of the target sentence into an a-tree 7. According
to the results from Gaudio et al. (2016), TectoMT outperforms Moses in terms of
BLEU on several language pairs.

Moses baseline systems for several language pairs were trained by Xu et al.
(2017). A combination of three data selection methods is applied by Wolk and
Marasek (2017), namely the perplexity approach introduced by Axelrod et al.
(2011), the edit distance and the cosine TF-IDF. The three pseudo in-domain
corpora are joined and used to train SMT systems for various language pairs.

Automatic evaluation results, as well as a manual validation of the systems8

can be found in the WMT 2017 Biomedical task findings (Jimeno Yepes et al.,
2017). My submissions were in the constrained setting (only used in-domain data
made available by the organizers).

Grozea (2018) trains various models that differ on the one hand in the train-
ing corpora, and on the other hand in the type of word segmentation9. The best
translation is selected automatically from the set of candidates produced by the
different models by means of heuristics. The paper focuses on one language pair,
English to Romanian, and uses the Tensor2Tensor (Vaswani et al., 2018) imple-
mentation for training NMT systems. The Tensor2Tensor implementation is also
adopted by Huck et al. (2018) who demonstrate that compared to their submission
from the previous year, (Huck et al., 2017), which used Nematus (Sennrich et al.,
2017), the Tensor2Tensor approach gives better BLEU results.

Domain adaptation through transfer learning is adopted by Khan et al. (2018)
where different Biomedical in-domains are used to train a series of models. The
parameters of the previous training model are used in the initialization step for
the next one. Using this technique BLEU scores significantly increased over the
baseline. Soares and Becker (2018) used the OpenNMT toolkit (Klein et al., 2017)
and the Moses toolkit. Their baseline systems trained on four language pairs put
SMT and NMT on a par in terms of BLEU.

7Available at https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/tectomt/translation-example. For more de-
tails refer to Popel et al. (2016)

8Including my submission.
9See Chapter 3, Section 3.2 for details on word segmentation for NMT.
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4.3 Summary

A brief introduction to domain adaptation techniques for SMT was given in this
chapter. The main focus was on one particular domain adaptation method, namely
data selection. The terminology defined by the MT community for data selection
was presented since I adopted it for the thesis too.

The problem of data selection was formally defined, followed by approaches to
data selection for SMT. Methods based on information retrieval were presented as
they pioneered data selection. Additionally, language model perplexity methods
were also described, with focus on one of the most frequently used comparison
method which is based on the difference between the bilingual cross-entropies.
This approach constituted the method I have chosen to compare my data selection
methods with. Finally, related work to domain adaptation was given.
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Scoring Functions for Data
Selection

This chapter describes the data selection methods I developed and their application
on several language pairs. The core of the methods are scoring functions that
are used for filtering the general domain data. A data selection method based
on Paragraph Vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014) is presented, followed by a data
selection technique that uses term frequency. The methods developed using these
text representations were published in Duma and Menzel (2016a) and Duma and
Menzel (2018).

Whether a general domain sentence should be selected as being relevant to an
in-domain or not depends highly on the underlying representation of text that can
be used for assessing similarities between sentences. Therefore, one crucial step in
developing a data selection method is to transform the sentences into numerical
representations that become the input for the algorithm.

Considering the research questions defined in Chapter 1, this chapter addresses
the first two ones. Different approaches for sentence representation are used in the
data selection pipeline (RQ1). As a result, scoring functions are developed with
the purpose of selecting pseudo in-domain sentences (RQ2). With the emergence
of neural approaches to MT, a follow-up research question arises: can the developed
data selection methods be applied on NMT?

This chapter firstly introduces the data selection method with text represen-
tation based on Term Frequency (TF). Another method which uses Paragraph
Vector (PV) for representing text is afterwards presented. The data and resources
used are described, together with an analysis of the experimental results, for both
methods.

5.1 Term Frequency Based Method

This section introduces a data selection method based on Term Frequency. In my
work, a document profile is a bag-of-words model where a document (text) is rep-
resented by its vocabulary and the frequency of its respective words. I developed
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an algorithm that is based on differences between a general domain profile and
an in-domain profile. This model is limited because it ignores lexical semantics.
However, the model is simple, no models need to be trained, the method is unsu-
pervised, fast to apply and is language- and domain-independent. Due to the fact
that in my setting there is only one training document, I did not use TF-IDF, but
simply term frequency. I also did not use the cosine to compute text similarity, but
developed a new sentence scoring method.

5.1.1 Algorithm

The scoring algorithm builds on top of the simple TF representation and introduces
a scoring formula with a new weighting scheme. This method is referred to as DSTF
(Data Selection via Term Frequency).

In the initial phase, a profile consisting of word counts is built for each domain,
either for the source language or for the target language side of the domains. In
order to build the profile for a corpus, all of its sentences are preprocessed using tok-
enization, lowercasing, removal of stop words and lemmatization or stemming in the
case a lemmatizer is not available for a language. Numbers or punctuation marks
are ignored and only words contribute to the scoring (procedure Preprocess Corpus
in Algorithm 2)1.

For every sentence from the preprocessed general domain data, the algorithm
iterates through all of the words from a sentence. Given a sentence s and the word
w , the relative difference3 between the frequency of w in the in-domain profile,
TF (w , INside), and the frequency of w in the general domain profile, TF (w ,GENside),
is squared. By squaring, higher differences have more impact than the lower ones.
The same relative difference formula as in Keselj et al. (2003)4 is used where the
difference is divided by the arithmetic mean of the frequencies. Each relative dif-
ference is multiplied with an empirically determined weight that represents the
impact that w made in the two profiles5. While Keselj uses the relative difference
of frequencies of character n-grams, I use the relative difference of a word frequency
in two domains and introduce a weighting for the word to account for its impact
on the overall sentence score.

5.1.2 Data and Resources

This section presents the resources used when applying DSTF on the Biomedical
domain on English→Spanish and English→Portuguese.

1For word count I used the script ngram-count from SRILM2 (Stolcke, 2002)
3Given the numbers a and b, the relative difference is defined as the difference between a

and b divided by a function of a and b, usually the maximum, minimum or average of the two
numbers.

4Keselj uses character n-grams and profiles built using the most frequent character n-grams
for authorship attribution

5Division by zero is never reached for neither calculating the weight, nor the score for a word
because the algorithm iterates through all words from a sentence from the general domain, thus
the word exists and has at least a frequency of one.
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Algorithm 2 DSTF Filtering (Duma and Menzel, 2018)

procedure Preprocess Corpus(C)
tokenize(C)
lowercase(C)
removeStopWords(C)
lemmatize(C) . or stem if unavailable
keepWords(C)
wordCount(C)

procedure Filter(GENside , INside) . side refers to either source or target
Preprocess Corpus(GENside)
Preprocess Corpus(INside)
for each sentence s ∈ GENside do

for each word w ∈ s do
weight = TF (w , INside)/TF (w ,GENside)

scorew =
(

2·(TF (w ,INside)−TF (w ,GENside))
TF (w ,INside)+TF (w ,GENside)

)2

· weight

scores += scorew . all intermediate scores contribute to the final score

For the general domain training data, the Commoncrawl6 corpora and the
Wikipedia (Wolk and Marasek, 2014) one were concatenated for English→Spanish,
and Paracrawl7 and Wikipedia for English→Portuguese. For the in-domain, I used
the EMEA (Tiedemann, 2012) and the Scielo corpora (health and biological)(Neves
et al., 2016) for both test language pairs.

Different sets belonging to multiple corpora were used for tuning the systems,
depending on the availability of a tuning set for a certain language pair. In the case
of English→Spanish, I aimed at diversity in the medical data, thus I concatenated
two medical development sets: the Khreshmoi development set from the Medical
Task of WMT 20148 consisting of 500 sentence pairs and the ECDC corpus made
available from UFAL9. Using the full size of the ECDC corpus (2357 sentence pairs
for English↔Spanish) would have made the tuning of the SMT systems very time
and memory intensive. Therefore, I limited the size of the sentences to a minimum
of 20 words and a maximum of 80 words which downsized the ECDC corpus to 850
sentences. The resulting development set for English↔Spanish consisted of 1350
sentences. Tuning of the systems for English→Portuguese used a sample of 1000
sentences from the Scielo development set10.

Statistics that include the number of sentences, the number of tokens and vo-
cabulary size after text preprocessing is given in the tables below for every corpus
used in the training of the SMT systems. The number of documents is reported

6http://commoncrawl.org/
7https://paracrawl.eu/index.html
8http://www.statmt.org/wmt14/medical-task/
9http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/ufal_medical_corpus

10http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/biomedical-translation-task.html
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for the test sets.11

Corpora/ Dataset Sent. / Docs
Tokens Vocabulary

English Spanish English Spanish

Commoncrawl 1.8M 46.5M 47.8M 459K 566K

Wikipedia 1.6M 42.9M 42.1M 634K 719K

EMEA 678K 13.0M 14.2M 71K 86K

Scielo-gma 166K 4.7M 5.1M 102K 118K

Development set 1350 36K 41K 5221 6239

Test set 100 8033 7795 2164 2241

Table 5.1: Corpora statistics for English→Spanish after preprocessing

Corpora/ Dataset Sent. / Docs
Tokens Vocabulary

English Portuguese English Portuguese

Paracrawl 2.1M 58.9M 59.0M 286K 381K

Wikipedia 1.6M 44.1M 42.3M 588K 667K

EMEA 1.08M 14.7M 15.8M 103K 117K

Scielo-gma 613K 17.1M 17.5M 114K 136K

Development set 1000 40K 42K 5495 6349

Test set 92 8274 8357 2200 2461

Table 5.2: Corpora statistics for English→Portuguese after preprocessing

While the general domain corpus12 is more than four times bigger than the
in-domain corpus for English→Spanish, for the other language pair it is two times
bigger than the in-domain corpus, even though the size of the two general do-
main corpora for the two language pairs is similar. The in-domain corpus size
for English→Portuguese is two times bigger than the English→Spanish corpus.
The vocabulary size per corpus is comparable between English, Spanish and Por-
tuguese, with the latter two exhibiting slightly larger numbers than the English
corpus.

The nltk toolkit(Bird et al., 2009) was used for text processing, as well as
the WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) lemmatizer for English and the Snowball stemmer
(F. Porter, 2001) for Spanish and Portuguese.

5.1.3 Experimental Results on the Biomedical domain

Since DSTF can be applied on both source and target languages, this section
presents three of its variants: the first one only considers the scores obtained using
the English side of the training corpora (DSTF-src), the second variant made use
of only the non-English side of the training corpora (DSTF-trg), and the third one

11In this thesis, tables that present corpora statistics or parameters are depicted with a basic
formatting, while tables that include experimental results present a blue header. This formatting
distinction was made for better visualization.

12Referring only to concatenated corpora for both general and in-domain.
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sums up the scores obtained using DSTF applied for the source language and the
scores for the target language (DSTF-bi).

Considering that one of the aims of data selection is to use small selections of
pseudo in-domain sentences for training MT systems, this section presents experi-
mental results for a selection of 10%.

Table 5.3 presents the number of sentence pairs that were selected, as well as
the total number of sentence pairs that were used in the training of the SMT
systems (concatenation of in-domain and pseudo in-domain corpora).

Language pair English→Spanish English→Portuguese

10% of Gen 350K 378K

total training data 1.62M 2.07M

Table 5.3: Number of selected sentences from the General domain data for the two
language pairs

Table 5.4 presents the BLEU scores for the two language pairs. DSTF-src per-
forms on a par with DSTF-bi for English→Spanish, with small BLEU differences
to DSTF-trg (not statistical significant). On the other language pair, DSTF-src sig-
nificantly outperforms DSTF-trg. The English→Spanish BLEU scores are smaller
than the English→Portuguese scores with more than three BLEU points. This re-
sult was expected since the in-domain corpus for English→Portuguese is two times
bigger than the English→Spanish corpus. The number of unknown words was sim-
ilar among the variants, this together with the small BLEU differences indicates
that any DSTF variant can be used.

Language Pair English→Spanish English→Portuguese

Evaluation BLEU OOV BLEU OOV

DSTF-src 31.32 3.8 34.92 1.4

DSTF-trg 31.05 3.9 34.19 1.5

DSTF-bi 31.33 3.8 34.49 1.4

Table 5.4: BLEU scores together with OOV rates

5.2 Paragraph Vector Based Method

As emphasized in Chapter 2 which describes Paragraph Vector (PV), sentence
representation using PV has gained popularity in fields like sentiment analysis, and
semantic textual similarity. For example, Hu and Song (2016) experimented with
sentiment analysis using microblogs where the sentences were very short. Duma
and Menzel (2017b) assessed the semantic textual similarity between monolingual
and cross-lingual sentence pairs.
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Data selection is based on the notion of similarity. PV has been successfully ap-
plied in other similarity-based approaches. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate
the application of PV to data selection.

This section presents the algorithm and scoring functions that I developed for
my PV-based data selection methods.

5.2.1 Algorithm

The algorithm consists of three parts. It receives as input the in-domain corpora
(In), the general domain corpora (Gen), the number of most similar sentences to a
given one (N ) and the amount of pseudo in-domain sentences to select (P). Given
a general domain sentence s, the top N most similar sentences to it are retrieved
based on the cosine similarity between s and the retrieved sentences.

Initially, all the available parallel corpora are concatenated and labeled using
the corpus tag together with an unique numeric index. The algorithm can be
applied on either the source or the target language (in Algorithm 3 the source side
is used) 13.

Algorithm 3 Doc2vec Filtering

1: procedure DS d2v(In,Gen,N ,P)
2: C ← Gen + In
3: for each sentence si ∈ Csource do
4: tag si with its domain and the line number i

5: train doc2vec model M using tagged Csource
6: for each sentence pair (si , ti) ∈ Gen do
7: Ri = top(N , most similar(M, si))
8: Simsi = {(tag , score) ∈ Ri | tag ∈ Ctags , score ∈ (0, 1)}
9: sentence scoresi = Score(N , (si , ti), Simsi )

10: sort ↑ sentence scores
11: add top P sentences to FilteredCorpusP

After the sentence tagging step, the doc2vec model is trained14. The Gensim
doc2vec built-in function most similar was used to obtain the top-N most similar
docvecs (corresponding to sentences from the training data) for each sentence pair
from the general domain. It uses the cosine similarity between the projection weight
vectors of the given sentence and all the other sentences from the training data
(general domain concatenated with in-domain). In Algorithm 3, Ri represents the
set of most similar sentences for the given sentence si and it is retrieved as a set
of (tag , score) pairs where the similarity score ranges between 0 and 1. For every
sentence si belonging to the general domain, its selection score is calculated by
applying a scoring function based on its sentence similarity set Ri .

13Training a PV model for a particular language can make use of arbitrary bilingual corpora
as long as one of the languages involved is the desired one.

14Doc2vec hyperparameters are presented in Appendix A
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N influences the number of similar sentences that will be considered in calcu-
lating the final score of a sentence. A too small value assigned to N could result
in missing out pseudo in-domain sentences that are medium or marginally close to
the in-domain. However, the only disadvantage to assigning a too high value to N
could result in a more expensive computation of final sentence scores.

After all the general domain sentences get a selection score, they are sorted in
descending order reflecting their proximity to the in-domain. The top P sentences
constitute the pseudo in-domain, which will later be used in the training of MT
systems together with the in-domain corpus.

1: function Score(N , (s, t), Sims)
2: sentence score = 0
3: for (tagj , sim scorej) ∈ Sims do
4: if stagj ∈ In then
5: sim scorej = sim scorej ∗ (N − j + 1)2

6: else
7: sim scorej = 0

8: sentence score = sentence score + sim scorej
return sentence score

Figure 5.1: Scoring function SEF

The scoring function 5.1, SEF (Sentence Embedding Filtering), assigns a con-
tinuously valued score to each sentence from the selection pool. Given a sentence
s from the general domain data, the sentence score is determined by the sum of
all similarity scores between s and sentences that belong to the in-domain multi-
plied with a weight. The weighting factor was determined using the observation
that given a similarity score between s and a sentence belonging to the in-domain,
sin−domain, the rank of sin−domain in Sims (which represents the top N most similar
sentences to s), correlates well with how closely related s is to the in-domain.15.

Additional PV-based scoring functions that I implemented are SEF* (presented
in Duma and Menzel (2016a)) and SEFp (described in Duma and Menzel (2016b)).
Both of them are based on Algorithm 3. The key differences between SEF and
SEFp are the weighting attributed to the cosine similarity and the sentence weight.
SEF*, on the other hand, considers a general domain sentence to be part of the
pseudo in-domain, if it contains at least one in-domain sentence in its Top N list.
Preliminary experiments indicated that SEF outperforms the other two scoring
functions, thus it is used as the PV-based scoring method for the experiments and
for the evaluation presented in this thesis.

15N − j + 1 was used instead of j as higher weights need to be attributed to lower ranks of
in-domain sentences in Sims
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5.2.2 Data and Resources

The experimental setup and results are described for SEF being applied to the IT
domain. Training of the SMT systems was carried on for the English→German
language pair, using the Commoncrawl corpus16, constituting the general domain
data. For the in-domain, the IT corpus provided through WMT 2016 (Bojar et al.,
2016a) was used. The systems have been tuned using a concatenation of two sets
(Batch1a and Batch2a) from the QTLeap corpus17, resulting in 2000 sentence pairs.
The test set consists of 1000 sentences also from the QTLeap corpus. Statistics for
the training data used are indicated in Table 5.5.

Corpora/ Dataset Sentences
Tokens Vocabulary

English German English German

Commoncrawl 2.34M 59.13M 55.16M 709K 1.54M

IT corpora 210K 2.27M 2.26M 104K 125K

Development set 2000 53K 55K 3493 4820

Test set 1000 23K 24K 2334 2926

Table 5.5: Corpora statistics after preprocessing

While the in-domain corpus size is rather small (only 210K sentence pairs), the
general domain corpus is more than eleven times bigger than the in-domain corpus.
The vocabulary size for German is twice as big as the one for English. This is not
surprising given the fact that German is highly inflectional and presents compound
words that are merged together in single words (as opposed to English).

Data preprocessing included tokenization, cleaning (restriction to a maximum
sentence length of 80 words), lowercasing and removal of sentence pairs that did
not belong to the English-German language pair18.

5.2.3 Application to Neural Machine Translation

Since data selection is a domain adaptation technique that focuses on creating
domain-specific training data, all of the data selection methods presented in this
thesis can be applied on both SMT and NMT frameworks. In this section I explore
the SEF method applied to the IT domain, for the English→German language
pair.

According to Britz et al. (2017a), one of the main drawbacks of NMT is that
training is highly time-expensive, requiring even weeks of GPU time to converge.
This creates a strong motivation for employing data selection for NMT. My main
goal is to validate the applicability of one of my data selection methods to the
neural MT architecture. An exhaustive hyperparameter search for obtaining the
best BLEU score has not been performed. Also, since not all the hyperparameters
were tuned, this section does not engage into comparing SMT and NMT.

16http://commoncrawl.org/
17Available at http://metashare.metanet4u.eu/go2/
18Using the jlangdetect library: https://github.com/melix/jlangdetect
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5.3. Summary

The Tensorflow NMT (Luong et al., 2017) implementation was used in con-
ducting the experiments. It builds sequence-to-sequence models for MT briefly
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2. The same preprocessed data as in the SMT
experiments was used. Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016b) using
32,000 merge operations was employed for learning shared subword units19. I used
the attention mechanism as described in Bahdanau et al. (2014).

After training, the best BLEU score obtained was 33.620. However, as in the
case of SMT systems, the output sometimes differs greatly from the reference due
to a different word choice for the same term (for example, in the case synonyms are
available). This leads to a low BLEU score since this metric is only a syntactic one.
For example, given the input sentence Check the volume control on the taskbar or
in the control panel. and the reference Überprüfen Sie die Lautstärkeregelung in der
Taskleiste oder in der Systemsteuerung., the translation obtained with my NMT
system is Kontrollieren Sie die Lautstärkesteuerung auf der Taskleiste oder im Kon-
trollpanel.. Even though this translation is not perfect, it is understandable and the
pairs of words (überprufen, kontrollieren), (lautstärkeregelung, lautstärkesteuerung)
and (systemsteuerung, kontrollpanel) can be used interchangeably in this sentence.

5.3 Summary

This chapter presented the data selection methods that I developed which require
a ratio for determining the amount of sentences to select from the general do-
main as being pseudo in-domain. Two research questions, RQ1 and RQ2, were
tackled by transforming sentences into vector representations that can be used to
compute similarity scores. The sentence vectors contributed to the formulation of
data selection methods through the scoring functions that were based on vector
similarities.

Two types of sentence representations were presented, namely Term Frequency
(TF) and Paragraph Vector (PV). A scoring function using TF resulted in a data
selection method named DSTF that was applied to two language pairs for the
Biomedical domain. This scoring function used the relative difference between term
frequencies in two domain corpora and a weighting based on the ratio of frequencies
of a word in two domain corpora.

A scoring function which made use of PV for the initial phase of text repre-
sentation was applied to one language pair in the IT domain (SEF). This scoring
function used the rank of a sentence in a list of most similar sentences. While DSTF
was applied to SMT, SEF was also validated with an NMT system to demonstrate
that my data selection methods can be applied to both MT paradigms.

19I used the implementation available at https://github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt
20The training took 43 hours on a machine with one GPU GeForce 940MX.
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Chapter 6

Automatic Ratio Detection for
Data Selection

The previous chapter presented a suite of methods that focus on scoring the gen-
eral domain sentences with respect to their similarity to a given domain. Beyond
scoring, data selection includes also the task to identify the ratio of general domain
sentences to keep for training an MT system. The methods described so far did
not deal with this problem. Instead, the same procedure commonly used in the
research community was applied: empirically determining the optimal number of
sentences to be kept based on the BLEU score of the trained system for different
predetermined ratios of domain specific sentences.

There are several problems regarding this approach: there is no standard agree-
ment in the community for the parameter setting (the minimal number and the
increment size for selecting sentences). This leads to different schemes of reporting
the empirical results.

For example, Axelrod et al. (2011) uses the top N = 35K , 70K , 150K sentence
pairs from the scored general domain pool, while Biçici and Yuret (2011) increas-
ingly select N ∈ 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 5000, 10000 instances for each test
set sentences. In contrast to these absolute numbers, Kirchhoff and Bilmes (2014)
selects 10% of the data till a maximum value of 40% and van der Wees et al. (2017)
apply data selection on SMT and NMT selecting the top 5%, 10%, 20% and 50%
for the general domain corpus. Also for NMT, Silva et al. (2018) use different data
selection sizes corresponding to a factor of 1, 2, 4 and 8 in relation to a prepro-
cessed general domain corpus, while Poncelas et al. (2019) evaluates NMT systems
trained on pseudo in-domains of size 100K and 200K .

This chapter addresses the research question RQ3 defined in Chapter 1, which
concerns the automation of the ratio detection. Such a method (Duma and Menzel,
2017a), iATD, is introduced with preliminary evaluation, followed by an improve-
ment to it by means of a hybrid approach that makes use of the scoring step from
a threshold tuning method and the automatic ratio detection one. This hybrid
method, namely hATD, is contrasted with the automatic ratio detection, iATD,
approach and the evaluation results are discussed.

The preliminary evaluation is followed by an extended one, where hATD to-
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gether with the methods presented in the previous chapter, the state-of-the-art
method, and several baselines are evaluated on common experimental settings.
This was essential, since the methods have been previously applied on different
in-domains and language pairs, thus MT outputs and results were not comparable
across mixed training corpora and test sets.

Two research questions will be answered in the extended evaluation: RQ4
and RQ5. The objective of RQ4 is to investigate whether a gain in translation
performance comes from adding more training data, or from adding more pseudo
in-domain sentences. Since all data selection methods will be applied in several
experimental settings, RQ5 aims at finding out whether the systems ranking is
consistent across them.

The chapter is structured as follows: firstly, iATD is introduced with its pre-
liminary evaluation, followed by an improvement to it, namely hATD. While the
preliminary evaluation contrasts iATD and hATD and aims at answering RQ3,
the extended evaluation brings together the incremental ratio methods based on
scoring functions and hATD under a common evaluation framework. The extended
evaluation is more detailed than the preliminary one since all data selection meth-
ods are contrasted against each other on the same in-domains and the same lan-
guage pairs, aiming at answering the RQ4 and RQ5.

6.1 Algorithm

This section describes the mechanism of the automatic threshold detection meth-
ods, thus answers RQ3. Firstly, iATD is detailed, followed by an improvement to it
via a hybrid approach, hATD, that combines iATD with the previously developed
data selection methods (presented in Chapter 5).

Considering the data selection problem as a classification problem was an im-
portant step towards solving the automatic ratio detection of sentences. I used
a MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) classifier, also known as a Feed-forward Neural
Network classifier, to obtain a model that is able to make a binary decision: to
keep or to discard a sentence. A diagram representing a vanilla MLP is depicted
in Figure 6.11 where the input features are a set of X = (x1, x2, ..., xn) neurons that
together with a bias are propagated through the network.

In order to avoid overfitting, I used the dropout technique which randomly
drops neurons (units) during the training of the neural network. A dropout value
of 0.5 was used, which was selected in accordance with the findings from Srivastava
et al. (2014).

The input to the network consists of Paragraph Vectors with the positive sam-
ples being randomly selected from the in-domain pool, while the negative samples
are randomly selected from the general domain pool. The assumption is that the
general domain pool is large enough, therefore the probability of selecting false

1Figure taken from https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/neural_networks_

supervised.html
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Figure 6.1: Vanilla MLP (Pedregosa et al., 2011)

negatives (which actually are pseudo2 in-domain sentences) is small.

An equal number of positive and negatives samples was randomly selected
and a Doc2Vec model was trained on all available data (using tags to identify
the domain for each sentence). I used the scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) and
scikit-neuralnetwork3 libraries for training the MLP classifier.

The presented method, iATD comes with a drawback: the negative samples are
randomly drawn from the general domain data. This assumes that the probability
to select biomedical sentences from it (false negatives) is small.

Actually, this assumption does not hold. The following sample inspection shows
that the rate of false negatives among randomly sampled sentences is high indeed.
Given a general domain consisting of 3.5 million sentences for Spanish→English,
the ratio of sentences that belong to the Biomedical domain is unknown4. I in-
spected the randomly selected sentences by automatically searching for all the
terms (multi-words) from a biomedical terminology set5.

A terminology set was preferred instead of a dictionary which contains words
that could be polysemous. The risk is, however, that the search terms are either
too complex or too specific and biomedical sentences are missed out because they
don’t contain them. Examples of terms from the terminology set are, for instance,
adrenal glands, administered subcutaneously, x-ray of right wrist and whiteness. As
it can be noted, some of the terms are very specific (x-ray of right wrist) and rare
to find in corpora. On the other hand, too general terms (whiteness) might cause
non-biomedical sentences to be retrieved. The search resulted in a ratio of 4.3%

2As previously noted, sentences selected from the general domain are called pseudo in-domain
ones in this thesis to differentiate them from the in-domain sentences.

3Available at: https://github.com/aigamedev/scikit-neuralnetwork
4Detailed information on the corpora and data selection task is given in Section 6.2.1.
5The terminology set was available through the WMT 2019 Biomedical task.
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Algorithm 4 Hybrid Automatic Threshold Detection

1: procedure hATD(In,Gen, MLPClassifier)
2: PosSamples ← RandomSelection(In, sampleSize)
3: score Gen and sort ↓ . using any data selection scoring functions
4: NegSamples ← Top(scoredGen, sampleSize)
5: split PosSamples and NegSamples into train and test data
6: sources ← {PosTrainSamples, NegTrainSamples,

PosTestSamples, NegTestSamples, GenTrain}
7: for each sentence si ∈sources do
8: tag si with its domain and the line number i

9: train doc2vec model M using tagged sources
10: best estimator ← GridSearch(MLPClassifier)
11: predict labels for GenTrain with best estimator
12: PseudoInDomain ← positive labeled(GenTrain)

medical sentences (duplicate sentences were removed as multiple search terms can
retrieve the same sentence).

The problem of selecting false negatives is tackled by identifying the most
dissimilar sentences to the in-domain and treating them as negative samples. I have
chosen the DSTF method, presented in the previous chapter, to score the general
domain sentences. Instead of using the top most similar sentences, the sentences
with the lowest scores were selected. I applied again the search for biomedical
terminology using the same data set and observed a reduction of the false negatives
rate from 4.3% to 0.02%.

The positive samples were selected with the previously described iATD method
and the same classifier was applied. The term for the improved negative sampling
method is hATD, since it is a hybrid between a data selection scoring function and
an automated data selection method.

The procedure for automatically detecting the data selection ratio is given in
Algorithm 4. The positive instances for training the Doc2Vec model are randomly
sampled from the in-domain data, while any data selection scoring function can
be applied to score the general domain sentences and sampling the ones with the
lowest scores as negative instances. The instances are split into training and testing
samples with a test set size that amounts to 5% of the training set size. After the
Doc2Vec model is trained, grid search is used to determine the best estimator and
finally, this is used to predict for each sentence from the general domain whether
it belongs to the in-domain or not.

6.2 Preliminary Evaluation

Firstly, results using iATD obtained for the Biomedical domain for several lan-
guage pairs are presented. Afterwards, the improvement to the method is ex-
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plored through the hybrid approach, hATD, revealing significant improvements
over iATD.

6.2.1 Data and Resources

This section presents the data, resources and data preparation used to apply iATD
to the Biomedical domain.

The SMT systems were developed using the Moses toolkit. The preprocessing
of the data consisted in tokenization, cleaning with a cutoff of 6-80, lowercasing
and normalizing punctuation. For the tuning of the systems the data provided by
the WMT 2016 Biomedical task6 (Bojar et al., 2016a) was used.

As general domain data, Commoncrawl7 and Wikipedia (Wolk and Marasek,
2014) were exploited for all language pairs except for English-Portuguese where
no Commoncrawl data was provided by WMT. As in-domain corpora, EMEA
(Tiedemann, 2012) was used for all language pairs. In addition to that, Pubmed8

and other medical corpora from the UFAL Medical Corpus9 (ECDC, Muchmore,
PatTR Medical) were used depending on their availability for each language pair.
The Scielo corpus provided by the previous Biomedical task from 2016 was also
used. The table below reports statistics for every corpus used to train the SMT sys-
tems, including the number of sentences, the number of tokens and the vocabulary
size after preprocessing.

For some language pairs, several test sets were available (Jimeno Yepes et al.,
2017) covering a variety of topics: Scielo (ecosystem studies, descriptions of clinical
cases), Cochrane (medicine descriptions, experimental studies), EDP (findings of
health articles) and NHS (health recommendations, medical advice on addictions).

Corpora/ Dataset Sent. / Docs
Tokens Vocabulary

English French English French

Commoncrawl 3.1M 81M 781K 97.9M 886K

Wikipedia 770K 20.7M 19.8M 417K 422K

EMEA 672K 12.9M 16.6M 70K 81K

ECDC 2043 46K 62K 5229 6040

Scielo-gma 2016 17K 489K 680K 17K 22K

Development set 1516 26K 36K 4410 5090

Test set EN→FR EDP 750 17K 20K 3691 4151

Test set EN→FR Cochrane 467 10K 13K 1762 2093

Test set EN→FR NHS 1044 15K 20K 2509 3105

Test set FR→EN EDP 699 16K 18K 3706 3862

Table 6.1: Corpora statistics for English↔French after preprocessing

6Available at: https://www.statmt.org/wmt16/biomedical-translation-task.html
7Available at: http://www.statmt.org/wmt13/training-parallel-commoncrawl.tgz
8Available through WMT 2016 at: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
9Available at: http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/ufal_medical_corpus
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Corpora/ Dataset Sent. / Docs
Tokens Vocabulary

English Portuguese English Portuguese

Wikipedia 1.6M 44.1M 42.3M 588K 667K

EMEA 1.08M 14.7M 15.8M 103K 117K

Scielo-gma 2016 613K 17.1M 17.5M 114K 136K

Pubmed 67K 1.2M 965K 36K 54K

Development set 7000 203K 212K 14K 16K

Test set EN→PT Scielo 1806 48K 50K 5997 7200

Test set PT→EN Scielo 1897 50K 51K 6015 7139

Table 6.2: Corpora statistics for English↔Portuguese after preprocessing

Corpora/ Dataset Sent. / Docs
Tokens Vocabulary

English German English German

Commoncrawl 2.34M 59.13M 55.16M 709K 1.54M

Wikipedia 2.2M 54.8M 47.4M 803K 1.1M

EMEA 646K 12.3M 12.2M 70K 112K

ECDC 1931 43K 44K 5030 7107

Muchmore 28K 717K 614K 32K 78K

PatTR Medical 1.4M 46.2M 43.1M 223K 714K

Development set 1960 35K 35K 4006 5195

Test set EN→DE Cochrane 467 10K 10K 1762 2349

Test set EN→DE NHS 1044 15K 15K 2509 3224

Table 6.3: Corpora statistics for English↔German after preprocessing

6.2.2 Experimental Results

iATD was validated through the 2017 WMT evaluation campaign on seven lan-
guage pairs (English→German and both directions for English→Spanish, English-
Portuguese and English-French) and several test sets.

The classifiers were trained on 200K sentences with an equal number of positive
and negative samples. The default parameters values for training the Doc2Vec
models were used. The MLP classifier was trained with the tanh activation function
and the momentum learning rule.

Since the algorithm can be applied on either the source or the target language,
I exploited both directions for each language pair and each test set, as follows:

• iATD-src: SMT system trained on the selected sentences obtained using the
classifier trained on the source language data

• iATD-trg: SMT system trained on the selected sentences obtained using the
classifier trained on the target language data
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Corpora/ Dataset Sent. / Docs
Tokens Vocabulary

English Spanish English Spanish

Commoncrawl 1.8M 46.5M 47.8M 459K 566K

Wikipedia 1.6M 42.9M 42.1M 634K 719K

EMEA 678K 13.0M 14.2M 71K 86K

ECDC 1769 37K 43K 4654 5566

Scielo-gma 2016 166K 4.7M 5.1M 102K 118K

Pubmed 250K 3.2M 3.3M 75K 108K

Development set 3933 119K 128K 12K 14K

Test set EN→ES Scielo 1082 31K 33K 4612 6076

Test set EN→ES Cochrane 467 10K 11K 1762 2050

Test set EN→ES NHS 1044 15K 16K 2509 2950

Test set ES→EN Scielo 1180 31K 34K 4602 5527

Table 6.4: Corpora statistics for English↔Spanish after preprocessing

• iATD-bi: SMT system trained on the union of the selected sentences proposed
by the two classifiers

Table 6.5 presents all the BLEU scores for my submissions as reported by the
WMT competition. In the following, I will discuss the results for each test sepa-
rately. The Scielo dataset consisted of titles and abstracts from scientific publica-
tions retrieved from the Scielo database10 . My participation was the only one from
all teams that submitted system runs for this dataset. For the English→Portuguese
and the English→Spanish language pairs, all my submissions improved over the
baseline provided by the organizers with almost 10 BLEU points. For the other
directions, Portuguese→English and Spanish→English, my experiments achieved
a significant improvement over the baseline with almost 7 BLEU points.

Language pair English→German English→Spanish Spanish→English English→French French→English English→Portuguese Portuguese→English

Test set Cochrane NHS Scielo Cochrane NHS Scielo EDP Cochrane NHS EDP Scielo Scielo

iATD-src 22.03 18.71 36.08 48.99 40.97 37.14 22.43 32.46 31.79 22.64 39.14 43.84

iATD-trg 22.37 19.80 35.93 48.45 41.20 37.47 22.25 32.59 31.89 22.37 39.38 43.93

iATD-bi 22.63 19.66 36.23 48.70 41.22 37.49 22.79 33.16 33.36 23.41 39.21 43.88

Table 6.5: BLEU results for all language pairs as reported in Jimeno Yepes et al.
(2017)

The EDP dataset was made up of a collection of titles and abstracts from five
journals from the Health, Life and Environmental Sciences fields (Jimeno Yepes
et al., 2017) with a reported misalignment rate of 6% on a corpus sample, with 20%
of the sentence pairs containing additional content in one of the languages. It was
made available only for the language pairs English→French and French→English.
I obtained again significant improvements over the baseline, with an increase in
6 BLEU points for French→English and 10 BLEU points for English→French.

10http://www.scielo.org/
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Among the three variants, the one which was trained on the union of the selected
sentences gave the best results.

The Cochrane and NHS test sets consist of health related documents obtained
during the KConnect11 and HimL12 projects. There were no baselines results pro-
vided by the organizers for these test sets. I obtained very high BLEU scores for
English→Spanish (almost BLEU of 49 for Cochrane and BLEU of 41 for NHS).

For English→French I obtained BLEU scores revolving around 33 and for
English→German close to 23 for Cochrane and 20 for NHS. The differences in
BLEU scores among language pairs vary with the amount of training data used,
as well as with the size of the in-domain corpora. For English→German, there
was no Scielo corpus available. Very high BLEU scores have been reached on
Portuguese→English and Spanish→English (and vice-versa) due to a relatively
large amount of Scielo data available (compared to English→French where the
Scielo corpus size was 10 times smaller) and the additional use of the Pubmed
corpora.

In a comparison among all participating teams, my submission ranked first for
English→French for the Cochrane and NHS datasets, second on English→French
and French→English on the EDP datasets, but only last on English→German for
the Cochrane and NHS datasets. Moreover, it was the only one submitting for Scielo
(Portuguese→English, English→Portuguese, Spanish→English, English→Spanish)
as well as for Cochrane and NHS.

Lavie (2010) notes that BLEU scores above 30 reflect understandable transla-
tions, while scores over 50 are considered good and fluent translations. Within my
36 submissions, 24 obtained BLEU scores between ≈32 and ≈49, for six language
pairs. Thus, the iATD method offers generally good translation results on a variety
of language pairs.

The ratio of selected general domain data using iATD ranged between 3.1% and
9.35% using either the source or the target language and it ranged between 5.6%
and 12.1% using the union of the selected sentences trained on both languages
from both classifiers (see Table 6.6). In general, a small selection ratio like this is
preferred as in large scale applications the general domain pool can consist even
of billions of sentences. Therefore, iATD presents an advantage over the methods
discussed in Chapter 5 since it not only avoids the need to train several MT systems,
but also offers the possibility to choose a small selection ratio.

In the following, I will focus on the hybrid approach, hATD, a data selection
method that I developed in order to improve iATD. I evaluated it in comparison
with iATD for the Spanish→English language pair (the focus language pair in this
thesis). Since the BLEU results are close to each other for the three variants, results
are reported only for the classifiers trained on the English side of the corpora.

11http://k-connect.org/
12http://www.himl.eu/
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Language pair # selected src. sent. # selected trg. sent. Union

English→German 148K (3.1%) 188K (4.0%) 263K (5.6%)

English↔Spanish 327K (9.35%) 257K (7.36%) 425K (12.1%)

English↔French 223K (5.6%) 225K (5.7%) 345K (8.7%)

English↔Portuguese 78K (4.7%) 89K (5.3%) 123K (7.4%)

Table 6.6: Number of selected sentences and ratio selection of General domain
(Duma and Menzel, 2017a)

The same amount of samples as for iATD was used to train the classifiers for
hATD. The positive samples were randomly drawn from three medical corpora
from which short sentences have been removed: EMEA, Scielo (2016) and Medline
abstracts (made available by the WMT 2019 Biomedical task13). The negative
samples were obtained by applying the DSTF method and selecting sentences with
the lowest scores. This ensured that the number of false negatives could be kept
low. As before, Doc2Vec was used for sentence representation: the optimal vector
size was determined using the values 200, 300 and 400. Two hyperparameters of
the classifier were tuned: the activation function (Tanh, ExpLin (Clevert et al.,
2016) or ReLU (Nair and Hinton, 2010)) and the gradient descent optimization
algorithm (sgd, momentum (Polyak, 1964) and nesterov (Nesterov, 1983)).

Table 6.7 presents the best classifier results obtained for both approaches. In
particular, the best accuracy was obtained using Tanh and momentum for hATD
and ExpLin and nesterov for iATD (Doc2Vec vector size of 400 for both). The
following measures are reported: true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), false
negatives (FN), true positives (TP), accuracy, precision, recall (Manning et al.,
2008) and F1-score (van Rijsbergen, 1979). The formulae for these measures are
presented below:

Accuracy = TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

Precision = TP
TP+FP

Recall = TP
TP+FN

F 1− score = 2TP
2TP+FP+FN

For the accuracy reported on the test set, the same set is used for both methods.
The classifier for iATD selected 188K sentences and the classifier for hATD

selected 526K sentences. The recall of the iATD classifier is worse than the recall of
the hATD classifier showing that the hybrid approach wins over the initial method.
Since the negative samples for training the iATD approach were randomly selected
from the general domain, the 4.3% negatives that were actually positive samples
resulted in misclassifying 183 sentences that were supposed to be identified as
pseudo in-domain (2.7 times more false negatives than the hybrid method). Also,

13Available at: http://www.statmt.org/wmt19/biomedical-translation-task.html
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the hybrid approach performed much better at identifying the pseudo in-domain
sentences. The initial method identified a total of 5181 negatives, while the hybrid
approach a total of 5065. As a consequence, iATD predicted less Biomedical domain
sentences than the hybrid method as it predicts too many false negatives. The iATD
classifier selected fewer sentences from the whole general domain pool as pseudo in-
domain due to the negative training samples that contained positives. As a result,
this intrinsic evaluation reveals that the hybrid approach, which used high-quality
negative samples, outperforms the initial approach in terms of precision, recall and
accuracy.

System hATD iATD

Accuracy test 99.31 98.15

True negatives 4998 4998

False positives 2 2

False negatives 67 183

True positives 4933 4817

Precision 1.00 1.00

Recall 0.986 0.963

F1-score 0.993 0.981

Table 6.7: Comparison between the hATD and iATD classifiers

Evaluating the approaches in the data selection pipeline, SMT systems were
trained using the pseudo in-domain sentences selected using both classifiers. The
obtained BLEU and OOV-rate results are given in Table 6.8.

System iATD iATD-526k hATD hATD-188k

BLEU 36.63 36.68 37.34 36.85

OOV 4.3 3.8 3.7 4.3

Table 6.8: Averaged BLEU scores and OOV rates for iATD and hATD

In order to ensure a fair comparison between the two approaches and to show
that the gain of hATD over iATD is not caused by simply having more training
data, I downgraded the hATD classifier results by subsampling the pseudo in-
domain to 188K sentences and also upgraded the iATD classifier results by adding
to its pseudo in-domain a sample of 338K (526K - 188K) sentences that were ran-
domly selected from the general domain pool. The BLEU results are in accordance
with the intrinsic evaluation: the hybrid approach outperforms the initial one in
terms of BLEU (37.34 versus 36.63) and the OOV rate is also lower (3.7 versus
4.3).

Adding more training data to the pseudo in-domain selected using iATD does
not improve the BLEU score (36.68 versus 36.63), but only reduces the OOV rate.
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Subsampling the pseudo in-domain selected by means of the hybrid approach,
hATD-188K, outperforms both iATD and iATD-526K.

In order to assess whether the difference in BLEU scores between the systems
is statistically significant, I applied paired bootstrap resampling. The results are
presented in Table 6.9. All trained systems were compared with each other. One of
the results shows that hATD produces better translations than iATD in terms of
BLEU (statistical significant result for the non-modified versions of the pseudo in-
domains, p-value <0.001). Another result is that even though I upgraded the initial
approach by adding more training data (iATD-526K), it still did not outperform
iATD (they performed on a par), nor hATD, which performs better than iATD-
526K (statistical significant). In conclusion, the gain that hATD achieves over
the initial approach is statistical significant and it is due to the influence of the
high-quality negative training samples. Moreover, this gain is not caused by the
larger amount of training data as the two experiments, namely iATD-526K and
hATD-188K, support this result.

Method p-value Significance

hATD vs iATD <0.001 better: Yes

hATD vs hATD-188k 0.002 better: Yes

hATD-188k vs iATD 0.224 better: No

hATD vs iATD-526k <0.001 better: Yes

iATD vs iATD-526k 0.327 better: No

hATD-188k vs iATD-526k 0.158 better: No

Table 6.9: Paired bootstrap resampling p-values for iATD and hATD

A high overlap of 96% (≈ 180K sentences) between the sentences selected with
iATD and hATD was observed (Figure 6.2). This does not come as a surprise, since
essentially the same method is used, only the negative training samples differ. This
result emphasizes the importance of using high-quality negative samples which help
to identify a higher share of pseudo in-domain sentences. Since the intersection
between iATD and hATD amounts to 96%, the sentences selected using iATD can
be regarded as a subsample of the ones selected with hATD. Not surprisingly,
hATD-188K performs on par with iATD, as both of them use 180K pseudo in-
domain sentences subsampled from the same data (hATD pseudo in-domain of
536K). Moreover, the overlap between hATD-188K and iATD is only 6%, so the
two subsamples share little common pseudo in-domain data. However, hATD-188K
represents a downgrade of hATD and the full effect of the hybrid approach is
highlighted by the high BLEU score.
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Figure 6.2: Overlap between iATD, hATD, iATD-526K and hATD-188K

6.3 Extended Evaluation

In order to evaluate all of my methods and compare them with the chosen state-
of-the-art method, standard automatic evaluation metrics were applied. Moreover,
the out-of-vocabulary rates were used to assess which methods produce the best
vocabulary coverage. Since the methods described in this thesis were applied on
different in-domains, test sets and language pairs, in this section the focus is on a
common setting: the Biomedical domain, the Spanish→English language pair and
two test sets.

In addition to the aforementioned empirical settings, automatic evaluation is
explored on the Biomedical domain for the English→Spanish language pair and on
the IT domain for English→German with the purpose of analyzing if the system
rankings are independent of the in-domain and the language pair.

This section presents the empirical results obtained using standard automatic
evaluation metrics (BLEU, METEOR and TER). Additionally, the out-of-vocabulary
rates for the three sets of experiments are presented.

6.3.1 Data and Resources

A total of 32 SMT experiments were carried out on the same general domain and
in-domain corpora as in Chapter 5, Section 5.1.2. The evaluation was on two test
sets pertaining to the Biomedical domain (Khresmoi and WMT 2018(Neves et al.,
2018) competitions test sets) for Spanish→English translations.

The development set for the Biomedical domain consisted of a concatenation
of the Khresmoi development set (500 sentence pairs) and a cleaned up version of
the ECDC data set (850 sentence pairs)14. Additionally to using the Khresmoi test
set, all systems are evaluated on the WMT 2018 test set15. The two test sets differ
in one essential aspect, their average sentence length, which is is 24 words for the

14More details can be read in Chapter 5, Section 5.1.2
15The latest WMT Biomedical test at the time of writing this chapter.
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Khresmoi test and 30 words for WMT 2018.
A baseline using only the in-domain data (BS-IN) was trained. Also a base-

line using the concatenation of the in-domain and general domain data using the
same interpolated language model as the one in the data selection experiments was
trained (BS-strong). The hATD method, resulted in a selection of 15% of the gen-
eral domain (only one experiment because it is an automatic selection method). For
the other methods, MML (state-of-the-art, cross-entropy based), DSTF (weighted
term frequencies difference), SEF (PV-based scoring function) and RND (random
selection), a selection in the range of [1, 5] percent16 was used to determine the
gain when dealing with very small pseudo in-domains and also ratio selections of
10 and 15 to study the impact of larger selections of general domain sentences.
The ratio selection of 15 was chosen to compare these methods with the automatic
data selection method in a fair manner. Experiments using random selection from
the general domain were important in assessing whether the performance gain is
due to simply using more training data or actually due to adding more pseudo in-
domain data. This experimental setup has also been chosen for the investigations
with the manual evaluation in Chapter 7.

Two other experimental settings were designed to assess whether the systems
ranking provided by the automatic evaluation is stable across language pairs and
in-domains: the Biomedical domain for English→Spanish translations and the IT
domain for English→German translations. The motivation for the second setting is
immediate: to explore the same domain (Biomedical) for the opposite translation
direction. The third experimental setting was chosen due to the successful partic-
ipation in the WMT 2016 IT domain task where my system ranked first on the
constrained task for the English→German language pair. A straight comparison
between this winning system and my other data selection methods represented
the motivation for choosing the third setting. A subset of the selection steps was
applied for these two settings: 1%, 5% and the selection ratio identified by the
hATD method. In the case of the Biomedical English→Spanish setting the hATD
method selected approximately 15% pseudo in-domain sentences, as for the IT
English→German setting, the ratio was approximately 23%.

While the same training data was used for the Biomedical English→Spanish
language pair (interchanged source and target sides of corpora), for the IT do-
main, the general domain corpora consisted of concatenating the Wikipedia (Wolk
and Marasek, 2014) and the Commoncrawl corpora for English→German. The IT
domain corpus, as well as the development and test set17, are the same used in
Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2.

6.3.2 Experimental Results

Following recommendations from the MT community, the averaged BLEU, ME-
TEOR and TER results over five system tunings is reported. Bootstrap resampling

161% constituted ≈ 35K sentence pairs.
17The only data difference compared with Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2 is that here the Wikipedia

corpus was used additionally.
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(Klejch et al., 2015) reveals if the difference between systems is statistically signif-
icant. To complete the evaluation, the OOV rates are analyzed.

Spanish→English for the Biomedical domain

The averaged BLEU scores for all the data selection methods, the random selec-
tion and the baselines are presented in Table 6.10 and visually depicted in Figure
6.3 for the Khresmoi test set and in Figure 6.4 for WMT18. For visual clarity,
the standard deviation for the BLEU scores was not included in the graphics con-
taining all methods, but in the four subplots (depicted using error bars colored in
green). All baselines are represented using horizontal lines instead of dots for bet-
ter visualization. Similarly, instead of representing the automatic ratio detection
method using a dot at 15% selection step, an horizontal line was used, also for
better visualization.

Method RND MML DSTF SEF hATD RND MML DSTF SEF hATD

Test set Khresmoi WMT 18

1% 39.5 39.91 40.08 40.14 33.25 33.46 33.77 33.49

2% 39.81 40.37 40.39 40.58 33.46 33.63 33.79 33.78

3% 40.04 40.77 40.8 40.92 33.63 33.98 34.58 33.88

4% 40.14 41.08 40.94 41.16 33.66 34.07 34.86 34.45

5% 40.37 41.24 41.11 41.36 33.72 34.14 34.74 34.39

10% 40.72 41.78 41.91 41.94 34.22 34.53 35.26 34.75

15% 40.89 42.27 42.1 42.37 42.47 34.34 35 35.42 34.85 35.33

Baselines

BS-IN 38.35 32.44

BS-GEN 38.56 33.51

BS-strong 42.41 35.2

Table 6.10: BLEU results for the Biomedical test sets for Spanish→English

The BLEU scores for the Khresmoi test set are higher than WMT18 as part of
the development set was similar to the test set, both belonging to the Khresmoi
data.

The averaged BLEU scores already indicate a ranking of the systems. However,
in order to assess if the results are statistical significant, bootstrap resampling was
applied with focus on evaluating systems per ratio selection.

On both test sets, the lowest performance in terms of BLEU is obtained with
the baseline trained using only the in-domain (BS-IN). The baseline trained on the
general domain (BS-GEN) performs almost on a par with BS-IN on the Khresmoi
test set and it achieves significantly better results (p-value = 0.024) than BS-IN
on the WMT 18 test set with almost 1 BLEU point difference. The strong baseline
(BS-strong) significantly outperforms the other two baselines (p-value < 0.001) on
both test sets. This is due to using the concatenation of the in-domain and general
domain corpora for training and interpolating the language models for the two
corpora.
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RND produces the lowest BLEU scores, for all selection steps, on both test sets.
Applying significance tests to the Khresmoi test set reveals that RND performs
significantly worse than any of the data selection methods, on every step. Investi-
gating the BLEU scores per step, by randomly adding more training data indeed
improves the translation quality, however, the results using RND are much lower
than any of the data selection methods. The difference in BLEU scores increases
with the ratio of the selection. On the other hand, on the WMT18 test set, the
random selection is significantly outperformed by all selection ratios only when
comparing RND with DSTF and hATD18. The p-values when comparing the other
two data selection methods with RND were quite small for selection ratios > 3,
however the results were not statistically significant. While the statistical tests did
not reveal significance across all system combinations for both test sets, it could
be concluded that, in general, random selection performs worse than pseudo in-
domain selection. These results indicate that the better BLEU performance is not
a result of generally adding more training data (random selection), but effected
by adding more pseudo in-domain training data (via data selection). Thus, the
research question RQ4 stated in the introduction can be answered by concluding
that the experiments using random selected sentences out of the general domain
are generally performing worse than the data selection methods.

Considering the BLEU performance of all ratio-tuning data selection methods
on the Khresmoi test set, the SEF method outperforms the state-of-the-art method,
MML, and the term-frequency method, DSTF, on all selection steps, however, the
BLEU differences are not statistical significant on all steps. The automatic ratio
detection method, hATD, is superior to all methods on the 15% selection of pseudo
in-domain and to the strong baseline (not statistically significant). By using 15% of
pseudo in-domain data obtained with any of the data selection methods, the same
translation quality is achieved as with the full selection pool. This emphasizes the
benefit of applying data selection to reduce the size of the training data, which
directly results in faster training of MT systems and obtaining smaller models
which are easier to store and load into memory at translation time.

Considering the WMT 2018 test set, when comparing the BLEU scores of
the state-of-the-art method, MML, with the term frequency method, DSTF, the
latter significantly outperforms MML and on 3% selection (p-value = 0.034), on
4% selection (p-value = 0.015) and on 10% selection (p-value = 0.002). When
comparing MML with SEF, the only ratio where SEF outperforms MML is 2% (p-
value = 0.05). It is important to note that MML does not significantly outperform
any of my selection methods on any ratio step. At least for this particular test set,
DSTF achieves a much better translation quality than MML and SEF performs
slightly better than MML. The hATD method produced very good results, better
than MML and SEF, but worse than DSTF (not statistically significant). Similar
to the other test set, using 15% of pseudo in-domain data for the data selection
methods performs on a par with the strong baseline.

Table 6.11 shows examples of segment-level BLEU scores for translations ob-

18With one exception on 2% selection ratio of RND and DSTF
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Figure 6.3: BLEU graphic of all methods for the Khresmoi test set

Figure 6.4: Averaged BLEU of all methods for the WMT18 test sets
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Figure 6.5: Averaged METEOR of all methods for the Khresmoi test set

Figure 6.6: Averaged METEOR of all methods for the WMT 18 test set for
Spanish→English
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Figure 6.7: Averaged TER of all methods for the Khresmoi test set

Figure 6.8: Averaged TER of all methods for the WMT 18 test set for
Spanish→English
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Figure 6.9: OOV graphic of all methods for the Khresmoi test set

Figure 6.10: OOV rate of all methods for the WMT 2018 test set for
Spanish→English
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tained with all systems for the Khresmoi test set. In the first example, all systems
produce poor translations of the source sentence. All of them failed to translate er-
itrocitaféresis (eng. reference: erythrocytapheresis) since it is an out-of-vocabulary
word. The best BLEU score is obtained with MML which correctly translates ”se
usará” into ”will be used”. MML is outperformed by all systems in the second
example as it misses the translation of the word administración (eng. reference:
administration). It is important to point out that the DSTF translation is actu-
ally identical to the reference even though it has a 0.892 score. This is due to
the fact that the reference uses 3 corresponding to tres and DSTF (as well as all
systems) translated it with three. The last example presents SEF offering the best
translation with a maximum BLEU score. The challenge in this source sentence
is translating terminology: insuficiencia renal (eng. reference: renal insufficiency) is
correctly translated by SEF (renal insufficiency) and DSTF (renal failure), while
hATD and MML offer a partial translation (renal).

Some examples of translations for the WMT18 test set are provided in Table
6.12. The best BLEU score is achieved by DSTF in the first example where the
first part of the source sentence is correctly translated. The other methods fail at
translating es preciso adoptar (eng. reference: is needed) which DSTF translated as
it is necessary to adopt. Even though this part of the sentence is not completely the
same as the reference counterpart, the translation produced with DSTF has the
same meaning as the reference (is needed). In the second example the difficult part
to translate is the enumeration Clásica, Española y Flamenco preceded by the noun
grupos (eng. reference: groups (Classical, Spanish and Flamenco)). The reference
encompasses the enumeration items into parentheses, even though the initial source
sentence does not include them. A translation closer to the source sentence would
be the Classical, Spanish and Flamenco groups, which reinforces the need to have
more than one reference. Finally, the last example demonstrates the difficulty to
translate very long sentences (a source sentence containing 55 tokens). Even though
the reference presents the translation for ayudas diagnosticas as diagnostic facilities,
the translation produced with MML is also viable (diagnostic aids).

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 depict the METEOR scores for both test sets and Figures
6.7 and 6.8 depict the TER scores. It can be observed that the METEOR and
TER evaluation results are in general consistent with the BLEU scores for both
test sets.

Figure 6.9 depicts the out-of-vocabulary rate of all the methods for the Khres-
moi test set. All baselines are illustrated using a horizontal line since only one
system is trained. The same applies for the automatic ratio detection method,
hATD. The baseline trained using only the in-domain data suffers from the high-
est unknown words count. This emphasizes the importance of adding more training
samples pertaining to the in-domain. The baseline trained only with the general
domain data achieves an OOV rate on a par with the data selection methods
trained using very small pseudo in-domains (1% - 3% selection).
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Source
Se usará una máquina de aféresis para quitar los hemat́ıes sólo del grupo de la

eritrocitaféresis.

Reference
An apheresis machine will be used to remove red blood cells only from the

erythrocytapheresis group.

hATD translation We will use a multinational apheresis only for the group of eritrocitaféresis. 0.096

DSTF translation We used a machine to remove red only Apheresis Group of eritrocitaféresis. 0.164

SEF translation We used a machine to remove apheresis red only the eritrocitaféresis group. 0.141

MML translation A apheresis machine will be used to remove red only of the eritrocitaféresis. 0.478

Source

Las complicaciones fueron más frecuentes inmediatamente después de la

administración de los agentes quimioterapéuticos, con una declinación gradual

sobre las siguientes tres semanas.

Reference
Complications were more frequent immediately after administration of the chemo-

therapeutic agents, with a gradual decline over the following 3 weeks.

hATD translation
Complications were more frequent immediately after administration of chemo-

therapeutic agents, with a gradual decline over the next three weeks.
0.720

DSTF translation
Complications were more frequent immediately after administration of the chemo-

therapeutic agents, with a gradual decline over the following three weeks.
0.892

SEF translation
Complications were more frequent immediately after administration of chemo-

therapeutic agents, with a gradual decline on the following three weeks.
0.652

MML translation
Complications were more common immediately after the chemotherapeutic agents,

with a gradual decline over the next three weeks.
0.553

Source
En conclusión, MAHA es un indicador importante de la insuficiencia renal y la

recuperación en pacientes con hipertensión maligna.

Reference
In conclusion, MAHA is an important indicator of renal insufficiency and

recovery in patients with malignant hypertension.

hATD translation
In conclusion, MAHA is an important indicator of the renal and recovery in

patients with malignant hypertension.
0.814

DSTF translation
In conclusion, MAHA is an important indicator of renal failure and recovery in

patients with malignant hypertension.
0.857

SEF translation
In conclusion, MAHA is an important indicator of renal insufficiency and recovery

in patients with malignant hypertension.
1.0

MML translation
In conclusion, MAHA is an important indicator of the renal and recovery in

patients with malignant hypertension.
0.814

Table 6.11: Examples of segment-level BLEU scores for the Khresmoi test set for
Spanish→English
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Source

Una vez se confirma, es preciso adoptar un enfoque sindrómico y usar una valoración geriátrica integral

para determinar sus causas y elaborar un plan de tratamiento que incluya tanto el tratamiento de los

śıntomas como el etiológico.

Reference

Once confirmed, a syndromic approach is needed, based on a comprehensive geriatric assessment in

order to determine its causes and prepare a treatment plan which addresses the treatment of symptoms

as well as the etiology.

hATD translation
Once confirmed an syndromic approach and using a comprehensive geriatric assessment to determine

its causes and develop a treatment plan that includes both the etiological as.
0.227

DSTF translation

Once confirmed, it is necessary to adopt a syndromic approach and using a comprehensive geriatric

assessment to determine its causes and develop a treatment plan that includes both the treatment

of the symptoms such as etiological.

0.305

SEF translation
Once confirmed, and syndromic approach using a comprehensive geriatric assessment to determine

its causes and develop a treatment plan that includes both the treatment of etiologic as.
0.271

MML translation
Once confirmed, syndromic approach and using a comprehensive geriatric assessment to determine

its causes and develop a treatment plan that includes both the etiological as.
0.242

Source
Las diferencias en el porcentaje de grasa en masa entre los grupos Clásica, Española y Flamenco fueron

evaluadas mediante un análisis de medidas repetidas (ANOVA).

Reference
Differences in percent fat mass between groups (Classical, Spanish and Flamenco) were tested by using

repeated measures analysis (ANOVA).

hATD translation
The differences in the percentage of fat mass between Spanish classical and flamenco were evaluated

using repeated measures (ANOVA).
0.264

DSTF translation
The differences in the percentage of fat mass between groups, Spanish classical and flamenco were

evaluated using repeated measures (ANOVA).
0.331

SEF translation
The differences in the percentage of fat mass classical between groups in Spanish, and flamenco

were evaluated using repeated measures (ANOVA).
0.258

MML translation
The differences in the percentage of fat mass between groups, and classic Spanish flamenco were

evaluated using repeated measures (ANOVA).
0.312

Source

Este art́ıculo es una revisión general de las herramientas diagnósticas que el médico cĺınico puede

usar para el diagnóstico temprano de la apendicitis aguda con énfasis en la escala de Alvarado,

y está destinado principalmente a los médicos generales en diferentes partes del mundo donde las

ayudas diagnosticas y los recursos tecnológicos son limitados.

Reference

This article is a general review of the diagnostic tools that the clinician can use for the early diagnosis

of acute appendicitis with emphasis on the Alvarado Score, and it is aimed principally to the medical

practitioners in different parts of the world where the diagnostic facilities and technological resources

are limited.

hATD translation

This article is a review of the clinical doctor diagnostic tools that can be used for the early diagnosis

of acute appendicitis with emphasis on the scale of Alvarado, and is intended primarily to the

general practitioners in different parts of the world where diagnostic aid and technological resources

are limited.

0.525

DSTF translation

This article is a review of the clinical diagnostic tools that can be used for the early diagnosis of acute

appendicitis with emphasis on the scale of Alvarado, and is intended primarily to the general

practitioners in different parts of the world where the diagnostic helps and technological resources

are limited.

0.561

SEF translation

This article is a review of the clinical diagnostic tools that can be used for the early diagnosis of acute

appendicitis with emphasis on the scale of Alvarado, and is intended primarily to the general

practitioners in different parts of the world where the diagnostic helps technological resources

are limited.

0.541

MML translation

This article is a review of the clinical diagnostic tools that can be used for the early diagnosis of acute

appendicitis with emphasis on the scale of Alvarado, and is intended primarily to the general

practitioners in different parts of the world where the diagnostic aids and technological resources

are limited.

0.561

Table 6.12: Examples of segment-level BLEU scores for the WMT18 test set for
Spanish→English
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By adding only 1% of pseudo in-domain data, the OOV count decreases from
383 unknown words (obtained with BS-IN) to 312 unknown words (obtained with
DSTF). When comparing the 15% selection of pseudo in-domain, all methods
perform on a par, with the random selection performing worse. As the graphics
shows, the DSTF method achieves the lowest OOV rates across all selection ratios
and the random selection produces the highest OOV rates when comparing the
experiments with ratio selection (from 1% until 10%). As expected, the best OOV
coverage is obtained using the full concatenation of general domain and in-domain
data (BS-strong).

A similar OOV behavior is observed on the WMT 2018 test set (Figure 6.10).
The lowest vocabulary coverage is obtained with the baseline trained using only
the in-domain data, while the highest coverage is given by the strong baseline. This
result is intuitive since more training data leads to fewer unknown words. However,
minimizing the OOV rate is not the only goal when training MT systems, but also
obtaining systems that perform well on target domains, that require less training
data, thus decreased training time, and consequently, less disk space and faster
loading into memory. With these goals in mind, data selection is the technique that
allows for a compromise between low OOV rate and smaller, faster models that
perform the same or even better than the models trained on the full data. Results
on the WMT 2018 set are consistent with the ones obtained on the Khresmoi set.
All data selection methods at 15% ratio are highly competitive with the strong
baseline.

English→Spanish for the Biomedical domain

The selection steps considered for this experimental settings were 1%, 5% and
15%, with the latter representing the ratio chosen with the automatic data selec-
tion method. The same evaluation procedure as described before was employed:
comparing system performance against each other in terms of BLEU, METEOR,
TER and the out-of-vocabulary rate measured for different ratio selection.

Table 6.13 presents the BLEU scores obtained using all systems. When selecting
only 1% of pseudo in-domain data, DSTF performs best on the Khresmoi test set,
followed up with small differences by the strong baseline and by SEF. The worst
performing system is MML for 1% selection, being statistically outperformed by
DSTF with a p-value of 0.005. The results on the WMT18 test set indicate that all
data selection methods, including the state-of-the-art, perform almost the same as
BS-strong with very small BLEU differences (not statistically significant). This is a
very important result because it demonstrates the benefits of data selection: using
1% versus 100% of the selection pool yields a much faster training and decreased
resource requirements.
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Method MML DSTF SEF hATD MML DSTF SEF hATD

Test set Khresmoi WMT 18

1% 34.34 34.85 34.65 32.31 32.35 32.25

5% 35.3 35.28 35.34 32.45 32.45 32.36

15% 35.29 35.39 35.68 35.89 32.46 32.71 33.03 32.8

BS-strong 34.71 32.21

Table 6.13: BLEU results for the Biomedical test sets for English→Spanish

For a selection ratio of 5%, all data selection methods achieve a similar trans-
lation quality in terms of BLEU for both test sets (very small differences with
no statistical significance). When comparing them with BS-strong on the Khres-
moi test set, MML and SEF significantly outperform the baseline with p-values of
0.017 and 0.001, respectively. Although for the WMT18 test set all data selection
methods give better BLEU scores, bootstrap resampling indicated no statistical
significance.

When considering the 15% selection, the hATD method achieves the best out-
put quality according to BLEU on the Khresmoi test set (35.89) and SEF on the
WMT18 set (33.03). Significance tests reveal that on the Khresmoi test set SEF
significantly outperforms MML with a p-value of 0.012, while hATD outperforms
MML with a p-value of 0.031. On the WMT18 test set, bootstrap resampling shows
that SEF is significantly better than MML with a p-value of 0.016.

Method MML DSTF SEF hATD MML DSTF SEF hATD

Test set Khresmoi WMT 18

1% 62.43 62.82 62.58 58.24 58.31 58.36

5% 63.41 63.29 63.44 58.67 58.44 58.54

15% 63.3 63.3 63.73 63.99 58.78 58.98 59.09 58.97

BS-strong 63.09 58.45

Table 6.14: METEOR results for the Biomedical test sets for English→Spanish

The results for METEOR are given in Table 6.14 and the ones for TER in
Table 6.15. Both evaluation metrics are consistent with the BLEU results for the
Khresmoi test set with system rankings that place hATD on the first place, followed
by SEF, DSTF, MML and finally, BS-strong. On the WMT18 test set, BLEU and
METEOR place SEF first, while TER places hATD first.

Method MML DSTF SEF hATD MML DSTF SEF hATD

Test set Khresmoi WMT 18

1% 46.52 46.11 46.39 54.06 53.89 54.01

5% 45.53 45.67 45.52 53.53 53.72 53.77

15% 45.69 45.57 45.3 44.97 53.54 53.56 53.28 53.17

BS-strong 47.03 54.63

Table 6.15: TER results for the Biomedical test sets for English→Spanish
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The number of unknown words for both test sets is given in Table 6.16. Not
surprisingly, the lowest OOV is achieved on both test sets using BS-strong as the
systems used full general domain training data. All data selection methods show
very similar OOV numbers on the 15% selection, on both test sets.

Method MML DSTF SEF hATD MML DSTF SEF hATD

Test set Khresmoi WMT 18

1% 186 179 184 94 90 97

5% 150 145 151 84 84 85

15% 126 127 129 126 77 77 78 80

BS-strong 102 69

Table 6.16: Out-of-vocabulary for the Biomedical test sets for English→Spanish

Some examples of translations using all systems together with their BLEU
sentence scores at the 15% selection are given in Table 6.17 for the Khresmoi
test. Words highlighted in yellow represent wrong translations, while pink denotes
extra words. In the first example, the best output is obtained with the hATD
method which achieves almost a perfect score, with only one error by mistranslating
basement with basal instead of base. The same behavior is encountered with all the
other data selection methods. However, investigating the correct translation of
basement membrane into Spanish using diverse linguistic tools (DeepL Linguee19)
shows that the correct translation was found by all data selection systems. While
the DSTF and SEF methods each introduce one extra word when translating
the source sentence, the MML method fails at translating the verb show with
the correct tense as it outputs the imperative form with the pronoun le. The
second example presents lower-quality translations in terms of BLEU scores. All
MT systems perform on a par. This example illustrates how BLEU fails to assign
high scores to translations that contain synonyms to words from the reference (in
this case lugar and vez). Also, the translations use the formal form of the possessive
adjective in contrast with the reference that uses the informal one (su piel instead
of tu piel). Another issue with this example is that the reference uses the singular
form of the English noun Bacteria which has its singular form Bacterium. Therefore,
all MT systems correctly translate the second part of the source sentence.

Examples of translations from the WMT18 test set are given in Table 6.18. In
the first example, while all MT systems translate the verb to have in the correct
tense, they all fail in the conjugation by using singular instead of the plural form
(tuvo versus tuvieron). The reference uses a different verb (presentó), however a
closer translation to the source sentence should use tuvieron. All MT systems have
difficulties in translating non-obese patients, with SEF offering the most fluent ver-
sion, while omitting to translate non, which in the end turns the whole sentence
into being non-understandable (English translation: The obese patients had a fa-
vorable clinical evolution in comparison with the group of obese patients.). Even
though the second part of the source sentence is not translated by the systems

19https://www.linguee.com/english-spanish/translation/basement+membrane.html
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Source
The nuclei are uniform in size and shape and show normal polarity with their

axes perpendicular to the basement membrane.

Reference
Los núcleos son uniformes en tamaño y forma y muestran polaridad

normal con sus ejes perpendiculares a la membrana base.

hATD translation
Los núcleos son uniformes en tamaño y forma y muestran polaridad

normal con sus ejes perpendiculares a la membrana basal .
0.913

DSTF translation
Los núcleos son uniformes en tamaño y forma y muestran una polaridad

normal con sus ejes perpendiculares a la membrana basal .
0.794

SEF translation
Los núcleos son uniformes en tamaño y forma y muestran la polaridad

normal con sus ejes perpendiculares a la membrana basal .
0.794

MML translation
Los núcleos son uniformes en tamaño y forma y muéstrele polaridad

normal con sus ejes perpendiculares a la membrana basal .
0.783

Source
Instead of making your skin look better, tea tree oil works at the source of

acne: the bacteria found on the skin’s surface.

Reference

En vez de hacer que tu piel tenga mejor apariencia, el aceite del árbol

del té trabaja en la fuente del acné: la bacteria que se encuentra en la

superficie de la piel.

hATD translation

En lugar de hacer que su piel look mejor, aceite esencial de árbol

de te trabaja en la fuente de acné: las bacteria s que se encuentra n

en la superficie de la piel.

0.362

DSTF translation

En lugar de hacer que su piel se ven mejor, aceite esencial de árbol

de té trabaja en la fuente de acné: las bacteria s que se encuentra n

en la superficie de la piel.

0.362

SEF translation

En lugar de hacer que su piel luzca mejor, aceite esencial de árbol

de té trabaja en la fuente de acné: las bacteria s que se encuentra n

en la superficie de la piel.

0.362

MML translation

En lugar de hacer que su piel luzca mejor, aceite esencial de árbol

de té trabaja en la fuente del acné: las bacteria s que se encuentra n

en la superficie de la piel.

0.440

Table 6.17: Examples of segment-level BLEU scores for the Khresmoi test set
English→Spanish

using the same word choices as the reference, it still has a good quality with the
only flaw consisting in omitting to translate more into más. The second example
highlights an out-of-vocabulary word, retinovascular, and the difficulty of the MT
systems in translating therapy at follow-up. In this example, SEF produces the most
fluent and closest translation to the reference.

English→German for the IT domain

In this subsection a technical domain, the IT domain, is investigated for the
English→German language pair. As in the previously presented experimental set-
ting, a subset of the selection steps was used for the experiments: 1%, 5% and
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Source
Non-obese patients had a more favorable clinical course compared to the

group of obese patients.

Reference
El grupo de pacientes no obesos presentó una evolución cĺınica más favorable

comparado con el grupo de pacientes con obesidad.

hATD translation
No - pacientes obesos tuvo una evolución cĺınica favorable en comparación

con el grupo de pacientes obesos.
0.300

DSTF translation
Non - pacientes obesos tuvo una evolución cĺınica favorable en comparación

con el grupo de pacientes obesos.
0.294

SEF translation
Los pacientes obesos tuvo una evolución cĺınica favorable en comparación

con el grupo de pacientes obesos.
0.291

MML translation
No pacientes obesos tuvo una evolución cĺınica favorable en comparación

con el grupo de pacientes obesos.
0.297

Source
None of 21 patients with retinovascular changes required any therapy

at follow-up.

Reference
Ninguno de los 21 pacientes con cambios en la vasculatura de la retina

requirió tratamiento durante el seguimiento.

hATD translation
Ninguno de los 21 pacientes con retinovascular cambios requiere cualquier

tratamiento , a seguimiento.
0.331

DSTF translation
Ninguno de los 21 pacientes con retinovascular cambios requiere cualquier

tratamiento , a el seguimiento.
0.371

SEF translation
Ninguno de los 21 pacientes con retinovascular cambios requiere cualquier

tratamiento en el seguimiento.
0.374

MML translation
Ninguno de los 21 pacientes con retinovascular cambios requiere cualquier

tratamiento con el seguimiento.
0.367

Table 6.18: Examples of segment-level BLEU scores for the WMT18 test set for
English→Spanish

23% (with the latter being the ratio of pseudo in-domain sentences selected with
hATD).

Automatic evaluation was performed for the same data selection methods pre-
viously investigated. The focus in on automatic metrics (BLEU, METEOR, TER),
out-of-vocabulary rate and statistical significance tests (like in the previous sec-
tion).

The BLEU results are presented in Table 6.19. The best performance is obtained
with the hybrid automatic ratio method (37.3), while the system trained using
23% pseudo in-domain sentences selected with SEF follows close (37.16). The 23%
selection using the state-of-the-art method, MML (36.96), and the term frequency
method, DSTF (36.85), also achieve good BLEU results that outperform the strong
baseline (36.74). The difference in BLEU score between hATD and BS-strong is
statistical significant (p-value < 0.001), as well as with MML 23% (p-value = 0.026)
and DSTF 23% (p-value = 0.002). SEF 23% is also significantly better than BS-
strong (p-value = 0.006), while MML 23% and DSTF 23% outperform BS-strong
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too, but not significantly. These results confirm the effectiveness of hATD on the
chosen setting (IT domain, English→German) when compared with the strong
baseline: only 23% selection of the general domain data outperforms the baseline.
Moreover, hATD is the winning method among all the data selection methods that
were compared in this setting.

Method MML DSTF SEF hATD

1% 34.77 34.81 34.61

5% 36.41 36.03 36.44

23% 36.96 36.85 37.16 37.3

BS-strong 36.74

Table 6.19: BLEU results for the IT test set for English→German

When inspecting the other selection steps, it can be observed that neither the
1% nor the 5% selection steps is able to outperform the strong baseline. However,
this is not a negative result, since it only confirms that selecting a too small amount
of data limits the chances to obtain a system that outperforms the baseline.

Method MML DSTF SEF hATD

1% 53.67 53.41 53.52

5% 55.02 54.74 55.01

23% 55.45 55.47 55.65 55.74

BS-strong 55.11

Table 6.20: METEOR results for the IT domain test sets for English→German

The METEOR evaluation scores are presented in Table 6.20 where the best
performing method is hATD, followed by SEF 23% selection, and MML 23% close
to DSTF 23% . The results obtained with this evaluation metric are in concordance
with the ones based on BLEU. Slightly different results are obtained using TER
(see Table 6.21) where the best performing method is MML 23% closely followed
by hATD.

Method MML DSTF SEF hATD

1% 45.23 44.52 44.59

5% 42.96 44.24 43.66

23% 42.12 42.93 42.45 42.29

BS-strong 43.45

Table 6.21: TER results for the IT domain test sets for English→German

The out of vocabulary rate is presented in Table 6.22. Not surprisingly, the best
vocabulary coverage is obtained with the baseline (3.3) as it uses all training data.
Low OOV rates are also obtained with the 23% selection of SEF (3.7) and hATD
(3.8). The unknown words lists included concatenated words that should have
been separated by space in the test file (e.g., ”newfolder”, ”andclick”, ”tocontrol”),
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misspellings (e.g., ”uninstal”, ”pintrest”, ”aaccess”, ”downolad”) and many host
and domain names (e.g., ”developers.google.com”, ”www.codecademy.com”, ”ifor-
got.apple.com”). Some of the test set problems could have been resolved with
external tools like a spell checker, but I decided not to modify the test set because
it impedes a comparison with other MT systems trained and tested on the original
data sets.

Method MML DSTF SEF hATD

1% 274 (11.7) 180 (7.7) 220 (9.4)

5% 165 (7.1) 124 (5.3) 120 (5.1)

23% 93 (4.0) 93 (4.0) 87 (3.7) 90 (3.8)

BS-strong 78 (3.3)

Table 6.22: Out-of-vocabulary for the IT domain test sets for English→German

Examples of translations for all systems together with their BLEU by sentence
scores at 23% selection are given in Table 6.23. Words highlighted in yellow repre-
sent wrong translations (when compared to the reference) and pink denotes extra
words.

In the first example, both hATD and MML produce the best translations in
terms of BLEU, with the most severe errors being the wrong translation of the
IT technical term Befehl Bildgrenze and being unable to translate the verb is from
the last part of the input sentence. Similar errors are made by the other systems,
with the exception that even though the DSTF translation has the lowest BLEU
score, it is the only one that produces a translation of the verb is. However, the
sentence structure is incorrect (ob die gestrichelte Linie ist) as the word gestrichelt
should appear after the word Linie.

In the second example, the best BLEU score is achieved by SEF and the worst
by MML. The IT term Home Tab could not be translated by any of the systems, as
well as the last part of the input (and begin typing to add text). The closest attempt
to translate this is done by DSTF and MML, but their output is incorrect.

The last example involves translations that received poor BLEU scores due to
the mistranslation of the IT terms Preview command and Transitions tab. However,
the reference represents only one of the possible translations and the German term
Vorschaubefehl exists, as well as the English-borrowed word Tab20. The systems
translated Preview command with Vorschau Befehl, which is close to the compound
term Vorschaubefehl. The MML system attempted to merge the two words using a
hyphen.

20See https://www.linguee.com/english-german/search?query=tab
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Source

Select the image, then click the Format tab, click the Picture Border

command. Select a color, weight (thickness), and whether or not the line is

dashed.

Reference

Wählen Sie das Bild, klicken Sie dann auf die Registerkarte Format, klicken

Sie auf den Befehl Bildgrenze. Wählen Sie eine Farbe, Gewicht (Dicke), und

ob die Linie gestrichelt sein soll.

hATD translation

Wählen Sie das Bild, klicken Sie dann auf die Registerkarte Format, klicken

Sie auf das Bild Umrandung Befehl . Wählen Sie eine Farbe, Gewicht

(Dicke), und ob die gestrichelte Linie.

0.762

DSTF translation

Wählen Sie das Bild, klicken Sie dann auf das Format Tab , klicken Sie

auf das Bild Grenze Befehl . Wählen Sie eine Farbe, Gewicht (Dicke)

und ob die gestrichelte Linie ist .

0.566

SEF translation

Wählen Sie das Image und klicken Sie dann auf die Registerkarte Format,

klicken Sie auf das Bild Grenze Befehl . Wählen Sie eine Farbe, Gewicht

(Dicke), und ob die gestrichelte Linie.

0.675

MML translation

Wählen Sie das Bild, klicken Sie dann auf die Registerkarte Format, klicken

Sie auf das Bild Umrandung Befehl . Wählen Sie eine Farbe, Gewicht

(Dicke), und ob die gestrichelte Linie.

0.762

Source
From the Home tab click New Slide, choose the desired slide layout from

the menu that appears. Click any placeholder and begin typing to add text.

Reference

Von der Registerkarte Start, klicken Sie auf Neue Folie, wählen Sie das

gewünschte Folienlayout aus dem erscheinenden Menü. Klicken Sie auf einen

Platzhalter und beginnen einen Text hinzuzufügen.

hATD translation

Aus dem Hause Tab klicken Sie auf Neue Folie, wählen Sie die gewünschte

Folie Layout aus dem Menü , das erscheint . Klicken Sie auf einen Platzhalter

und beginnen Sie, um Text.

0.448

DSTF translation

Aus dem Hause Tab klicken Sie auf Neue Folie, wählen Sie die gewünschte

Folienlayout aus dem Menü , das erscheint . Klicken Sie auf jedem Platzhalter

und beginnen Sie zum Hinzufügen von Text.

0.410

SEF translation

Aus dem Hause Tab klicken Sie auf Neue Folie, wählen Sie die gewünschte

Folienlayout aus dem Menü , das erscheint . Klicken Sie auf einen Platzhalter

und beginnen Sie, um Text.

0.509

MML translation

Aus dem Hause Tab klicken Sie neue Folie, wählen Sie die gewünschte

Folienlayout aus dem Menü , das erscheint . Klicken Sie auf eine beliebige

Platzhalter und beginnen Sie zum Hinzufügen von Text.

0.325

Source Click the Preview command on the Transitions tab.

Reference Klicken Sie auf den Befehl Vorschau auf der Registerkarte Übergänge.

hATD translation Klicken Sie auf die Vorschau Befehl auf die Übergänge Tab . 0.260

DSTF translation Klicken Sie auf die Vorschau Befehl auf die Übergänge . 0.280

SEF translation Klicken Sie auf die Vorschau Befehl auf die Übergänge Tab . 0.260

MML translation Klicken Sie auf die Vorschau-Befehl auf die Übergänge Tab . 0.237

Table 6.23: Examples of segment-level BLEU scores for IT domain test set
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6.3.3 Analysis of the Results

This section presents an analysis of the similarities and differences between the eval-
uation results for different empirical settings explored in this chapter: English→Spanish
and Spanish→English translations for the Biomedical domain and English→German
translations for the IT domain. The aim is to compare how the data selection meth-
ods behave on the three language pairs and on the two in-domains and to determine
whether the ranking across all settings is stable. Also, the follow-up questions de-
fined in the beginning of the chapter are answered as the analysis unfolds.

Evaluation metrics results per language pairs

Comparing the performance of the MT systems in terms of BLEU, METEOR and
TER, per language pair that includes Spanish either as source or as target language,
the BLEU scores are higher for Spanish→English systems translations than for
the reverse language pair (about 6 points for the Khresmoi test set and about 2
points for WMT18). The same behavior is observed with the TER scores for these
language pairs. These differences in BLEU and TER scores can be explained by the
fact that translating into English is easier than translating into Spanish. English is
not as morphologically rich as Spanish is. The opposite effect is encountered with
METEOR which assigns much higher scores to English→Spanish translations than
the reverse language pair (about 23 points for the Khresmoi test set and about 22
points for WMT18).

Investigating detailed alignments and scores from METEOR for translations
from both test sets revealed that even though when evaluating English an extra
module is used (Wordnet synonyms), the total number of modules usage is much
lower for English than for Spanish. Particularly, the use of the paraphrase module
reveals mostly the same number of times for both test sets. Instead, it is the stem-
ming module that makes a difference between the two languages: for the Khresmoi
test set, it was used for 966 Spanish words and for 299 English words. On the
WMT18 test set, 297 words were stemmed by the scorer for Spanish and 92 for
English. Therefore, it is not surprising that the METEOR scores significantly differ
between the two language pairs. The difference between the test sets is explained
by their size.

Examples of translations and scores with METEOR for both language pairs in-
volving Spanish, using the hATD translation system, are given in Table 6.24 where
exact word matches are not highlighted, yellow denotes stemming was applied, pink
indicates that a paraphrase was used and green highlights synonyms for the English
translations21. The sentences are given in the tokenized and lowercased form as
used by the evaluation metric. The input is omitted for both language pairs as
the reference for English→Spanish represents the input for Spanish→English and
vice-versa. The dominance of the stemming module in the English→Spanish sen-
tences (yellow) can be observed and how it affected the METEOR score compared
to the Spanish→English case.

21See Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2 for more details on how METEOR produces scores
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English→Spanish Reference

me parece que la única área de contención es si necesitas

bloqueos de nervios periféricos o puedes usar inyecciones

periarticulares .

hATD translation

creo que la única área de contención es si necesita algún

nervio periférico bloques o puede que utilice periarticular

inyecciones .

0.609

Spanish→English Reference
i believe the only area of contention is whether you need

peripheral nerve blocks or can you use periarticular injections .

hATD translation

it seems that the only area is concerning the need of con-

tainment blocks peripheral nerves or you can use periarticular

injections .

0.354

English→Spanish Reference

la formación de las células sangúıneas comienza con una

célula especial localizada en la medula ósea llamada célula

madre hematopoyética .

hATD translation

la formación de células de la sangre comienza con un recuento

de células especiales localizados en la médula ósea llamada

un transplante de células madre hematopoyéticas .

0.650

Spanish→English Reference
blood cell formation begins with a special cell located in the

bone marrow called a hematopoietic stem cell

hATD translation
the formation of blood cells begins with a special cell located

in the bone marrow called haematopoietic stem cell .
0.512

Table 6.24: Examples of segment-level METEOR alignments and scores for ES-EN
and English→Spanish

When considering the English→German language pair, the closest language
pair and test set from the Biomedical settings that could be considered for com-
parison is English→Spanish as for both settings the source language is English
and both target languages Spanish as well as German have comparable inflection.
The Khresmoi test set was chosen for comparison as the IT domain test set also
consisted of 1000 sentence pairs. With respect to these two experimental settings,
the results for BLEU differ by ≈ 1 points, for METEOR by ≈ 8 points, and
for TER by ≈ 3 points. While BLEU shows stability across these two settings
(translating a test set of size 1000 from English into a morphologically rich lan-
guage), METEOR shows the opposite. This effect can be explained by the semantic
nature of this metric where target language paraphrases and stemmers make it dif-
ficult to compare METEOR scores across different language pairs. Moreover, the
in-domain also plays a role because the IT domain is highly technical and, there-
fore, the paraphrase module was not used as often in the METEOR computation
of the scores. Count statistics of the stemming and paraphrase modules for the
English→German hATD translation reveal that METEOR applied the stemming
module 361 times and the paraphrase module 557 times, summing up to 918. In
contrast, the English→Spanish hATD translation requested the stemming module
966 times and the paraphrase module 964 times, summing up to 1930. This is more
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than twice the module count of English→German (918 versus 1930). Since the mod-
ules were used much more frequently for the English→Spanish translations, the
METEOR scores were higher than those for English→German (the aforementioned
≈ 8 points).

Out-of-vocabulary analysis per in-domains

Analyzing the unknown words lists for the Biomedical domain, five types of OOV
words were identified:

• NE - named entities (for example, ”marshfield”)

• LINK - hostnames/ domain names (for example, ”randyamy.com”,
”www.diabetesaustralia.com.au”)

• DT - domain terminology (for example, procedures: ”chromoendoscopy”,
”videofluoroscopy”; medicines: ”ct327”; names of genes: ”col9a2”, ”sec23b”;
biology terms: ”erythroblasts” ; abbreviations/ acronyms: ”opmd”, ”nve”,
”s.o.b.”)

• TYPO - typos (for example, ”bestbets”)

• GEN - general domain words (for example, ”attender”, ”nonrandomized”)

Count statistics for the identified OOV types are reported for the hybrid au-
tomatic ratio detection method and the strong baseline, for the English→Spanish
Biomedical domain (the Khresmoi test set) and for the English→German IT do-
main. Both test sets have the same size (1000 sentences). The purpose is to compare
a data selection method with the baseline (15% or 23% ratio selection versus full
use of general domain data). Another aim is to determine the degree of difficulty of
translating text pertaining to the two in-domains. Intuitively, given a test set from
an in-domain, the ratio of unknown words that are of type domain terminology is
a strong indicator of the difficulty of translating that test set.

Manual analysis of the two OOV lists (hATD and BS-strong) from the Biomedi-
cal domain revealed that out of the 126 unknown words for the hATD system trans-
lation, 85 entries pertained to domain terminology (31 terms were abbreviations
or acronyms). On the other hand, out of the 102 unknown words for the strong
baseline system translation, 81 entries belonged to domain terminology (16 terms
were abbreviations or acronyms). The full distribution of OOV types is given in
Table 6.25 where the percentages state how much of the total number of unknown
words the given types count for (percentages were rounded up). Where a type
could not be identified, the unknown word was tagged with other (for example,
”fig3a”). Inspecting the relative frequencies of unknown words, hATD performs
worse than the baseline at translating terminology (67% versus 79%) but has a
better coverage of named entities (20% versus 9%). The relative frequencies of the
other OOV types are very similar for both systems.
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Biomedical IT

OOV type hATD BS-strong hATD BS-strong

DT 85 (67%) 81 (79%) 1 (1%) 1 (1%)

NE 25 (20%) 9 (9%) 14 (14%) 12 (15%)

GEN 9 (7%) 6 (6%) 6 (6%) 1 (1%)

LINK 2 (2%) 2 (2%) 29 (29%) 24 (31%)

TYPO 2 (2%) 4 (4%) 41 (41%) 34 (44%)

other 3 (2%) 2 (2%) 9 (9%) 6 (8%)

Total OOV 126 102 90 78

Table 6.25: Count statistics of OOV types for the English→Spanish Biomedical
test set and for the English→German IT test set

The same procedure was applied to the IT domain where manual analysis of
the unknown words list using the same five types of OOV as for the Biomedical
domain. The count statistics of the OOV types are given in Table 6.25. As opposed
to the Biomedical domain, the terminology (DT) is almost fully translated by both
systems. For the general domain (GEN), the baseline has a higher coverage than
hATD (1% versus 6%).

Vocabulary coverage for the Biomedical test set is lower than for the IT set.
The systems perform much better at translating domain-specific terms (DT) for
the IT domain than for the Biomedical domain (1% versus 79% for the baselines).
This is a strong indicator that the Biomedical domain is a more difficult domain
for translation. Not surprisingly, the amount of OOV type LINK is much higher
in the IT domain (31% versus 2% for the baselines). Also, the amount of typos
(TYPO) in the IT test set is much larger than in the Biomedical set, with 44%
unknown words entries out of the full OOV list accounting for typing errors in the
IT test set (for the baseline) and only 4% in the Biomedical set.

Performance comparison of data selection methods

In order to answer the research question RQ5 stated in the Introduction, an anal-
ysis of the system ranking follows.

The ranking based on BLEU scores for the IT domain positions hATD on the
first place, followed by SEF, MML, DSTF (23% selection for all of them) and
the strong baseline on the last place. Also for English→Spanish in the Biomed-
ical domain, the Khresmoi test set reveals a similar ranking: hATD, followed by
SEF, DSTF, MML and the baseline. On the other test set, WMT 2018, SEF
outperforms hATD, followed by DSTF, MML and the strong baseline. The direc-
tion Spanish→English, reveals the same rankings for the data selection methods
as in the IT domain, for the Khresmoi test set: hATD, followed by SEF, MML
and DSTF (15% selection for all of them). However, the strong baseline performs
slightly worse than hATD, thus its rank is two. A different ranking order is pro-
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duced by the other test set where DSTF achieves first place, followed by hATD,
the strong baseline, MML and finally, SEF.

These five different rankings based on BLEU scores make it impossible to clearly
state that one data selection method is better than another one given any language
pair, or any in-domain. A generalization of ranking of the systems cannot be applied
which was also the case in all the WMT system rankings from all years where the
participating systems produced different ranking depending on the language pair22.
However, in most of the cases, hATD or SEF outperformed the other methods and
the strong baseline never ranked first.

Bootstrap resampling did not show any difference in the BLEU scores be-
tween the systems for Biomedical Spanish→English, for both test sets. Some
statistical significant results can be observed on the Biomedical test sets for the
English→Spanish language pair. SEF outperforms DSTF and both SEF and hATD
outperform MML on the Khresmoi test set. On the WMT18 test set, SEF also
outperforms MML. On the IT domain, there are also some statistical significant
results as hATD outperforms both DSTF and MML, while SEF performs better
than DSTF. On the intersection of all the comparisons that yield significance, there
are two results that are found twice: SEF is better than DSTF and hATD better
than MML.

Therefore, full ranking generalization does not apply for the bootstrap resam-
pling results in the three investigated experimental settings. However, partial rank-
ing generalization can be achieved across three test sets. Some results are statistical
significant and indicate that the automatic ratio detection method outperforms the
state-of-the-art method, and that one of the methods that uses PV for text repre-
sentation is better than the method that uses TF.

6.4 Summary

Automatic ratio detection was tackled in this chapter where a data selection
method based on an MLP classifier was introduced (iATD). Given sentences rep-
resented by means of PV, the algorithm learned from positive training samples
selected from the in-domain corpus and negative samples randomly selected from
the selection pool, whether a general domain sentence should be labeled as pseudo
in-domain or not. However, the negative training samples could contain pseudo-in
domain sentences that harm the prediction accuracy of the model by introduc-
ing false negative samples in the training data. An improvement to iATD, hATD,
considers using another data selection method for scoring all the general domain
sentences and selecting the sentences with the worst scores as being false training
samples for the classifier. This approach was compared with the initial one and the
results indicated that hATD outperforms iATD.

To answer research questions RQ4 and RQ5 in a conclusive manner, a consoli-
dated evaluation became necessary as before all data selection methods were intro-
duced and evaluated on different in-domains and for different language pairs. All

22For example, see Table 11 from Barrault et al. (2019, page 24)
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methods were applied within three common experimental settings that consisted
of training SMT systems on three language pairs pertaining to two in-domains.
While the BLEU evaluation scores provides a system ranking, not all of the sys-
tem comparisons turned out to be statistically significant. Moreover, the system
rankings did not fully generalize across all experimental settings. However, a major
result is that hATD generally outperforms other data selection methods.
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Chapter 7

Manual Evaluation of Data
Selection Methods

7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an analysis of human evaluation comprising of a three-way
ranking procedure applied to the Spanish→English system output and an error
analysis of the MT output. The WMT Biomedical campaigns also use the three-
way ranking procedure for human evaluation (Bojar et al., 2016a; Jimeno Yepes
et al., 2017; Neves et al., 2018). The research question RQ6 that concerns the
comparison between manual and automatic evaluation results is answered in this
chapter.

A total of six system comparisons were evaluated using the three-way rank-
ing procedure: DSTF versus SEF, hATD versus SEF, DSTF versus hATD, MML
versus DSTF, MML versus SEF and MML versus hATD. Moreover, for the three-
way ranking evaluation, the intra- and inter-annotator agreement was calculated
in order to attest the reliability of the human judges. Error analysis was also con-
ducted with the scope of identifying and analyzing the types of errors each system
produced.

The Appraise evaluation system (Federmann, 2012) was used with a small im-
provement to the error analysis task where I considered necessary an additional
field where a human annotator can include justifications. Two bilingual human an-
notators, native Spanish speakers, with background in linguistics and translation,
were chosen and given two user accounts on the Appraise platform. The annota-
tors were paid for their work. After reading an instruction material that I created,
the annotators were asked to perform a training for the three-way ranking task in
order to get familiarized with the procedure.

When several MT systems produced the same translation for a given input,
the duplicates were eliminated from the three-way ranking task, considering the
systems to perform on a par for those sentences. This step reduced significantly
the work load with a mean of 34% considering all tasks.

Due to time and cost considerations, human evaluation was applied only on the
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Spanish → English language pair.
In the following, the three-way ranking procedure is explained with examples.

The results of the two human annotators and the ranking of the systems are also
given. Afterwards, the annotator agreement is conducted, and finally, and error
analysis is presented that gives on overview of the types of errors that were most
commonly found in the output of the MT systems.

7.2 Three-way Ranking

This section presents the three-way ranking procedure for the Spanish→English
language pair. As the out-of-vocabulary analysis from Section 6.3.3 revealed, the
Biomedical domain is harder to translate than the IT domain, due to the com-
plex terminology. Therefore, the three-way ranking evaluation was applied to the
Biomedical domain. I chose the Khresmoi test set because it contains 1000 sentence
pairs and it is well aligned (in contrast to the 275 sentences from the WMT18 set
which contains alignments between empty lines and sentences).

I opted not to reveal the reference to the evaluators in order to not bias them.
When judging the quality of the translations, the annotators were asked to consider
the amount of errors a translation contains, how well the meaning of the source is
preserved by the translation, the amount of missing words and misspellings, the
word order, whether poor lexical choices were produced, the fluency of the English
translations, whether extra words were inserted, the morphology errors and the
punctuation errors.

The annotators were given an instruction material that consisted of ranking ex-
amples that I produced. Some of them are presented below. The sample sentences
were also extracted from the Khresmoi test set (source side) and the explana-
tions offer also the Khresmoi reference. The reference offered in the explanation
is mentioned as being ”one possible correct translation” due to the complex na-
ture of human translation where one sentence can have many possible translations
(see Example 3.5 from Section 3.3.1). The examples were given in order to help
and guide the annotators in their initial phase. After being familiarized with the
procedure, the annotators were encouraged to construct their own judgments and
ranking schemes in order to make the translations comparisons.

In the first example, both translations contain an extra word inserted at the
end of the sentence: diabetes. However, translation A is better than B because it
is fluent in English and it uses the correct verb tense (we will include versus be
included). One possible correct translation for the sentence is: Patients with type 1
and type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM) will be included. This is an example where it is
evident that translation A is better than translation B.

In the second example, A and B preserve some meaning of the Spanish sentence,
however the same errors are present in both: wrong word order, wrong translation
of cardias gástrico and wrong lexical choice for retroflexión (A simply uses the
Spanish word, not being able to translate it, and B uses a wrong translation; the
correct translation is retroflexion). One possible correct translation for the sentence
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Figure 7.1: Example 1 for the three-way ranking procedure

is: Polyp-like varices are shown here in the gastric cardia, seen on retroflexion of
the endoscope. Judging by the fact that the translations are similar and contain
the same type and number of errors it can be concluded that A = B. Judging by
the fact that A failed to provide a translation for retroflexión, while B translated it
using a wrong English term resulting in a more fluent sentence, it can be concluded
that A < B. This is a difficult case and it is up to the human annotator to make
a decision.

Figure 7.2: Example 2 for the three-way ranking procedure

Two systems rankings based on the three-way ranking results are presented:
the ranking procedure that the WMT Biomedical task employed in all years and
the ranking that the WMT News task used from 2014 until 2017. The advantages
and disadvantages of each method will be discussed.

The WMT Biomedical task follows the same manual evaluation procedure ev-
ery year: a sample of 100 sentences is randomly extracted from the test set and the
systems translations, the three-way ranking procedure is applied using one anno-
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tator1, and finally the systems ranking is produced by applying the max function
between every two systems comparisons. In the end, an overall ranking is produced
by combining all the results2.

For my experiments, I made two changes to the approach: using two annotators
instead of one and using the full test set instead of a 10% sample. Given the
Khresmoi test set of 1000 sentences, there are 2000 comparisons for system A with
system B, in contrast with the sample of 100. The goal of these two changes was to
obtain a more valid ranking since it considers the full test set, thus eliminates the
randomness factor which could favor one system over the other (when randomly
sampling 10% of the test set). Moreover, by using two annotators, the ranking for
my systems is double-checked. Applying the WMT Biomedical methodology for
my human comparisons results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

MML > DSTF , SEF > MML, hATD > MML, SEF > DSTF , hATD > SEF and
hATD > DSTF .

Which leads to the following ranking:

hATD > SEF > MML > DSTF

Answering RQ6, this ranking is in line with the ranking obtained via BLEU
for the Spanish→English translations of Biomedical data (the Khresmoi test set),
and also with the ranking obtained for the IT domain for English→German. The
other three test sets (the Spanish→English WMT 2018 Biomedical and the two
English→Spanish Biomedical sets) produce a different system ranking. However,
hATD is never placed last.

While this ranking approach is easy to apply and provides an intuitive, fast
ranking of the systems, it has two important disadvantages:

• it does not handle the cases where two systems have relatively close counts

• it does not handle the infinite test set scenario: how does the ranking change
in case more sentences are added to the test set? As Sakaguchi et al. (2014)
pointed out, there is a possibility that a system is lucky in the number of com-
parisons that favor it and thus, generate the conclusion that it outperforms
the system it is being compared to.

In order to tackle these limitations, I employed the TrueSkill3 algorithm (Her-
brich et al., 2007; Sakaguchi et al., 2014). This is the official method used in
comparing systems used by the WMT organizers for ranking the systems partic-
ipating in the MT evaluation News campaigns (Bojar et al., 2016a, 2017). As in

1One exception: for the 2018 manual evaluation, the WMT Biomedical task used two anno-
tators only for the language pair English→Romanian.

2For example, if A > B and B > C , then the ranking is A > B > C
3I used the TrueSkill version for WMT available at https://github.com/keisks/

wmt-trueskill.
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the WMT campaign, I ran the TrueSkill algorithm for 1000 bootstrap resampled
(with replacement4) datasets over all the data.

As follows, I use Sakaguchi et al. (2014) in explaining the TrueSkill algorithm.
For each system Sj , the approach assumes that its skill level follows a normal
distribution where the mean µSj reflects the current estimate of the system’s ability
and the variance σ2

Sj
represents the algorithm’s uncertainty about its estimate of

each mean. The initial value for µ is 0 and for σ is 0.5.
Given an outcome (S1, S2, rel) where S1 and S2 represent the two compared

systems and rel is < (win), > (loss) or = (draw), the update equations for the
systems means are defined as Sakaguchi et al. (2014):

µS1 = µS1 +
σ2
S1

c
· v
( t

c
,
ε

c

)
µS2 = µS2 −

σ2
S2

c
· v
( t

c
,
ε

c
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In the formulas, c denotes the confidence of the algorithm and is calculated as

c2 = 2β+σ2
S1

+σ2
S2

, where β is a free parameter (β = 0.025·J ·σ2 with J quantifying
as the total number of human judgments). The v function captures how surprising
the outcome was: if a translation obtained with S1 has a high µS1 and was judged
as being better than the translation obtained using S2 which has a much lower
µS2 , then it is not surprising (low update for both systems means). However, if
the result is unexpected, then the updates for the means will be larger. Given t as
the difference in means and ε a fixed parameter, the v function is calculated using
the normal distribution, N , and the cumulative distribution function, Φ Sakaguchi
et al. (2014):

vwin(t, ε) =
N (−ε + t)

Φ(−ε + t)

vtie(t, ε) =
N (−ε− t)−N (ε− t)

Φ(ε− t)− Φ(−ε− t)

In addition to updating the systems abilities, the update equations for the
systems confidences are defined below Sakaguchi et al. (2014):
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The role of the function w , defined below, is to express how surprising the

outcome is by using the previously defined function v Sakaguchi et al. (2014):

wwin(t, ε) = vwin · (vwin + t − ε)
4Given N outcomes, the algorithm randomly samples N outcomes where an outcome can occur

0, 1 or multiple times.
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wtie(t, ε) = vtie +
(ε− t) · N (ε− t) + (ε + t) · N (ε + t)

Φ(ε− t)− Φ(−ε− t)

After running the TrueSkill algorithm over each of the 1000 samples, a rank
range is computed for each system in each iteration by removing the top and
bottom 2.5% (confidence level of 95%) and clustering the systems into equivalence
classes. The system scores are represented by their system means Sakaguchi et al.
(2014).

Table 7.1 presents the ranking results obtained using TrueSkill (system score
along with ranking range). The systems in the same range are considered tied,
therefore all of the data selection methods perform on a par for the Khresmoi
test set (the state-of-the-art method performing slightly worse). With respect to
answering RQ6, this result is consistent with the BLEU results for this particular
test set.

System Score Rank range

hATD 0.156 (1.0, 4.0)

DSTF 0.067 (1.0, 4.0)

SEF 0.014 (1.0, 4.0)

MML -0.237 (2.0, 4.0)

Table 7.1: Ranking produced with TrueSkill using the human judgments

7.3 Annotator Agreement

Several measures to determine the reliability of human judgments have been pro-
posed in the literature. As defined in Hollnagel (1993, page. 16), reliability is ”the
probability that a person will perform according to the requirements of the task
for a specified period of time”. Taking into account a series of observations which
contain repeated measurements, reliability was investigated through the agree-
ment between the two human judges annotating the same translation pairs (inter-
agreement) and the agreement for each judge with himself annotating the same
translation pairs twice (intra-agreement). As pointed out in Krippendorff (2004,
chapter. 11), reproducibility is ”the degree to which a process can be replicated
by different analysts working under varying conditions, at different locations” and
is measured through the inter-agreement, while stability is ”the degree to which
a process is unchanging over time” and is reflected through the intra-agreement.
Krippendorff presents accuracy, defined as ”the degree to which a process conforms
to its specifications and yields what is is designed to yield”, as the strongest type of
reliability. However, since no gold-standard exists that could certainly state which
translation is better for each of the translation pairs (observations), accuracy could
not be evaluated for the three-way ranking tasks.
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The reliability of the human annotators was measured using κ, the Cohen’s
Kappa coefficient (Cohen, 1960). The formula for calculating the κ score was pre-
sented in Section 3.3.1. As in Machávcek and Bojar (2015), 5% of each three-way-
ranking task was randomly sampled and used for the intra- and inter-annotator
agreements. The random sampling was performed on the duplicate-free set of sen-
tence pairs, as duplicate sentence pairs were also not included in the full three-way
ranking tasks (see Section 7.2).

For computing the κ score I used the script made available by the WMT orga-
nizers5. The average per tasks intra-annotator κ was 0.608 and the inter-annotator
κ was 0.470. The interpretation according to Landis and Koch (1977) and also
used by the WMT campaigns. is that a κ score between 0 and 0.20 means slight
agreement, 0.21−0.40 is fair, 0.41−0.60 is moderate, 0.61−0.80 is substantial and
0.81− 1.00 is almost perfect agreement. Thus, both results reflect moderate agree-
ment. They are also consistent with the κ results reported by WMT. Therefore,
both manual and automatic evaluation present the same difficulty in assessing the
quality of an MT translation. Intuitively, a degree of consistence between measures
performed by the same person twice is higher than the degree of consistence be-
tween measures performed by two persons. Similar results have also been reported
in the findings of the WMT 2016 (see Tables 4 and 5 from Bojar et al. (2016a))
where the agreement scores are almost in the same range as the ones obtained in
this thesis.

7.4 Error Analysis

This section presents the types of errors encountered in the MT systems outputs.
For the language pair in the primary focus, Spanish→English, the same two native
Spanish speakers that ranked the systems in the previous section were asked to
classify and annotate the errors from 10% of the MT outputs for the Khresmoi
test set for each system.

As follows, the classification of errors is presented, as taken from the Appraise
tool, along with the examples I prepared for the two annotators. The results for
the language pair in the primary focus are discussed.

For every sentence presented for inspection, each word can be annotated with
one or more of the following errors (according to the Appraise tool):

• Terminology

• Lexical choice

• Syntax (ordering)

• Insertion (extra word)

• Morphology

5https://github.com/cfedermann/wmt16/blob/master/scripts/
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• Misspelling

• Punctuation

• Other

For every error, the user can mark it either as minor or severe. The instruction
offered to support the evaluators in taking these decisions:

• minor: it affects in a way the meaning/ fluency of the sentence

• severe: it highly affects the meaning/ fluency of the sentence.

In addition to individual errors, the user can mark the translation as having
missing words and/ or having too many errors (according to the Appraise tool).
The annotators were encouraged to use any online and offline lexical resources for
the medical terms they were not familiar with. Two examples that I annotated are
presented below which were included in the instruction material.

Figure 7.3: Example 1 for the error classification procedure

In the first example, the translation contains missing words, thus the check-
box for ”missing words” was checked. Having in mind one possible translation
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(the reference from the test set) such as ”Cardiac arrests are sometimes referred
to as cardiopulmonary arrest, cardiorespiratory arrest, or circulatory arrest”, the
indefinite article ”a” does not represent a translation of any of the Spanish words.
Thus, it was marked in the list at ”insertion (extra word)”. However, the annota-
tor might have a different translation in mind when reading the Spanish sentence
which might include the indefinite article. Therefore, when classifying errors it is
important that the annotator translates the sentence in their mind. The word ”car-
diac” was marked with ”minor terminology” and ”minor lexical choice” because
the correct translation would have been ”cardiorespiratory”. At the end of the list
there is an ”Error Summary” which updates automatically as the annotator makes
changes to the error list. In this example, the MT system output was annotated
with three types of errors which appear once and with missing words.

In the second example, three types of errors can be identified: missing words
(”It”, the translation of ”Es” as in ”It is a long ...”), syntax (”and” is placed in a
wrong order after ”tube” instead of before it) and morphology (wrong verb tense
for ”almacena”: ”stored” instead of ”stores”).

The same two native Spanish speakers that ranked the systems annotated 150
sentences from the output of all the MT systems. One annotator marked errors for
50 sentences, while the other one (a translation specialist) marked errors for 100
sentences (the same 50 sentences as the other annotator and 50 additionally ones).
The motivation for overlapping 50 sentences was to observe the inter-annotator
agreement on the types of errors. Since the task of annotating sentences is time
consuming and also costly, only the translation specialist was asked to annotate
more sentences. The same MT output sentences were investigated for all systems
in order for the results to be comparable.

For each MT system, counts of each type of errors are depicted in Figure
7.5 where each bar is associated with one system. From the cumulative counts of
errors it can be observed that the most frequent type of error is syntax, followed by
wrong lexical choice and then missing words. According to this error classification,
the SEF system produced the most syntax errors, with the other three systems
performing almost on a par.

The SEF system exhibits the least number of missing words, almost on a par
with hATD. The hATD system not only produced the smallest number of wrong
lexical choice errors, but also came up with the smallest number of other error
types, like insertion of words that should not be in the translation, morphology er-
rors and terminology problems. The other types of errors (punctuation, misspelling
and other) have only a small number of occurrences in the translations.

The punctuation errors are mainly wrong word capitalizations that are pro-
duced by the recaser. Since the recaser is not part of the data selection pipeline,
the errors marked as punctuation do not offer much insight into the performance
of one system compared to another (in terms of data selection). The purpose of
the recaser is to simply transform the lowercased machine translation output into
a recased sentence that is easier for humans to read.

Examples of error classification along with the justification that the annotators
provided are given in Table 7.2. The judgments attributed by the first annotator
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Figure 7.4: Example 2 for the error classification procedure

are visually enhanced with the blue color, while for the second annotator the orange
color is used.

The translation produced by the hybrid automatic ratio detection system,
hATD, wrongly attributes the adjective unknown to ion channels. The first anno-
tator identified this error and marked it as being severe as it changes the meaning
of the sentence. While the other annotator did not catch this error, both of them
correctly marked the word desalineado as being a wrong lexical choice. The first
annotator penalizes the error with the attribute severe consequently on all the MT
system translations which fail to translate the Spanish word. There is also one
exception when for the DSTF translation, the same annotator does not mark the
Spanish word. An agreement is observed across both users for the error produced
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by the indefinite article a followed by the adjective unknown where both of them
mark the error as a minor morphological one.

A case of consistent error treatment is observed also for the second annotator
which marks the word desalineado as being a minor wrong lexical choice and also a
minor terminology error. This user also makes small exceptions for hATD where it
only marks it as being a wrong lexical choice and for MML where, in addition, the
word is marked as a syntax error too. Given the Spanish word desalineado, which
was not translated by any of the MT systems, it can be observed that the notion
of domain-specific terminology is ambiguous to humans as for one annotator it did
not trigger a flag that this word pertains to the Biomedical domain, but it did
trigger the notion of domain-specific vocabulary for the other one. Intuitively, if
the word is correctly translated into misaligned, in the context of the sentence, it
could be regarded as medical terminology.

Intuitively, the best error classification annotators for the sentences pertaining
to this domain are native Spanish speakers, that are specialized in linguistics and
that also have a background in Biomedicine. However, such expertise is difficult
to find and most probably, also very costly and comes with the disadvantages
discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1.

This example demonstrates the difficulty of maintaining consistency in judg-
ments for error classification. Both annotators were trained linguists, native Span-
ish speakers, however their annotations differ in some places. The task of identifying
errors and grading them according to their influence on the whole translation is
not only laborious, but also subjective.

In addition to subjective differences between annotators, intra-annotator dis-
agreement poses another challenge for manual annotation. Even though the same
translation was produced with two different MT systems, the same annotator
marked the word submerged with the error lexical choice for the hATD system,
while the same word was marked with the error terminology for the SEF and
MML systems (see Table 7.3). The translation produced with the DSTF system
differs in two places (insertion of the definite article the and the lexical choice of
using the synonym extirpated of excised). For this sentence, the same annotator
marked again the word submerged as an error, but with both lexical choice and
terminology. There is however an agreement in the severity of these errors as they
were all marked with minor. Interestingly, the other annotator also annotated the
word submerged as an error, but for all systems consistency was preserved (only
lexical choice). However, the other annotator was inconsistent in the severity of the
error, marking it sometimes with minor and other times with severe. From my point
of view, the word submerged is both a wrong lexical choice and a terminology error
because the correct English translation of descalcificado is decalcified, which is a
term belonging to the medical domain, as the Merriam-Webster online dictionary
explains decalcification as the removal or loss of calcium or calcium compounds (as
from bones or soil)6. Also, using instead the word submerges is indeed a wrong
lexical choice.

6https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/decalcification
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Source

Una nueva investigación reveló una conexión previa desconocida entre dos
canales de iones, lo cual, cuando desalineado, puede causar los más extraños
śıntomas de la condición.

Reference

New research revealed a previously unknown connection between two ion chan-
nels, which, when misaligned, can cause the many bizarre symptoms that char-
acterize the condition.

hATD Translation

A new research revealed a previous connection between two unknown ion chan-
nels, which, when desalineado, may cause the strangest symptoms of the con-
dition.

1→ unknown=syntax:SEVERE; desalineado=lexical choice:SEVERE; Jus-
tification: ’unknown’ is an adjective to ’previous connection’;’desalineado’ is in
Spanish.

2 → desalineado=lexical choice:MINOR, misspelling:MINOR; Justifica-
tion: ’misaligned’ instead of ’desalineado’

SEF Translation

New research revealed a unknown prior connection between two channels,
which, when desalineado, may cause the most strange symptoms of the condi-
tion.

1 → MISSING WORDS a=morphology:MINOR desalineado=lexi-
cal choice :SEVERE; Justification: it should be ’an’ since the next word
starts with a vowel; ’of ions’ is missing; it did not translate a word.

2 → a=morphology:MINOR desalineado=lexical choice:MINOR, termi-
nology:MINOR Justification: none

DSTF Translation

New research revealed a connection between two unknown prior ion channels,
which, when desalineado, may cause the strangest symptoms of the condition.

1 → prior=lexical choice:MINOR, syntax:SEVERE unknown=syntax:SE-
VERE Justification: New research revealed a previously unknown connection
between two ion channels.

2 → MISSING WORDS prior=syntax:MINOR desalineado=lexi-
cal choice: MINOR, terminology:MINOR unknown=syntax:MINOR
Justification: before ’new’ the word ’a’ is missing; ’unknown prior’ should go
before ’connection’; ’misaligned’ instead of ’desalineado’
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MML Translation

New research revealed a unknown prior connection between two ion channels,
which, when desalineado, may cause the most bizarre symptoms of the condi-
tion.

1 → a=morphology:MINOR prior=other:MINOR desalineado=lexi-
cal choi-ce:SEVERE

2 → a=morphology:MINOR desalineado=lexical choice:MINOR, termi-
nology:MINOR, syntax:MINOR; Justification: ’an’ instead of ’a’; ’mis-
aligned’ instead of ’desalineado’

Table 7.2: Examples of annotations from the two anno-
tators for all the MT systems output

Source

Las válvulas aórticas son extirpadas y el anillo de la aorta (bases sobre las
cuales las válvulas encajan) es limpiado y descalcificado si es necesario.

Reference

Aortic valves are excised and the ring of the aorta (basis on which the valves
fit) is cleaned and decalcified if necessary.

hATD Translation

Aortic valves are excised and the ring of the aorta (basis on which the valves fit)
is cleaned and submerged if necessary.→ submerged=lexical choice:MINOR

SEF Translation

Aortic valves are excised and the ring of the aorta (basis on which the valves fit)
is cleaned and submerged if necessary. → submerged=terminology:MINOR

DSTF Translation

The aortic valves are extirpated and the ring of the aorta (basis on which
the valves fit) is cleaned and submerged if necessary. → submerged=lexi-
cal choice:MINOR, terminology:MINOR

MML Translation

Aortic valves are excised and the ring of the aorta (basis on which the valves fit)
is cleaned and submerged if necessary. → submerged=terminology:MINOR

Table 7.3: Examples of annotations from the same annotator for all the MT systems
output

The inconsistencies at an intra-annotator level show how difficult it is even for
a trained human translator to agree with himself when judging the same sentences
at different points in time.

The purpose of this error analysis is not to rank systems by counts of errors, but
to gain an insight into the types of errors produced by the MT system. For example,
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given Figure 7.5 with the cumulative error types for all systems, the DSTF and
MML systems commit the most missing words errors. The data selection methods
used by these two systems perform worse than the other two methods (hATD and
SEF) because the pseudo in-domain sentences selected with DSTF and MML have
a lower lexical coverage over the Biomedical domain. Investigating the number of
wrong lexical choices for each system, the difference of almost 20 errors between
hATD and MML indicates that hATD selected pseudo in-domain sentences that
are closer to the Biomedical domain than MML.

7.5 Summary

This chapter brought together all the data selection methods presented in the
previous chapters through manual evaluation.

Human evaluation was carried out for one language pair and the manual re-
sults lead to a similar ranking as the one produced with the automatic evaluation
results. The best performing data selection method among the three that I devel-
oped as well as the state-of-the-art approach is the hybrid automatic ratio detection
method. It constitutes an essential result towards automatically obtaining pseudo
in-domain data with considerable advantages: it is fast to train (due to a small
corpus size and no need to tune the ratio of selected sentences). At the same time
it produces high-quality translations, for several language pairs and in-domains. A
comparison between different annotation paradigms showed a high degree of agree-
ment between system rankings produced via automatic and manual procedures.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the data selection methods that I developed and presents
an overview of the experimental results with a focus on the system ranking obtained
using automatic and manual evaluation methods. Finally, ideas for future work are
presented.

8.1 Summary of Data Selection Methods

An initial step in developing a standard data selection method is text represen-
tation. In this thesis two approaches were investigated: Paragraph Vector (PV)
and Term Frequency (TF). After this initial step of representing the sentences, the
standard data selection pipeline consists of scoring the sentences from the selection
pool according to their similarity to an in-domain, sorting them by their scores and
selecting the top most similar sentences to build the pseudo in-domain which is
later used together with the in-domain for training MT systems.

Given a sentence from the general domain, sGen, scoring produces a list of
sentences most similar to sGen. The similarity is calculated through the use of the
cosine between two vectors. Each sentence from the list of the most similar ones
is weighed according to its rank in the list, which assigns higher importance to
the sentences that are most similar to sGen. Whether the sentences from the most
similar list come from the in-domain, or from the general one influences the function
that determines if sGen should belong to the pseudo in-domain or not. This data
selection method was termed SEF.

Sentence representation using Term Frequency (DSTF) was employed aiming
at comparing this simple representation with the one based on PV. Using such a
simple approach yields fast results since it is based on word frequency. The first step
was to create a frequency distribution for the in-domain and for the general domain.
Each sentence from the general domain got scored through the relative differences
between its word frequencies in the in-domain and in the general domain (for each
word of the sentence). A weight was applied in the sentence scoring calculation in
order to account for the domain-specificity of the word in both domains.

There is no consensus in the community on how many of the scored general
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domain sentences should be selected to build the pseudo in-domain. This results in
different schemes of reporting empirical outcomes. Experiments using several ratios
or thresholds are carried on and the best ratio is determined through the highest
BLEU score that an experiment using a certain ratio had. An attempt towards
solving this problem is achieved through the use of a feed-forward neural network
classifier. The input features were paragraph vectors with the positive samples
randomly selected from the in-domain pool and the negative ones randomly se-
lected from the general domain pool. The assumption was that the general domain
was large enough, thus the probability to select false negatives is small. Another
approach to select negatives was to use one of the previously developed data selec-
tion methods to score the general domain and to use the sentences with the lowest
similarity to the in-domain as negative samples for the classifier. This method was
called hATD. In the end, the classifier was used to predict for each sentence from
the general domain whether it should be kept or discarded.

8.2 Overview of Experimental Results

The data selection methods (SEF, DSTF, hATD) were evaluated on a common
setting: same language pairs and same in-domains. Additionally, the state-of-the-
art method, MML, described in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2 was included into the
evaluation. All methods were automatically evaluated using BLEU and manually
by means of a three-way ranking for the language pair Spanish→English with
sentences from the Biomedical in-domain. For this setting, also a random selection
of pseudo in-domain sentences, RND, was evaluated with the purpose of assessing
if the gain in translation quality is due to the data selection methods, or due to
the additional training data.

In order to verify the system ranking in other settings, the methods were also
automatically evaluated on the Biomedical in-domain, for English→Spanish, and
on the IT domain, for English→German. For the Biomedical domain, the automatic
evaluation was performed on two test sets, Khresmoi and WMT 2018.

The automatic evaluation metrics results produced the following system rank-
ings, in terms of BLEU:

• Biomedical, ES→EN, Khresmoi: hATD > SEF > MML > DSTF > RND

• Biomedical, ES→EN, WMT: DSTF > hATD > MML > SEF > RND

• Biomedical, EN→ES, Khresmoi: hATD > SEF > DSTF > MML

• Biomedical, EN→ES, WMT: SEF > hATD > DSTF > MML

• IT, EN→DE: hATD > SEF > MML > DSTF

The systems trained using the random selection of general domain sentences
perform poorly on both test sets of the Biomedical domain. This result confirms
that the gain in translation performance is not due to adding more general domain
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training data, but can be attributed to adding more domain-specific data through
the data selection methods.

Given the rankings obtained using BLEU on the five experimental settings, a
general system ranking cannot be determined since the rankings are not consistent
between different choices of language pairs and in-domains. In three out of five set-
tings, hATD outperforms all methods and in the other two ones, it ranks second.
This result indicates that the automatic ratio detection approach generally per-
forms better than the standard methods. However, DSTF and SEF also rank first
in one setting each. The state-of-the-art method, MML, ranks third on three cases
and last for the other two cases. This result shows that the data selection methods
that I developed outperform MML. The term frequency approach, DSTF, ranks
generally on the last places, with one exception where it ranks first (with a very
small BLEU difference to hATD). When considering how statistical significant the
results are, there are two partial rankings that are found twice to be statistical sig-
nificant: SEF better than DSTF and hATD better than MML. Thus, full ranking
generalization does not apply for all the results for the experimental settings when
using bootstrap resampling. However, partial rankings that are significant can be
observed across three test sets1.

Human evaluation through the tree-way ranking method was applied in the
Biomedical domain, on the Khresmoi test set, for the Spanish→English language
pair. Six system pairs have been compared: DSTF versus SEF, hATD versus SEF,
DSTF versus hATD, MML versus DSTF, MML versus SEF and MML versus
hATD. Two Spanish annotators with linguistics background assessed whether a
system output is better than another one. Given the test set size of 1000 sen-
tences, there were 2000 human judgments per systems pair. How often a system
outperformed another one at sentence level lead to the following results:

MML > DSTF , SEF > MML, hATD > MML, SEF > DSTF , hATD > SEF and
hATD > DSTF .

The following ranking can be derived from the results:

hATD > SEF > MML > DSTF

The system rankings obtained using automatic evaluation placed hATD first as
well on this particular experimental setting. Thus, the manual results are consistent
with the particular result from the automatic evaluation.

Given two systems A and B, one of the limitations of the three-way ranking
procedure is its inability to deal with the cases where the frequency of system A
outperforming system B is close the the frequency of B outperforming A. In this
case, the higher frequency dominates the ranking. Moreover, three-way ranking
does not handle the infinite test set scenario, as pointed out by (Sakaguchi et al.,
2014). In order to overcome these drawbacks, I employed the TrueSkill algorithm
which computes ranking ranges instead of a system ranking. The result was that
the hATD method obtained the highest score, however it was in the same rank

1Details on the statistical significant tests can be found in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.3.
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range (1, 4) as the other data selection methods that I developed. Since all my
methods are in the same rank range, they are considered to be tied. Another
outcome was that the MML method had the lowest score and the rank range (2,
4) revealed that it cannot rank first.

The reliability of human judgments was measured through intra- and inter-
annotator agreement using the Kappa coefficient and the result was moderate
agreement: an intra-annotator score of 0.608 and an inter-annotator score of 0.470.

8.3 Future Work

A list of possible ideas to improve or extend the presented data selection methods
is given below:

1. A direction to further investigate, according to the findings from Appendix
C, is to use the Bray-Curtis metric in order to assess the similarity between
two paragraph vectors instead of the cosine one.

2. Regarding text representation, bilingual word/ sentence embeddings (Shi
et al., 2019) is worth investigating, as well as contextualized embeddings,
such as Sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).

Word2Vec provides context-free models which generate static embeddings.
Therefore, homonyms get the same vector representation irrespective of the
context they appeared in. The NMT model presented in Chapter 3, Section
3.2 is based on RNN which has been shown to perform poorly on capturing
very long-term dependency between words (Wang et al., 2019). A model that
tackles both of these challenges is the transformer, introduced in Vaswani
et al. (2017).

The transformer architecture binds together a stack ofN encoders andN de-
coders. The encoder blocks are identical and consist of a multi-head attention
layer and a feedforward NN. In contrast to RNN where a sentence is fed word
by word, with the transformer all the words are fed in parallel which results
in decreased training time and support in learning very long-term dependen-
cies. In order to retain the word order in the sentence, positional encoding is
used. The input and the output of the layers are connected through the add
and norm component. The decoder blocks also consist of the same layers as
the encoder, but with an additional layer for masked multi-head attention.
The transformer is trained using cross-entropy as the loss function and the
Adam optimizer (Ravichandiran, 2021).

Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformer (BERT) (Devlin et al.,
2018) is based on the encoder component of the transformer. Pre-trained
BERT models are available which differ in the training data being used
and in the configuration (number of encoders, number of attention heads).
Sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) is used for computing sen-
tence representations and also for assessing if a given sentence pair is similar
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or not, and for finding most similar sentences given a sentence using cosine.
Thus, BERT is highly relevant for the data selection task since it can be
used in the initial phase of text representation and for obtaining most simi-
lar sentences. The data selection methods that I presented in this thesis can
be applied making use of Sentence-BERT. Other pre-trained BERT models
that could be taken to future work are ClinicalBERT (Huang et al., 2019)
and BioBERT (Lee et al., 2019), which are trained on biomedical data and
could be used in the data selection pipeline for the Biomedical in-domain.

3. Since much smaller in size models can be achieved by training MT mod-
els using data selection (versus using the full selection pool), it would be
interesting to develop an offline MT application (free to download). Offline
applications are very useful in the case an Internet connection is not available
when traveling, for example. Integrating optical character recognition would
make the application even more useful. Applying my data selection methods
for language pairs that include Asian languages and the Biomedical domain
would benefit travelers that are in need or want to prepare for any medical
situation that could arise. For such mobile applications, the size of the model
has a great importance.

4. Newly developed measures could also be evaluated with YiSi (Lo, 2019),
which is an MT evaluation metric based on BERT that recently showed very
good correlation with human judgments.

With NMT being the current2 state-of-the-art for MT, data selection and do-
main adaptation for NMT are still hot topics that are actively researched by the
MT community. For example, Aharoni and Goldberg (2020) employ BERT with
data selection, while Dou et al. (2020) exploits the MML method for NMT using
iterative back-translation.

2Current refers to the date of writing this section, June 2021.
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Appendix A

Doc2Vec Hyper-Parameters

All the Paragraph Vectors were trained using Doc2Vec from the Gensim library.
The table below gives give a description of the hyper-parameters used in training
my models, along with the default values. Due to brevity, only a subset of the
parameters are enumerated here 1. The hyper-parameters that I tuned were the
dimension of the vectors and the Doc2Vec algorithm.

1The complete list can be found on the Gensim webpage https://radimrehurek.com/

gensim/models/doc2vec.html.

Hyper-Parameter Default value Explanation

dm 1

the algorithm used for training the Doc2Vec model. Default value is 1,

encoding ’distributed memory’ (PV-DM), whereas 0 encodes ’distributed

bag of words’ (PV-DBOW).

documents
the corpora used for training the model (each document is a

TaggedDocument object).

size 100 the dimension of the vectors. Default value is 100.

window 5 the number of words used as left and right context.

min count 5
a threshold indicating that words that have a lower frequency than

min count should be ignored.

sample 0.001
a threshold indicating which words with high-frequency should be

downsampled (stop-words can be removed with this hyper-parameter)

negative 5
negative sampling will be used if the value set is higher than 0. Introduced

in (Mikolov et al., 2013b)

dbow words 0

faster training if set to default value as it trains only doc2vec vectors.

If set to 1 it will train word vectors using the skip-gram algorithm

along with DBOW training of doc2vec vectors.

dm concat 0 if set to 1 it uses concatenation of context vectors.

iter 5 the number of epochs used for training the model.

workers 3
the number of threads used for training (on a multicore machine it

results in faster training).

Table A.1: Hyper-Parameters explanation for Doc2Vec
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Appendix B

Word2Vec for the Biomedical and
the IT domains

This appendix presents examples of operations using Word2Vec for two domains
and visualizations of word vectors.

In Mikolov et al. (2013b) word embeddings are presented as being highly ca-
pable of encoding certain linguistic regularities and patterns. Examples are given
regarding linear combinations of vectors or other algebraic operations, like the
frequently-cited examples:

(1) vector(”king”)−vector(”man”) + vector(”woman”) results in a vector that
is closest to the vector representation of the word ”queen” (Mikolov et al., 2013a)

(2) vector(”madrid”) − vector(”spain”) + vector(”france”) results in a vector
that is closest to the vector representation of the word ”paris” (Mikolov et al.,
2013b)

Considering the two in-domains that are explored in this thesis, I tested sim-
ilar operations with corresponding word embedding models1, as an initial step to
determine whether these models are suitable for my architecture and experiments.
For the medical in-domain I selected the terms presented below (underlined):

• Inflammation in joints is a common sign of arthritis.

• Thyroid hormone deficiency leads to hypothyroidism.

Vectors for the words emphasized in bold were given as a list of words that
contribute positively in finding out the most similar word in terms of cosine sim-
ilarity, formally presented below2. The similarity score is presented together with
the most similar word.

M(positive = [′inflammation′,′ joints ′])→ (′arthritis ′, 0.72)

M(positive = [′deficiency ′,′ thyroid ′])→ (′hypothyroidism′, 0.83)

1A model trained on a Wikipedia dump and made available on https://github.com/jhlau/,
as well as a model I trained on the general domain data

2The similarity scores were trimmed down to two digits for layout reasons; M stands for
”model” and the most similar method is applied using it
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In these examples, the words from the list of positives contributed to success-
fully selecting the most similar word to them (the sum of the word vectors for the
words in the positive list results in a word vector that is most similar to the sum).

An analogical reasoning query (similar to examples (1) and (2)) was also
defined using medical terms and achieved an expected result. The reasoning I
used is based on the assumption that vectors for diseases should be situated in
close proximity in the vector space (similar to ’man’ and ’woman’ from (1)) and
that the vectors for the underlying aspect of diseases could be found by a similar
offset (similar to ’king’ and ’queen’ in (1)). The diseases chosen for the query
were arthritis3 and ulcer4 and the corresponding chosen aspects were joints and
stomach. Arthritis affects the joints and ulcer affects the stomach. Below the
cosine distance between the pairs of vectors is given, as well as the analogical
reasoning query result:

M(positive = [′arthritis ′,′ stomach′], negative = [′joints ′])→ (′ulcer ′, 0.67)

The same testing procedure was repeated in the IT domain with the following
three terms (underlined):

• A Malware is a malicious software.

• HTML is a markup language for creating web pages.

Similarly to the previous domain, vectors for the words emphasized in bold
were summed up resulting in the vectors of the underlined words, formally pre-
sented below:

M(positive = [′malicious ′,′ software ′])→ (′malware ′, 0.74)

M(positive = [′markup′,′ language ′,′ web′])→ (′html ′, 0.74)

In addition to performing algebraic operations on word vectors, they can also
be visualized in a 2D space using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for dimen-
sionality reduction (Jolliffe, 1986).

Plotting all the words from the vocabulary leads to a visual overlap which
cannot be interpreted, therefore I picked sixty representative words for each in-
domain. The English side of the medical corpora that I used in the Biomedical
Task of WMT 2017 was employed to obtain a vocabulary and then automatically
extracting the top 200 most frequent words that appeared in the whole corpus.
Since these most frequent words were not pertaining only to the medical domain, I
manually inspected the list and selected sixty medical terms. The same procedure
was applied to the IT domain where the IT corpus used in the domain adaptation
task of WMT 2016 was employed as the corpus for obtaining a vocabulary.

3A common condition that causes pain and inflammation in the joints (Definition from https:

//www.nhs.uk/conditions/arthritis)
4Open sores that develop on the lining of the stomach (Definition from https://www.nhs.

uk/conditions/stomach-ulcer)
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Appendix B. Word2Vec for the Biomedical and the IT domains

Figure B.1: Visualization of frequent medical terms using two-dimensional PCA
projection of their corresponding word embeddings.

In Figure B.1 the vectors for a set of ≈ 60 frequently used medical terms
(obtained using the vocabulary extracted from the Biomedical Task from WMT
2017) are depicted according to their two-dimensional PCA projection. The model
is able to group together symptoms/ side-effects5 like headache, vomiting, nausea,
dizziness and somnolence. It can also be observed that iron and aluminium are
situated very close to each other, as well as diabetes and insulin(a hormone usually
injected to the patients suffering of diabetes).

Figure B.2 shows the projection of the vector space for a set of ≈ 60 frequently
used IT terms (according to the vocabulary extracted from the corpora provided
by WMT 2016 domain adaptation task). The model groups words close in meaning
and usage and is observed with pairs like (database, oracle) or (menu, click)6.

Figure B depicts the visualization of frequent, domain-specific terms for the
medical and IT domain using two-dimensional PCA projection of their correspond-

5NHS (National Health Service) defines side effects as unwanted symptoms trig-
gered by medical treatment(https://www.nhs.uk/common-health-questions/medicines/
what-are-side-effects)

6A database is a collection of data organized in a structured way and Oracle is a database
management system. In the IT domain, a menu refers to a list of items that trigger a command
usually when performing a click event (user clicking on the item)
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Figure B.2: Visualization of frequent IT terms using two-dimensional PCA projec-
tion of their corresponding word embeddings.

ing word embeddings7. The set of fourteen words situated at the intersection be-
tween the two in-domains are highlighted in a blue rectangle8.

The domains form two well-defined clusters, indicating that the word embed-
dings are powerful in encoding relations between words. A remark on the intersec-
tion of the two domains is that the marked words are obviously belonging to the
medical domain but not so clearly to the IT domain. One possible reason behind
this lies in the fact that the transfer of bio-inspired patterns, algorithms, ideas into
the IT domain is much more dominant than the opposite direction. Also, an inter-
section between the two domains is inevitable since both domains are integrated
into a parent-domain: science.

7Obtained using a model trained on a Wikipedia dump and available at https://github.

com/jhlau/doc2vec
8The words are: DNA, Virus, Cell, Vaccination, Cancer, Therapy, Injection, Syringe, Blood,

Fever, Pain, Rash, Bleeding and Swelling
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Appendix C

Doc2Vec for Semantic Textual
Similarity

This appendix describes the task of Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) situated in
connection with data selection for MT. Moreover, my participation in a STS task
from an international competition is presented (Duma and Menzel, 2017b). The
goal was to evaluate Paragraph Vector (PV) for STS since it is a related task to
data selection.

Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) assesses the degree in which two snippets
of text are similar in meaning to each other. For my experiments, a snippet of text
consists of a single sentence. STS can be applied in machine translation (Zou et al.,
2013; Castillo and Estrella, 2012; Duma and Menzel, 2016a,b), information retrieval
(Kim et al., 2017), text summarization (Al-Khassawneh et al., 2016; Verma and
Verma, 2020) and question answering (Park et al., 2014; Özyurt et al., 2020).
Some difficulties in STS are determining the degree of meaning overlap (Cer et al.,
2017), capturing the relationship between the words contained in the sentences
and choosing a method to represent the sentences in order to develop a way that
lends itself to STS.

The connection between data selection (for MT) and STS is that both tasks
aim at identifying the similarity between two snippets of text. Given an in-domain
and a general domain corpus, the goal of data selection is to extract the sentences
from the general domain that are most similar to the in-domain. Therefore, devel-
oping semantic textual similarity methods could be applied to data selection. Even
when considering cross-lingual STS, it could be considered equivalent with the task
of bilingual-focused data selection since both tasks act on the two language pairs
involved using a combination of results produced using both languages.

In my data selection experiments, sentences are represented as PVs for both
the general domain and the in-domain corpora. In order to obtain the similarity
between two sentences, I used the default cosine similarity. Another similarity
metric is explored in this appendix with the purpose of evaluating an alternative
to the standard cosine similarity on the STS task.

Substantial research has been conducted for STS and SemEval constitutes an
annual workshop and competition that offers a track on STS (Cer et al., 2017).
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Given two sentences in the same language, the task is to assign a similarity
score ranging from 0 to 5, with 0 indicating that the semantics of the sentences are
completely independent and 5 signifying semantic equivalence (Cer et al., 2017). In
2017, a cross-lingual version of STS was introduced which is similar to the initial
task, but differs in the input sentences which come from two languages.

The 2017 shared task featured six sub-tasks: Arabic-Arabic, Arabic-English,
Spanish-Spanish, Spanish-English (two test sets), English-English and a surprise
task for which no annotated data was offered- Turkish-English. I participated in
all sub-tasks, submitting three runs per sub-task.

The evaluation data sets are extracted from the Stanford Natural Language
Inference (SNLI) corpus (Bowman et al., 2015). SNLI was used for all language
pairs. For English-Spanish, however, two sub-tracks were given: one extracted from
SNLI and one extracted from WMT quality estimation (QE) data. For the cross-
lingual sub-tasks, the sentences were translated by humans. The Spanish side of
the WMT QE sub-track was constructed by translating the English sentences
using various MT systems, annotated with the Human-targeted Translation Error
Rate (HTER) (Snover et al., 2006). HTER represents the minimum number of
edits needed to correct a translation divided by its length post-editing by humans.
Every test set was comprised of 250 sentence pairs.

The English-Spanish WMT QE sub-task presents more challenges compared
to the other sub-tasks: the average sentence length is 19.4 words (compared to the
English-English sub-task with an average sentence length of 8.7) and capturing the
meaning differences introduced by MT errors presents more difficulties (Cer et al.,
2017).

Table C.1 presents examples that I extracted from the cross-lingual English-
Spanish track from SemEval 2017 test set with explanations of scores (according
to Agirre et al. (2013)). For each example I identified the differences between the
two sentences in order to better sustain the score explanation. The gold standard
scores were provided by human annotators1 and were prepared by SemEval using
Amazon Mechanical Turk2.

In the following, details on the methods I used for the participation to the
STS SemEval competition as well as additional experiments are presented.

The sentences were represented using Paragraph Vector and the semantic
similarity score between two sentences was computed using standard similarity
metrics. The most traditional similarity metric used in the STS community is the
Cosine and it is also the metric implemented into Gensim, the library I used for
implementation.

My approach for STS has the advantages of being unsupervised and knowledge-
free. The empirical setting included various Doc2Vec sizes (200, 300 and 400) and
standard similarity metrics as Cosine and Bray-Curtis (Bray and Curtis, 1957).

1Without any formal background in linguistics.
2https://www.mturk.com/
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Score Sentences Explanation

0 Un camarógrafo sale a comer con
su familia.
(translation: A cameraman goes
out to eat with his family.)
A man is waiting for his friend to
catch up.

The two sentences are completely
not similar: there is no overlap in
meaning (”cameraman” 6= ”man”,
”goes out” 6= ”waiting”, ”to eat”
6= ”to catch up”, ”his family” 6=
”his friend”).

1 Cuatro chicos en un barco juntos.
(translation: Four boys on a boat
together.)
Three boys put together a sail-
boat.

The two sentences are not equiv-
alent, but share the same topic:
boys with a boat is the topic of the
two sentences and the differences
are the number of boys, the action
they do and the type of boat.

2 El hombre baila en la calle mien-
tras otro mira.
(translation: The man dances in
the street while another one is
looking.)
A woman and a man are dancing
in the street.

The two sentences are not equiv-
alent, but share some details: the
action of dancing in the street is
shared by the two sentences.

3 Las bicicletas estàn en una
carretera.
(translation: The bicycles are on
a road.)
Bicycles are laying on the side of
the road.

The two sentences are roughly
equivalent, but some important in-
formation differs/missing: specific
detail on where the bicycles are sit-
uated.

4 Un grupo de personas posando
fuera de un edificio para una sesión
de fotos de una revista.
(translation: A group of people
posing outside a building for a
photo shoot for a magazine).
A group of people pose for a pho-
tograph.

The two sentences are mostly
equivalent, but some unimportant
details differ: the Spanish sentence
indicates in addition the place
where the group of people are and
that the photographs are for a
magazine.

5 Una niña pequeã corriendo en un
campo.
A little girl is running in a field.

The two sentences are completely
equivalent, as they mean the same
thing: each sentence could be a
translation of the other one.

Table C.1: Score explanation for sentences from SemEval EN-ES test set
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The metrics are defined as:

Cosine : 1− u · v
||u||2||v ||2

Bray − Curtis :

∑
i |ui − vi |∑
i |ui + vi |

where ui and vi are the vector representations of the two sentences, ū and v̄
denote the mean value of the elements of u and v , and x · y is the dot product of
x and y .

The Cosine metric is directly implemented by Gensim and the Bray-Curtis
implementation was obtained from the spatial library of scipy3.

For any monolingual sub-task, I trained the Doc2Vec model on the corpora
available for the respective task. For any cross-lingual sub-task, Doc2Vec models
were trained for both languages.

The Stanford Arabic Segmenter (Monroe et al., 2014) was used for the Arabic-
Arabic and Arabic-English sub-tasks aiming to reduce lexical sparsity. For all the
other sub-tasks, text normalization, tokenization and lowercasing using the scripts
available in the Moses Machine Translation Toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) was applied
to the corpora.

SemEval uses the Pearson Correlation coefficient of systems scores with gold
standard human judgments to measure the performance of the submitted systems
(Cer et al., 2017). According to the SemEval evaluation ranking procedure, SystemA

is considered to outperform SystemB , if the Pearson Correlation of SystemA is higher
than the Pearson Correlation of SystemB .

Several parameters were explored, including the size of the Doc2Vec vectors
(200, 300 and 400), considering both sides of the bilingual corpora for the cross-
lingual tasks and applying Cosine and Bray-Curtis metrics. Table C.2 shows the
Pearson Correlation scores obtained by experimenting with all combinations of the
parameters values.

Given the seven test sets, the best performing similarity metric in terms of
Pearson correlation4 is Bray-Curtis outperforming Cosine with a tie with Cosine on
the EN-EN test set. This result could be due to the fact that Bray-Curtis is sensitive
to the differences between every element of the two vector representations of the
sentences. This actually represents the core of identifying the similarity between
two vectors as from a logical point of view differences lead to dissimilarity.

It is not possible to indicate the best vector size for the PV since all three in-
vestigated sizes lead to best results for at least two sub-tasks. Regarding the choice
of computing vector similarity, Bray-Curtis outperforms Cosine. The combination
of the two scores obtained by averaging the scores for both languages leads to

3https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.18.1/reference/spatial.html
4The Pearson correlation does not offer an indication of how close/ distant the metric scores

are to the gold standard scores. Its formula relies on computing the normalized covariance of the
gold standard and the metric scores, thus how well the two variables move together.
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Task Cosine Bray-Curtis

AR-AR

200 0.5587 0.5790

300 0.5825 0.5984

400 0.5773 0.5943

AR-EN AR EN Mean AR EN Mean

200 0.4789 0.4971 0.5221 0.4755 0.503 0.5268

300 0.4963 0.5141 0.5429 0.502 0.5085 0.5432

400 0.4813 0.5266 0.5381 0.4949 0.5288 0.5469

ES-ES

200 0.7455 0.7423

300 0.7002 0.7054

400 0.6979 0.7072

ES-EN-a ES EN Mean ES EN Mean

200 0.5738 0.6021 0.6212 0.5852 0.6208 0.6353

300 0.5676 0.6162 0.6219 0.5793 0.6253 0.6299

400 0.566 0.6092 0.6187 0.5767 0.6162 0.6253

ES-EN-b ES EN Mean ES EN Mean

200 0.3069 0.1933 0.3111 0.306 0.1686 0.2953

300 0.3234 0.1784 0.3193 0.3187 0.1685 0.3099

400 0.3407 0.1873 0.3303 0.3436 0.1575 0.3113

EN-EN

200 0.7880 0.7880

300 0.7237 0.7396

400 0.7185 0.7264

TR-EN TR EN Mean TR EN Mean

200 0.4990 0.5554 0.5804 0.5080 0.5577 0.5846

300 0.4919 0.5718 0.5792 0.4869 0.6001 0.5879

400 0.4878 0.5832 0.5775 0.5024 0.6000 0.5930

Table C.2: Pearson Correlation results for various parameters

the best results for two out of four cross-language sub-tasks. This outcome sug-
gests that the straightforward average of scores is worth investigating for other
cross-lingual tasks.

SemEval introduced in 2017 the STS Benchmark5 (Cer et al., 2017) where I
was asked to contribute with evaluation results, since my method achieved the best
result on one sub-track: first place out of 53 total submissions from all participants
(including one baseline) on the Spanish-English-WMT test set. The purpose of the
STS Benchmark is to establish state-of-the-art approaches and state their results
on standard data sets.

The benchmark collected a selection of previous data sets from 2012 until
2017 for the EN-EN sub-task, comprised of 8628 sentence pairs. I did not use any

5http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/stswiki/index.php/STSbenchmark
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annotated training dataset as my method is knowledge-free and unsupervised. The
Pearson correlation scores obtained when evaluating my method were 0.6158 for
the development set and 0.5922 for the test set.

In conclusion, a wide range of experiments were conducted indicating that
the Bray-Curtis metric could be considered as a replacement for the traditional
Cosine approach since it achieved better results on five out of seven language
pairs. Regarding the size of the paragraph vectors, no conclusion can be drawn
from the results. Using the Bray-Curtis metric for the similarity calculation in the
data selection pipeline is an encouraging idea for future work.
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